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I. INSPECTION SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The objective of this inspection was to evaluate the adequacy of construction
at the Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station Unit 2. This objective was
accomplished through review of the construction program and selected portions
of the quality assurance program, with emphasis on the installed hardware in

' the field.

Within the areas examined, the inspection consisted primarily of a detailed
examination of selected hardware subsequent to quality control inspections, a
selective examination of procedures and representative records, and observa-

-tion of in-process work. Interviews were conducted with designated site
managers, quality control inspection and craft personnel.

.For each of the areas inspected, the following was determined:

Is the hardware installed in accordance with the approved design?

Do individuals with assigned responsibilities in a specific area*

understand their designated responsibilities?

. Are quality verifications performed during the construction process with
applicable hold points and are quality verifications conducted with ade-
quate freedom to perform their tasks without harassment or intimidation?

Do personnel involved with Quality Assurance / Quality Control have the*

organizational freedom to perform their tasks without harassment or intimi-
dation?

.Are management controls established and implemented to adequately control*

activities in the subject area?

The areas in which a selected sampling inspection was conducted include:

Electrical and Instrumentation Construction
* Mechanical Construction
* Welding and Nondestructive Examination
* Civil and Structural Construction

Material Traceability, Storage, and Maintenance
QC Inspector Effectiveness,

Quality Assurance
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II. ELECTRICAL AND INSTRUMENTATION CONSTRUCTION

A. Objective

The primary objective of the appraisal of electrical and instrumentation
construction was to determine whether safety-related components and
systems were installed in accordance with regulatory requirements, SAR
commitments and approved vendor and construction specifications and
drawings. Additional objectives were to determine whether procedures,
instructions and drawings used to accomplish construction activities were
adequate and whether quality-related records accurately reflect the
completed work.

B. Discussion

Within the broad categories of electrical and instrumentation construction,
attention was given to several specific areas. These included electrical
cable, raceways, electrical equipment, instrumentation cable and instrumen-
tation components. Additionally, a review was made of a selected number of
documents associated with design change control and nonconformance report-
ing.

1. Electrical Raceway Installation

a. Inspection Scope

Twenty-six segments of installed Class IE cable tray, comprising a total
length of about 1,600 feet were selected from various plant areas for
detailed examination by the NRC Construction Appraisal Team (CAT).
These segments were inspected for compliance to requirements relative to
routing / location, separation, support spacing, identification, protec-
tion and physical loading. Additionally, 61 runs of installed Class 1E
conduit, with an aggregate length of about 1,400 feet were inspected for
compliance to specified requirements; such as, routing / location, separa-
tion, bend radii, support spacing and associated fittings.

Twenty-one raceway supports were examined in detail for such items
as location, material, anchor spacing, weld quality, bolt torque and
installed configuration. See Table II-1 for a listing of cable tray,
conduit and raceway support inspection samples.

The following documents provided the basic acceptance criteria for
the inspection:

; Nine Mile Point, Unit 2 (NMP-2) E061A " Specification for
Electrical Installation", Rev. 7/1/83

NMP-2 Construction Methods Procedure 9.4-10.82, " Electrical
Raceway Installation"

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC) Quality Standard
QS-10.52, Rev. 0 " Raceway and Cable Installations"

SWEC Quality Assurance Inspection, Plan N20E061AFA002, Rev.
0B-05 " Electrical Instcllation"

II-1
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b. Inspection Findings

In the area of raceway installations, the NRC CAT inspection of electri-
cal construction activities was hindered to some degree by the status of
" completed" electrical installations. A primary focus of the NRC CAT
effort is the inspection of hardware installed and inspected in accord-
ance with the applicant's program and procedures. A review of installa-
tion records for electrical activities revealed a significant disparity
in the relationship between " completed" and " completed and inspected"
components. As an example, a review of data supplied by the applicant
revealed that of 2,635 Class 1E conduits installed, only 196 had been
inspected. Additional'y, of some 20,000 installed seismic raceway
supports, 5,162 raceway supports had been inspected. To date, only 12
Class 1E terminations had been inspected.

An effective Quality Control program identifies problems as construction
progresses so that the problems may be cerrected as early as possible
and a significant amount of rework is not required. This data indicates
that the applicant's program of quality control inspection of electrical
construction activities has not been conducted in a timely manner as
construction has progressed.

With regard to available inspected hardware, the NRC CAT inspectors
observed that materials used were as specified, and attributes such as
location and size were in accordance with requirements. However,
several installation / inspection discrepancies were identified. These
are detailed in the following sections:

(1) Cable Tray Separation

Relative to separation of cable tray, the NMP-2 Final Safety Analy-
sis Report (FSAR) Section 8.3.1.4.2.lb states in part, "Three feet
horizontal and/or 5 feet vertical separation is generally maintained
(in general plant areas) between raceways associated with redundant
circuits or between safety-related and nonsafety-related
circuits...". Paragraph C further states, "where 3 feet horizontal
and 5 feet vertical, ... is not practicable, enclosed steel tray or
conduit is used or a fire barrier is installed."

Specific acceptance criteria for divisional separation of electrical
raceways is defined in Appendix I of E061A " Specification for
Electrical Installation."

During the inspection of the selected cable tray sample, the NRC CAT
inspectors observed the following tray segments, as listed below,
which did not maintain the required separation between divisions.
The following tray segments in the left column do not meet the
required minimum separation as installed relative to the tray
segments listed in the right column:

i

|
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2TK037N 2TH196Y
2TL196Y
2TK187Y
2TK194Y
2TC181Y
'2TX188Y
2TC188Y ,

2TX181Y I
'

2TX156Y

2TC058N 2TH196Y i

2TL196Y |
2TK187Y |
2TK194Y i

2TC181Y
2TX188Y
2TC188Y
2TX181Y
2TX156Y

2TJ010N 2TH196Y |

2TL196Y
'

2TK187Y
2TK194Y

l2TC181Y
2TX188Y
2TC188Y
2TX181Y
2TX156Y
2TX1928 2TX191N |

j

2TX1920 2TX105N
2TC102N
2TK092N
2TLO25N

The NRC CAT inspectors reviewed the inspection records for these
installations. The records were in the form of either a raceway
ticket or an inspection report. Inspections were performed in
accordance with Inspection Plan N20E061AFA002. Item #6, attribute

code WO6 of;the inspection plan details inspection requirements for
separation of raceways, including as part of this inspection attri-
bute sub-items I., J., and K., which restate the FASR requirements
for raceway separation. In reviewing the records of inspections'

performed on the previously listed tray segments, the NRC CAT
inspectors noted that inspection attribute WO6 had been signed as
satisfactory on the inspection report or the raceway ticket, indi-
cating an acceptable installation, even though the installed con-
figuration of the cable tray does not meet the specified separation
criteria.

The NRC _ CAT inspectors discussed this matter with representatives ';f
both the NMP-2 and SWEC quality organizations.

|
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The results of these discussions indicated that the documented:
acceptance of the subject raceway. installations.was intended to be
contingent upon t;1e installation of approved barriers at some later'

date. The NRC CAT inspectors observed that, although barriers were
shown on the design drawings, there were.no procedures available for
installation or inspection of these barriers. As a result of these
observations SWEC Field Quality Control (FQC)~ issued a revision to*

. Inspection Plan N20E061AFA002 which adds a specific attribute for'

separation barriers. This attribute will be documented as "L"
(indicating barriers are not yet installed) on the raceway ticket,
and will be inspected. independent of the final acceptance of race-

o way. FQC'also plans to retrofit previously completed raceway
tickets.

The NRC. CAT inspectors consider the nature of this issue to be-

significant in that it illustrates a failure to-implement the'

requirements of the applicable inspection procedures. The appli--
cants " intent" was not. reflected or defined in instructions used to!

F accomplish inspection activities, nor can it be determined that
inspection personnel who accomplished' these activities were aware of-

'this " intent". Further attention is needed by the applicant to
assure that inspection records accurately reflect the actual hard-
ware installation and that inspection of safety-related installa-
tions are performed in accordance with the requirements of docu-
mented procedures and not based on informal organization direction.

,

(2) Raceway Inspection Documentation ;

The NRC CAT inspectors noted that completed raceway tickets, which
serve as documentation of final FQC acceptance of conduit and cable
tray installations, do not show the revision number of the installa-
-tion drawing. For conduit applications, raceway tickets show no
reference to related drawings used, .or applicable design change . -

documents. As such, there is no documented record of which design
requirements were in effect at the time of installation, inspection
and acceptance.

| _
. Additionally, for raceway installations affected by post acceptance

I work activities, the applicable work tracking document; i.e., the
Punch List Inspection Report (PLIR) is not referenced on the raceway

[
ticket. These record deficiencies are significant in view of

J. document control deficiencies and concerns. identified elswhere in
i this report. Documentation deficiencies identified by the NRC CAT
L inspectors indicate that inspection records do not contain adequate
L_ information required to assure that completed accepted installations
L in fact reflect the approved design,
c

(3) Inspection Procedures..

n

! ~ During the NRC CAT inspection of Class IE raceway installations, the
t inspectors identified several apparent installation deficiencies.

These were compared to the acceptance criteria provided in the SWEC
inspection plan. The results of this comparison indicate that

~
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inspection plans used in the examination of electrical construction
activities are deficient relative to inspection acceptance criteria.

- Relative to inspection of Class IE raceway installations, the NRC
' CAT inspectors found procedures to be deficient in the following

-areas:

(a)_ Cable Trey Protrusions

'1he NRC CAT inspectors ideatified two cable tray installations in
which mechanical and HVAC support members had protruded the cross-
sectional area of the' cable tray (Tray 2TH001Y - HVAC Support and

,

Tray 2TK029G Pipe Sup r .).

' Although insthilations of dis nabre could cause significant damage
to Class 1E ables, no specific guidelines were provided via the
inspection plan to assure that FQC inspectors would identify similar
conditions. -

- The NRC CAT inspectors expressed the following concerns with
regard to this issue. Procedures should provide the appropria.te
inspection / acceptance criteria to assure that this attribute
will be considered during raceway inspections and that pre-
viously accepted cable tray installations should be reviewed to~ s

identify areas where this condition does exist.
_

To address these observation, SWEC Engineering issued Engineering
and Design Coordination Request (E&DCR) F01164 which revises Speci-
fication E061A. The revision to the specification states that
" Protrusion of a pipe, HVAC, etc., or associated supports ir.i.o the

' ' area defined by the upper and lower plane of the tray and f ne
siderails of the tray, is not acceptable".

,

Additionally, the requirements of E&DCR F01164 will be incorporated
into-the Mechanical Construction Specification, and mechanical FQC

,

will then complete the verification of previously accepted items.

(b) Temporary Identification

During the examination of electrical raceway installations the NRC
CAT inspectdrs observed a number of Class 1E conduits which con-
tained temporary identification markers, instead of the required
permanent color coded markers. The following conduits contained
temporary identification even though inspection records for these
installations indicate the attribute of identification to be accept-

able: 2CC030GHI, 2CC185GA, 2CX078GA, .2CC079GF, 2CC081GF, 2CK068GB,
and 2CX171NA.

Discussions with the applicant representatives and FQC personnel
revealed that FQC had intended to reinspect conduit installations
for permanent identification at some later date. However, the NRC
CAT inspectors found no methods in place with which to identify
conduits that contained temporary markers that would require this
additional FQC inspection to assure permanent identification.

II-5
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(4) Punch List Inspection ~ Report (PLIR)
,

At NMP-2." unplanned work", on an item, component equipment, struc-
;ture or system previously accepted by Field Quality Control is
documented and controlled by use of. a PLIR (work tracking via the
PLIR was' discussed. earlier in this section to raceway inspection
inspection documentation).

,

Based upon the examination of electrical installaticns at NMP-2, the
NRC CAT inspectors have the following concerns relative'to the use'

'of the PLIR:

Component changes.which result from the initiation of a PLIR are
not reflected on inspection documentation applicable to that
component.3-

The NRC CAT inspectors _ observed that inspection records reviewed
for FQC'_ accepted hardware which had subsequent PLIR-initiated<

activity showed no documented reference to the PLIR.
7

* Construction personnel have not followed the instructions for
use of the PLIR when working on components previously accepted

'

- by FQC,
4

The NRC CAT' inspectors observed that although inspection reports
stated that the following' conduits were acceptable and ready for-

| .
2CC999PD8 were disassembled and laying on the floor. Per procedural
cable installation, conduits 2CC9990, 2CC999D2, 2CC999PD3 and

-requirements, a PLIR should have been issued by construction to
track the disassembly, reassembly and subsequent reinspection of,

these conduits. Na evidence of such PLIR issue could be found.,

- As a result of this observation, the applicant issued a type "C"
Inspection Report E3K00522 to document this condition. However,

: this type of report is not included in the Quality Assurance trend-
ing program,- thus precluding any future programmatic action' to
prevent. recurrence. .(Further discussion of the applicant's correc-
tive action program is found in Section VIII of this report.)

'

(5)' Raceway Supports
,

The examination of raceway supports was accomplished for both <

conduit and cable tray applications. ~In general, attributes'such as
-location, material type, anchor spacing and installed configuration>

were-found to be 1: accordance with design documents.'

~

Relative tc. support' weld quality, the NRC CAT inspectors observed
that contrary to AWS D1.1-inspection criteria, support SP6B07
contains two. unspecified flare bevel groove welds. Additionally,
support SP6807 contains one undersized fillet weld. These deficien-4

:. cies were noted from a sample of approximately seventy-five support
'

welds.

I
:
'
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c' Further information regarding su'pport weld quality is det >.iled in
Section'1V of this report.
x .

c. , Conclustons , s
'

The NRC CAIinspectors observed thAt the applicant's program of quality
control inspections to verify conformance with documented pacedures,
instructions and drawings for raceway installations has not been con-
ducted as c6nstruction installations have progressed in that significant

,

disparity exists between " completed" and." completed and inspected"'

installations.' In addition, as a ' result of the inspection of available
rsceway installations, the NRC CAT inspectors found that:

3

s. . d) The'separartion status of riemerous installed and inspected cable
,

h' trays was not accurately recorded on FQC inspection records. TheseA e.

records. indicated separation attributes to be " acceptable or satis-' v
factory" when, in fact, this was not the case.'

(2) Inspection documentation relative to electrical raceway installa-'

tions do not reflect applicable drawing revisions and engineering
change document references the used to perform the inspection.

(3) Proceduresandinspectionpiansusedtoaccomplishinspectionof*

electrical raceway installations contain deficiencies related to* '

inspection acceptance criteria.

[ 2.3 Electrical Coble Installation
a./ Inspitction Scopo"

sThe NRC CAT inspectors se ected a samp e of installed Class IE cablel ls , s
.f runs that had been previously accepted by FQC inspectors. Accepted in'-

,

x Jthis instance' indicates that the cables selected had received some form
of in-procesh inspection. Final inspection had, in most cases, not been
perforned becduse cabi'es'had been partially pulled'and coiled at a'

designated point in the rudting. The sample included high voltage,*

power, control and instrument cables. For each of these cable runs,

physical inspection was n;ada to ascertain compliance with applicable
design _ criteria relative to size, type, location / routing, bend radii,o

,

protectionh separation, identification and support..

AdditionaHy, the NRC CAT inspectors selected approximately 80 cable
~

ends for, examination. These were inspected relative to the applicable
design apd installation documents for items such as; lug size and type,

4 proper terrtinal point configuration,. correct identification v cable and
donductors, proper crimping of lugs or connectors and absence of insula-
tion .or jacket damage. Cable ends selected for examination by the NRC
. CAT inspectors had not been inspected by FQC. As previously referenced,
only 12 Class 1E terminations had received-inspection. These were to

' ,
' _ heaters on the intake pipes that are submerged in water and were

the~refore : inaccessible for NRC CAT inspection.
3

-II-7x
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The following high voltage and power cables totaling approximately 2,200
feet were selected from different systems, electrical trains and
locations and were of various sizes:

Cable Type.

2CCAGK024 600V
2CCPNYK001 600V
2CSLNGK001 600V
2EHSAGL003 350KCM
2EHSBY003 350KCM
2EJSYYH301 4160V
2HVCAGK503 120VAC ,

2HVKAGL200 350KCM
2LACBYK200 600V
2NNSXNH303 4160V
2RHSAGK026 600V
2RHSAGK500 120V AC
2RHSBYK014 600V
2RHSBYK600 125V DC
2SCVAPK200 600V
2RHSAGC600 125V DC
2RHSAGK501 120V

The following control cables totaling approximately 2,000 feet were
selected from different systems, electrical trains, and locations and
were of various sizes:

Cable Tyjgt

2RHSAGC006 7/c #12
2RHSAGC032 5/c #12
2RHSAGC500 2/c #10
2RHSAGC502 2/c #10
2RHSAGC525 9/c #12
2RHSAGC526 9/c #12
2RHSAGC527 9/c #12
2RHSAGC528 7/c #12
2RHSBYC012 5/c #12
2RHSBYC024 5/c #12
2RHSBYCO27 5/c #12

The following instrument cable totaling approximately 1,250 feet were
selected from different systems and locations:

Cable _ Type

2CMSAGX009 6/c #16
2CMSAGX010 6/c #16
2CMSBYX003 6/c #16
2CMSCGX002 6/c #16
2CMSCGX003 6/c #16
2CMSCGX004 6/c #16

11-8
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The NRC CAT inspectors also observed the in-process installation /
inspection of five Class IE cable pulls and three control panel termina-
tions.

The following documents provided the basic acceptance criteria for the
inspections:

NMP-2 E061A " Specification for Electrical Installation", Rev. 7/1/83

SWEC Quality Standard QS-10.52, Rev. 0 " Raceway and Cable Installations"

NMP-2 Construction Methods Proceaure 9.3-10.82, " Insulated Electrical
Cable Installation"

| SWEC Quality Standard QS-10.53, Rev. 0 " Cable Terminations and Connec-
tions"

SWEC Quality Assurance - Inspection Plan N20E016AFA025, Rev. 08-00 "Electri-
cal Installation"

b. Inspection Findings

(1) Routing

In general, the routing of Class 1E cables through design designated
raceway systems was found to be in accordance with specified cri-
teria. However, the routing of one c.ible 2RHSBYC027 was not as
indicated on inspection documents. Inspection Report E3007337
indicates that cable 2RHSBYC027 has been pulled into conduit
2CC098YA. The NRC CAT inspectors observed that this cable is called
at tray 2TC098Y and has not been pulled into the referenced conduit.

No other discrepancies were identified relative to cable routing.
The condition listed above is considered to be an isolated case.

(2) Separation

For the purpose of clarification, separation, as refered to in this
section, applies only to cable and wiring installed in the Power
Generation Control Complex (PGCC) ductways and panels. Separation
of electrical cable installations in general plant areas as it
relates to electrical raceway installation was previously discussed
in this section.

The NMP-2 specification for electrical installation E061A, states
in Section 3.8.2 in part, "...the separation of cables and wiring
within the PGCC shall be in accordance with the criteria outlined in
Appendix I Section 8.2.4.

Appendix I, Section 8.2.4 states in part, "whenever color coded
cables or wiring of two different colors exist in a single panel
section or enclosure, separate terminal boards will be provided, and
separation of terminal boards and wiring and devices will be a
minimum of 6 inches between different colors. When it is not

II-9
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possible to maintain the required 6 inch separation, the engineers
will provide direction for the installation of fireproof barriers or
will conduct an analysis to verify that a fire within the panel
cannot disable more than one division..."

The NRC CAT inspection of cable installations in PGCC ductways and
control boards revealed many installations which did not meet the
requirements for separation of divisional cable and wiring. Instal-
1ations in PGCC ductways were such that in many instances, cables of
one division were in physical contact with those of another divi-
sion. In control boards, the NRC CAT inspectors observed that the
installed configuration of many SITS / FITS cables was such that they
were entwined with those of another division as they approached
their designated terminal points. Additionally, several violations
were observed involving vendor wiring which had been modified on
site to satisfy specification requirements. These included bundles
of 10 to 15 conductors of one division which contained one or two
conductors of another division. The NRC CAT inspectors observed
violations in each of the control boards examined. Discussions with
the applicant representative and FQC personnel indicated that the
inspection of cable installations relative to the requirements for
divisional separation would be performed at a later date.

The NRC CAT inspectors reviewed the related Inspection Plan
N20E061AFA067 " Installation Inspection of GE PGCC SITS / FITS Cables."
This plan, in general note 7) states, " divisional separation of
cables and connnectors will be addressed and inspected prior to
system turnover of the PGCC equipment." Related inspection records
for the installation of SITS / FITS cables were then reviewed by the
NRC CAT inspectors. Several of these records included statements
addressing separation: " separation will be discussed after" or
" separation inspection will be performed prior to system turnover".
However many of the records reviewed contained no reference whatso-,

ever to the attribute of divisional separation.

The NRC CAT inspectors observed that the separation violations
identified fall into three categories; (1) those involving cables in
PGCC ductways, (2) those involving cables which enter PGCC control
boards, (3) those involving vendor wiring affected by Three Mile
Island (TMI) and Human Factors flodifications. For each of these
categories, the FQC program for inspection was found to disregard
the attribute of divisional separation. Additionally, no procedural
methods have been established to assure that FQC inspection of
separation will be perfomed, or to what extent verification wi?1 be
accomplished.

Another issue is the installation of separation barriers. As work
activity continues in the PGCC area, it will become more difficult
to install barriers for. both ductway and panel applications.
Appendix I Section 8.3 of the electrical specification states "there
are certain conditions where separation and/or barrier requirements
may not be met." It then adds by " Note: When such conditions are
found, they shall be brought to the attention of the engineers who
will then analyze and document the soluti c for such situations
before co9tinuing with the development of diawings and/or scheduling
of cable tir that equipment."

II-10



The FQC inspection plan that disregards the inspection of separation
attributes does not meet the intent of this section of the specifi-
cation, which was to identify potential problem areas and preclude
further work activities until a resolution to problems could be
achieved. Of greater significance are the deficiencies identi-
fied which involve control panel wiring modifications. During the
inspection, NRC CAT inspectors observed that modification work
activities many times affected vendor or shop wiring located in
close proximity to the the wiring of the modifications component.
Since inspection of separation attributes is not performed at the
time of modification and since vendor wiring will not receive site
inspection for the same attributes, the applicant's program does not
conform to the requirements for separation of redundant wiring. The
NRC CAT inspectors concluded that PGCC cable installation practices
are not in accordance with the requirerents of the FSAR nor the
applicant's quality programs. Furthermore, the FQC program of
quality control inspections has not assured that cable installations
will receive appropriate / timely inspections for important quality
attributes.

(3) Cable Spacing

During the inspection of Class 1E power cable installations, the NRC
CAT inspectors observed two cables whose installed configuration was
such that they were in violation of spacing requirements between
adjacent cables and the side rail of the cable tray. Cables
2EHSBYLC 3 and 3EHSAGL003 both 350 MCM, were less than the 1/8"
spacing required from adjacent cable and tray siderails. Cables had
been tied in place through use of tie-wraps and had received inspec-
tion by FQC. The NRC CAT inspectors reviewed the inspection
records for these installations, and found that attributes for
spacing and cable tie down had been documented indicating acceptable
or satisfactory installations.

This matter was brought to the attention of the applicant and FQC
personnel, and illustrates a need to pay closer attention to spacing
inspection attributes during the installation of medium and high
voltage cable.

(4) Cable Damage

The NRC CAT inspectors observed the following cable installations,
which exhibited damage to the cable jacket or insulation.

Cable 2RHSBYC036, coiled at tray 2TC031Y, has an indentation in its
jacket caused by the coil being supported across the sharp edge of a
conduit support. As a result of this observation, FQC issued
"UNSAT" Inspection Report E3008545 and Nonconformance and Disposi-
tion Report (N&D) 5929 to document this condition.

Cable 2RHSBYC615, observed in tray 2TC031Y and riser 2TC180Y,
contains significant damage to its jacket (scuffing, rippling and
tearing) which appears to have originated at the vendor, as the
manufacturer's identification marks were stenciled over the jacket

II-11
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damage. Footage marker 5404 was found within the area of damage.
When notified of this condition, the applicant issued "UNSAT"
Inspection Report E3008546 and N&D 5928. An engineering disposition
to this N&D was completed while the NRC CAT inspectors were still
on-site. This disposittoa was reviewed for adequacy. The following
are concerns resulting from this review:

The description of the damage as stated by FQ: was that the-

jacket contained flattened areas, and as such didn't adequately
describe the nature or severity of the damage.

- The disposition provided by engineering was " accept-as-is", but
did not contain justification for such acceptance. As a mini-
mum, the cable should have been meggered to determine insulation
integrity, and additional cables from the same production run
should have been inspected to determine whether or not the
condition exists in other safety-related cables.

In conclusion, FQC personnel need to more accurately and completely
describe the nature of nonconforming conditions, engineering person-
nel need to research nonconformance conditions and potential conse-
quences when preparing dispositions, and engineering dispositions
need to be reviewed by the a?plicant's quality organization to
ensure that such dispositions contain technical justification and
appropriate action.

(5) Cable Identification

The NRC CAT inspectors observed many cable installations which
contained temporary markers along their routing. A review of
inspection records for these installations indicate cable identifi-
cation to be satisfactory. Although the electrical specification
allows use of temporary markers, it requires the installation of
permanent markers subsequent to the initial installation. The NRC
CAT inspectors found no evidence of a program or procedural methods
with which to identify cables that contain temporary markers and
require additional FQC inspection to assure final specification
conformance.

(6) Terminations

As previously indicated, a detailed inspection of cable termination
activities could not be performed as, at present, there are no
safety-related field cables which have been completely pulled,
tested, terminated, and inspected by FQC. The sample of approxi-
mately 80 cable ends located in control and relay room panels
revealed no deficiencies, with the exception of the attribute of
divisional separation previously addressed in this report.

c. Conclusions

PGCC cable installations are not in accordance with the FSAR, relative
to the requirements of NRC Regulatory Guide 1.75 which implements the
provisions of industry standard IEEE 384. Many violations of divisional
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separation criteria were observed in PGCC floor modules and control
board cabinets. Separation deficiencies exist in both field installed
cabling and vendor wiring affected by TMI and Human Factors Modifica-
tions. Although aware of this condition, the applicant's program for
quality assurance failed to identify or initiate action to correct these
deficiencies, even though PGCC installation and modification continue.
Furthermore, as cable installation activities continue in this area,
additional deficiencies may occur, and those that exist now will become
increasingly less accessible. For these reasons, it is essential that
deficiencies be identified by the quality organization so that appro-
priate corrective action can be taken.

Regarding power cable installation activities in general plant areas,
the criteria for minimum spacing of power cables in trays is not being
met and this condition is not being reflected by inspection records.
Cable installation inspection recoros do not reflect the installed
condition in that the records for many cables containing temporary
identification markers indicate that cable identification is complete
and acceptable. Although one cable jacket contained minor damage caused
by impreper practices, this is considered to be an isolated case and in
general, cable protection during installation appears adequate. How-
ever, the instance of jacket damage which originated at the vendor and
the subsequent engineering disposition of the damage are concerns
requiring additional attention.

3. Electrical Equipment Installations

a. Inspection Scope

Over 25 pieces of installed or partially installed electrical
equipment and associated hardware items were inspected. Samples
were selected based on system function and safety classification.

The following specific electrical components were inspected in
detail:

(1) Motors

The installation of five motors and associated hardware was
inspected for such items as; location, anchoring, grounding,
identification and protection. The motors inspected were:

Residual Heat Removal Pump Motor 2RHS* PIA
Residual Heat Removal Pumo Motor 2RHS*PIB
Residual Heat Removal Pump Motor 2RHS*PIC
Low Pressure Core Spray Pump Motor 2CSL*P1
High Pressure Core Spray Pump Motor 2CSH*P1

(2) Electrical Penetration Assemblies

The following containment penetration assemblies were inspected:

2CES*Z55E
2CES*Z39E
2CES*Z07E
2CES*203E
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The location, type, mounting and identification were compared with the
installation drawings. Additionally, the in-process inst 411a-
tion and inspection of two penetration assemblies were monitored by the
NRC CAT inspectors.

(3) Circuit Breakers

The following Class IE circuit breakers were exaufned to deter-
mine compliance with the design and installation documents for
size, type, system interface and maintenance. None of the
samples selected had been installed, and were inspected as
stored in warehouse locations.

2) RPS System EPA Breakers

14160VBreakers600V Breakers

The use of circuit breakers with integral undervoltage 4.'ip
attachments at NMP-2 was investigated.

(4) Switchgear and Motor Control Centers

The following switchgear and motor control centers were inspec-
ted:

Motor Control Center 2EHS*MCC102
Motor Control Center 2EHS*MCC103
Motor Control Center 2EHS*MCC302
4160V Switchgear 2 ENS *SWG103
4160V Switchgear 2 ENS *SWG101

Motor Control Center 2EHS*MCC303

(5) Station Batteries and Racks

The 125V tattery rooms were inspected including the installed
batteries, battery racks and associated equipment. The loca-
tion, mounting, maintenance and environmental control for
installation of the batteries were compared with the applicable
requirements and quality records,

(6) 125V DC System Equipment

The following equipment comprising portions of the 125V DC
systems were inspected for compliance to design documents for
such items as location, mounting (welds, concrete anchors and
bolting) and proper configuration.

Battery Charger 2BYS*CHGR2B1
Battery Charger 28YS*CHGR2A1
Battery Charger 28YS*CHGR2B2
Static Inverter 2VBA*UPS2B
DC System Under/0ver Voltage Relays
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(7) PGCC Control Boards

Two power generation control complex control boards were inspec-
ted, relative to design criteria for location, mounting and
configuration. These were the Reactor Core Cooling Board
2 CEC *PNL601 and the Trip System B Vertical Board
2 CEC *PNL611 .

(8) Motor Operated Valves

five motor operators for valves were examined in detail.

2CCP*MOV122
2CSL*M0V107
2ICS*FV108
2ICS*M0V129
2RHS*MOV37A

The following documents provided the basic acceptance criteria
for the inspections:

NMP-2 E061A " Specification for Electrical Installation", Rev.
7/1/83

SWEC Quality Standard, Rev. N/A " Electrical Equipment Installa-
tions"

NMP-2 Construction Methods Procedure 9.2 - 2.82, " Installation
of Electrical Equipment"

SWEC Quality Assurance - Inspection Plan No. N2HSBOLTFA001 Rev.
00-00 "High Strength Bolting"

b. Inspection Findings

(1) Motors

The High Pressure Core Sprey Pump Motor was removed from ware-
house storage and moved to its installation location without the
required pre-installation verification (PIV) being performed.
The motor was removed from the warehouse on 9-15-83 but FQC
didn't perform its "PIV" until 11-4-83. FQC's inspection report
for this activity (IR E3008191) did not identify the above
procedural violation.

The NRC CAT inspectors were verbally informed that, on several
previous occasions, equipment had been removed from the ware-
house prior to PIV's being performed, that the QA organization
was aware of these instances, and that a Type "C" inspection
report had been issued to identify the problem.

The NRC CAT inspectors were given a memorandum which stated:
"FQC is reviewing the requirements for risk releases and PIV's
with inspection personnel performing these inspections. This is
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taking place in the manner of informal training sessions -
Estimated completion Date: 12-15-83. FQC also held a meeting
with SWEC cor.struction and L.K. Comstock on 11-18-83 to discuss
and reemphasize the requirements of QD 10.15 and 15.3."

While this is not considered to be a major hardware deficiency,
the following programmatic deficiencies are evidenced:

It is evident that FQC personnel are either unaware of the*

procedural requirements pertaining to PIV inspections or that
they are completing their inspection repor+s without actually
inspecting the equipment.

Although this type of procedural violatior as previously
identified by the applicant, it appears that adequate
measures were not taken to prevent recurrence. Type "C"
inspection reports are not included within the applicant's
trending program, and " informal" training sessions, " meet-
ings", and " interoffice memos" are being used to identify and
correct this deficiency instead of procedurally recognized
nonconformance reporting vehicles. (See Section VIII of this
report for further discussions with regard to the applicant's
corrective action program.)

Other motors examined were installed in accordance with design
documents and installation activities had been performed in
accordance with procedural requirements.

(2) Electrical Penetrations
Penetrations examined were found to be in accordance with design
documents. It was observed that the program for inspection of
these items was thorough in its content and application.

(3) Circuit Breaker

None of the selected circuit breakers were found to have been
installed as of the NRC CAT inspection. An examination of the
stored condition of these breakers revealed no deficiencies.

Discrssions with the applicant and a review of the response to
NRC IE Information Notice 83-18 indicate that no circuit
breakers with integral undervoltage trip attachments will be
used at NMP-2.

(4) Switchgear and Motor Control Centers

During the NRC CAT inspection of partially installed motor
control centers, various types of bolting materials were
observed connecting the individual vertical sections. In an
attempt to determine what type of bolting is required, the NRC
CAT inspectors reviewed installation drawings, engineering
change documents, vendor manuals, purchase specifications,
vendor fabrication drawings and inspection procedures and found
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that the required information is not provided in any of these
documents. An attempt to consult the Seismic Qualification
Report to obtain this information revealed that the approved
seismic qualification had not yet been provided by the vendor.
Subsequent information from the vendor (Gould) revealed that
although shop drawings required SAE J429, Grade 2 bolts for
these connections, they were not utilized by the vendor in the
units shipped to the site or in the prototype submitted for
seismic testing. Drawing 03.36418-00 Rev. 8 will be revised to
show that " commercial grade" bolts were used. In view of this
information, the NRC CAT inspectors identified the following
issues:

The applicant's and the SWEC shop inspector (PQA) failed to
identify this hardware deficiency. (See Section VIII of this
report for discussion of the applicant's procurement deficiencies.)

Memoranda and other informal methods, as well as drawing
revisions,are being utilized to identify and resolve noncon-
forming conditions. (See Section VIII for further discussion
of the applicant's corrective action program).

Persons responsible for the review and approval of seismic
qualifications may not be aware of hardware substitutions at
the site.

* Engineering input with respect to bolting requirements does
not assure that construction and inspection personnel are
provided the necessary accept / reject criteria in the applic-
able drawings, procedures and instructions. (See Section VI
of this report for further discussion of material trace-
ability and material control with regard to bolting appli-
cations.)

(5) Station Batteries and Racks

The condition of the battery rooms was found to be in good
order, clean and free of debris. Ventilation systems were
installed and in operation. Access to these areas was con-
trolled by keyed entry, and the appropriate danger signs had
been posted to indicate no smoking or open flames.

The 125V batteries were examined in detail and found to be in
good condition. Maintenance activities had been performed in
accordance with requirements. For battery cells which exhibited
maintenance attribute deficiencies, appropriate corrective
action had been implemented.

The inspection of the 125V battery racks disclosed that indeter-
minate bolting material had been used in the assembly process.
Division 1 battery rack 2BYS* BAT 2A exhibited over 270 bolts of
some unspecified material. Division 2 battery rack 2BYS* BAT 2B
exhibited over 320 bolts of some unspecified material. These
bolts were found to be interlaced with bolts of several dif-
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ferent material types; including, SAE Grade 8, ASTM 449 and SAE
Grade 2. The NRC CAT inspectors reviewed installation drawings,
vendor drawings, purchase specifications and inspection plans
to identify the grade of bolting material required for assembly.

However, none of these documents provided the information
needed. The NRC CAT inspectors then reviewed the seismic
qualification test report for the 125V battery racks and found
that the battery rack prototypes had been tested using SAE Grade
2 bolting material. Additionally, the NRC CAT inspectors obser-
ved that the mounting detail of the battery racks had been
modified by an engineering change. A review of E&DCR C-42289,
revealed that although a structural analysis of the modification
had been performed, there was no evidence that seismic qualities
of the racks had been considered. These observations were
discussed with representative of the applicant and SWEC Engi-
neering. Results of this discussion revealed that although
there was no formal documentation of a review for seismic consi-
derations, the structural analysis performed would have con-
sidered seismic aspects. With regard to bolting material, SWEC
Engineering personnel stated that the seismic test analysis had
not been approved by their organization and as such, discrepan-
cies in material had not yet been identified.

As a result of this information, the NRC CAT inspectors identi-
fied the following issues:
* Class 1E electrical components have been installed without

the required seismic qualification. Although the applicant
has established a program to track these items, procedural
methods have not been established to assure thdt attributes
of equipment installation, which may affect parameters of the
initial seismic qualification, will receive the appropriate
engineering analysis.

Inspection personnel have not been given acceptance cri-
teria to assure that equipment installations comply with
important design parameters. This is demonstrated by the
seismic bolting applications for motor control center switch-
gear and 125V battery racks.

Further information with regard to material control and
material traceability in bolting applications is found in
Section VI of this report.

(6) 125V DC System

Inspection of components comprising the 125V DC system revealed
no deficiencies relative to the installed configuration of the
equipment. Several procurement deficiencies had been identified
by the applicant. Documentation concerning these items was
reviewed by NRC CAT and prompted several questions regarding the
adequacy of the vendor supplied material, and the thoroughness
of the applicant's trending program. A further discussion of
this issue is detailed in Section VIII of this report.
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(7) PGCC Control Boards

Control boards examined were installed in accordance with
applicable design documents.

(8) Motor Operated Valves

Motor operated valves examined were installed in accordance with
applicable design documents.

c. Conclusions

Inspection activities performed to assure compliance of seismically
mounted equipment installations are inadequate. Procedures used to
perform inspection activities do not contain acceptance criteria
relative to fastening materials.

Motor installations and maintenance appear to be in conformance with
requirements. Defici:mcies stated with respect to "PIV" inspections
are considered to be programmatic in nature and not representative
of hardware deficiencies.

4. Instrumentation

a. Inspection Scope

Few instrumentation installations have been completed to date. The
area of greatest activity involves instrument support installation.
The NRC CAT inspectors selected a sample of eioht supports for a
detailed examination of location, weld quality, installed configura-

' tion and material conformance. The following supports were exam-
ined:

Supports

BZ-414-RM BZ-412-QL
BZ-412-UP BZ-412-QK
BZ-414-NJ BZ-412-QM
BZ-414-NH BZ-412-QQ

Two instrument racks (ICES *RAK001 and 2CES0RAK018) were examined
for conformance with requirements such as, installed configuration,
concrete anchors, material conformance, identification and inspec-
tion documentation. The sample in this area represented the number
of Class 1 racks installed to date.

Additionally, approximately 250 feet of installed Class II instru-
ment tubing and associated supports were examined. The sample in
this area also represented the amount of instrument tubing installed
to date.

b. Inspection Findings

No deficiencies were noted.
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c. -Conclusions

Insufficient construction activities had been accomplished to draw
any conclusion relative to the adequacy of instrumentation activi-
ties.

5. Design Change Control and Nonconformance Reports

a. Inspection Scope-

The design change program and applicable procedures used at NMP-2
were examined. _In regard to electrical and instrumentation activi-
ties, 50 Engineering and Design Coordination Reports (E8DCRs) and 25
Advance Change Notices (ACNs) were reviewed.

The NRC CAT inspectors also reviewed a sample of 50 N&Ds issued for
electrical construction activities. These reports were reviewed for
items such as; content, completeness, timeliness of review, proper
approval, technical justification and document processing.

A sample of nine construction drawings were reviewed at field
construction stations located in various areas of the project.
These were reviewed for items such as current revision and incor-
poration or reference of applicable design change documents.

b. Inspection Findings

It was identified by the NRC CAT inspectors that approximately 30%
of the E&DCRs reviewed were issued to correct erroneous / incomplete
infonnation contained in previously issued design documents. Also,
sem E&DCRs have been used to document nonconforming conditions.
For example:

* E&DCR C-15806. revised acceptance criteria, thus causing two
previously installed supports to become nonconforming. As a
result, E&DCR C-16036 was issued to document an accept-as-
is disposition for these supports. This appears to be an
inappropriate method for resolving nonconforming conditions.

E&DCR P-40644 was issued to revise specification NMP-2 E031A to
accept-as-is various design and fabrication deficiencies per-
taining to the diesel generator package supplied by Cooper
Energy Services prior to release of components for shipment by

i- the applicant's and the SWEC shop inspector (PQA). The types of
deficiencies identified and accepted via this E&DCR are: use of
unapproved terminal blocks and terminal lines in control panels,
fire rating criteria neglected during vendor's design and
fabrication process, and reduced capability of heating units
provided by the vendor. The use of an E&DCR to identify and
resolve nonconformance conditions instead of proceduralized
reporting methods prevented the identified deficiencies from
being included in any trend analysis relating to this vendor and
by-passed the review for potential reportability which must be
performed on deficiencies pertaining to safety-related equip-
ment.
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These matters are further discussed in Section VIII regarding
corrective action systems.

c. Conclusions

As a result of this review, the NRC CAT inspectors discovered:

Many engineering change documents are issued to correct errors
in previously issued E&DCRS.

* Examples of the inappropriate use of E&DCRs to document noncon-
forming conditions.

The program to assure that engineering changes are posted on
approved work and inspection drawings does not appear to be
effective. Five of nine drawings' examined in the field did not
contain the latest design change document references.

1

4
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TABLE II-1

CONDUIT INSTALLATION

Conduits Inspected:

CONDUIT NUMBER LENGTH "FROM" END "T0" END

2CC515YB 9' 2TC515Y 2*JB8081
2CC515YC 12' 2TC515Y 2*JB5015
2CC515YD 9' 2TC515Y 2*JB8083
2CC515YE 12' 2TC515Y 2*JB5094
2CC515YF 10' 2TC515Y 2*JB8092
2CC525YA 9' 2TC525Y 2*JB8081
2CC525YB 11' 2TC525Y 2*JB5094
2CC525YC 12' 2TC525Y 2*JB5019
2CC525YD 12' 2TC525Y 2*JB5098
2CK513YE 20' 2TK513Y 2*JB5158
2CrE24GB 13' 2BYS*CHGR2A1 2TC524G
loL507CA 10' 2EJS*USl 2TL507G
2CL507GB 9' 2EJS*US1 2TL507G
2CL507GC 10' 2EJS*USl 2TL507G
2CL507GD 9' 2 EJS*US1 2TL507G
2CL999GT 17' 2EJS*USl 2EJS*PNL100A
2CC529YA 6' 2*JB5044 2TC529Y
2CC529YB 6' 2*JB5050 2TC529Y
2CC530YA 6' 2*JB5107 2TC538Y
2CX019GB1 25' 2*JB0693 2 CMS *LT9A
2CC999PD 39' 2*JB0476 2*JB0594
2CC999PD2 40' 2*JB5094 2HVR*UC403A
2CC999PD3 25' 2*JB5094 2*JB0826
2CC999PD8 45' 2*JB5094 2CSH*MOV101
2CC030GB 27' 2TC030G 2HVR*UC410A
2CC030GH1 10' 2WC022G02 2RHS*MOV40A
2CC030GS 7' 2TC030G 2HCS*PNL23A
2CK022GB 26' 2TK022G 2HVR*UC410A
2CK022GC 10' 2TK022G 2WK022G01
2CK023GB 9' 2TK023G 2HCS*PNL23A
2CC030GF 56' 2TC030G 2DC985G04
2CC030GG 54' 2TC030G 20C985G02
2CC185GA 12' 2DC983G05 2TC185G
2CK022GF 55' 2TK022G 2DK985G03
2CK022GG 53' 2TK022G 2DK985G01
2CC078GB 53' 2TC078G 2HVR*UC4028
2CC078GF 11' 2TC078G 2CSL*HIA
2CC999GK 28' 2HVR*UC402A 2HVR* TIS 22A
2CC999GL 48' 2HVR*UC402B 2HVR* TIS 22B
2CK066GC 53' 2TK066G 2HVR*UC4028
2CX078GA 8' 2TX078G 2CSL*P1
2CC079GE 22' 2TC079G 2CCP*S0V9A
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TABLE II-1 - Cont.

CONDUIT INSTALLATION

CONDUIT NUMBER LENGTH "FROM" END "T0" EfiD

2CC079GF 29' 2TC079G 2RHS*MOV2A'

2CC079GG 15' 2TC079G 2SWP*S0V7A
2CC079GJ 9' 2TC079G 2RHS*H1A
2CC080GC 50' 2TC080G 20FR*LS148
2CC080GE 27' 2RHS*MOV8A 2WC038G08
2CC081GC 28' 2SWP*M0V33A 2TC081G
2CC081GF 6' 2RHS*MOV12A 2TC081G
2CC081GJ 25' 2RHS*S0V36A 2TC081G

.2CC081GK 21' 2RHS*M0V32A 2TC081G
2CC081GL 16' 2RHS*MOV37A 2TC081G
2CK067GA 30' 2TK067G 2RHS*MOV2A
2CK068GB 7' 2RHS*MOV12A 2TK068G
2CK068GE 16' 2RHS*M0V37A 2TK068G
2CK068GF. 21' 2RHS*MOV32A 2TK068G
2CX079GB 30' 2TX079G 2SWP*RE23A
2CX172NA 54' 2FX051N18 2CCP-TE71C

'
2CC172YA4 35' 2*JB0021 2RHS*M0V268
2CC172YA5 55' 2WC055Y02 2*JB0023

.2CC172YA6 25' 2*JB0023 2RHS*M0V278'

f
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CABLE TRAY INSTALLATION

TRAY NO. LENGTH DRAWING NO.

2TK033G 52' 34FA-5
2TK030G 30' 34FA-5
2TK029G (Notinspected)
2TC028Y 38' 34FA-5
2TC031Y 56' 34FA-5
2TC032Y 50' 34FA-5
2TX011Y 21' 34FB-5
2TX010Y 60' 34FB-5
2TX009Y 64' 34FB-5
2TX080G 11' 3FFJ-4
2TX079G 23' 34FG-4
2TK081Y 36' 34FG-4
2TK080Y 41' 34FG-4

1

2TL196Y 30' 34FJ-3
2TL197Y 28' 34FJ-3
2TL198Y 30' 34FJ-3
2TL199Y 26' 3FFJ-3
2TH197Y 35' 34FJ-3<

2TH198Y 29' 34FJ-3
2TH199Y 28' 34FJ-3
2TH002Y 107' 34GM-5
2TH001Y 78' 34GM-5
2TH500Y 21' 34HG-4
2TC510Y 30' 34HJ-4
2TC512Y 60' 34HJ-4
2TC522Y 25' 34HJ-4
2TX015G 250' 34GN-6
2TX014G 240' 34GN-6

.
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TABLE II-2

CABLE TRAY SUPPORT INSTALLATION

Support No. DWG Na Areas

TR210R EE-340D-4 Reactor Bldg.

FL242R BE-TR210R Reactor Bldg.
BE-FL242R

RF333R EE-340C-R Reactor Bldg.
BE-RF333R

FL286R EE-340C-R Reactor Bldg.
BE-FL286R

TR930R EE-340K-2 Reactor Bldg.
BE-930R

TE86 EE-340Z-7 Control Bldg.
EE-340CL-6

PC263 EE-340Z-7 Control Bldg.
EE-340DA-4

SP661R EE-340G-4 Reactor Bldg.
BE-SP661R SHT 1-5

SP563R EE-340E-3 Reactor Bldg.
BE-SP563R SHT 1-2

SP292 EE-340Y-4 Control Bldg.

FL80R EE-340A-6 Reactor Bldg.
BE-FL80R

TR60R EE-340A-6 Reactor Bldg.
BE-TR60R

TR11R EE-340B-4 Reactor Bldg.
BE-TR11R

SP19R EE-3408-4 Reactor Bldg.
BE-SP19R
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III. MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTION

A. Objective

The objective of the appraisal of mechanical construction was to
determine if installed and Quality Control (QC) accepted safety-related
mechanical items conformed to engineering design, regulatory requirements
and licensee commitments.

B. Discuss 6

The specific areas of mechanical construction that were evaluated were:
piping, pipe supports / restraints, pipe whip restraints, concrete
expansion anchors for pipe supports / restraints, mechanical equipment,
heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems and deeign change
control. To accomplish the objective, a detailed field inspection of a
sample of QC eccepted hardware was performed in each area. Due to the
status of construction and the timing of acceptance inspections, some
hardware (piping and supports / restraints) was inspected by the NRC CAT that
had not been QC accepted. In addition, certain programs, procedures and
documentation were reviewed as required to support or clarify hardware
inspection findings.

1. Piping

a. Inspection Scope

Eight large bore piping isometric drawings (approximately 725 feet) and
five small bore piping isometric drawings (approximately 200 feet) were
selected and the installed piping inspected for conformance to design
requirements. The installed piping was examined for pipe identification
(ASME Code Data Plates), proper configuration, valve identification,
valve and valve operator orientation, and clearances between piping and
other structures and support / restraint locations (partial). See Table
III-1 for a listing of the piping inspection sample.

The following documents provided the basic acceptance criteria for
the inspections:

Specification NMP-2P301C, " Field Fabrication and Erection of
Piping"

ITT Grinnell (ITT) Procedure FQC 4.2-3-5, " Verification of
Installed Materials"

Applicable piping isometric drawings, orthogonal (EB
and EP) piping drawings, support location (EZ) drawings.

b. Inspection Findings

Only approximately 170 large bore planner (work) packages have been
completed by construction, reviewed by engineering, and turned over to
QC for inspection. Few of these involve ASME Section III piping. No
large bore or small bore piping has been QC inspected for configuration,
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location, interferences, and other similar attributes. For large bore
piping, it is intended that this inspection will be performed on groups
of isometrics in accordance with ITT Procedure FQC 4.2-3-5 prior to
hydrostatic testing. Small bore pipin
Webster Engineerir.Q Corporation (SWEC)g will be inspected by Stone andin accordance with Section 13 of
the SWEC QA/QC Manual for ASME Section III work.

In ger.eral, the piping runs inspected were foumi to conform to
requirements for the attributes verified. However, at least six
instances of violations of specification clearance requirements
between piping and other structures were identified (See Table III-1).
In addition, numerous instances of clearance violations were observed
in adjacent piping and supports. The NRC CAT inspectors note that the
FQC procedure 4.2-3-5 does not list clearances to adjacent structures
as an inspection attribute.

The NRC CAT inspectors consider that the applicant should evaluate the
current schedule of piping / equipment configuration inspections (con-
struction acceptance) to assure that problems requiring rework / repair
are identified and resolved as construction progresses. This concern is
amplified by the conditions observed in installed pipe supports /
restraints and discussed in the following paragraphs of this section of
this report,

c. Conclusions

With the exception of interferences with other structures, no major
hardware deficiencies were identified in the piping runs inspected.
However, specific actions are required to promptly identify and resolve
pipe to structure clearance violations and to perform inspections of
installed piping systems as construction progresses to assure that these
types of violations are identified.

2. Pipe Supports / Restraints

a. Inspection Scope

Support / restraint hardware and the installation and inspection activi-
ties of two contractors, ITT and RCI were examined by the NRC CAT
inspectors.

(1) ITT Grinnell (ITT)

Twenty-one QC accepted Safety Category I supports / restraints were
selected for inspection which provided a variety of types, sizes,
systems and locations. These supports / restraints were inspected
for configuration, clearances, member size and damage. In addi-
tion, approximately 75 unidentified supports / restraints were
observed at random in the field for obvious deficiencies such as
loose or missing fasteners, improper clearances or angularity,
damage and improper concrete expansion anchor spacing.

Five documentation packages that had been turned over to the SWEC
QC documentation section were also examined for completeness and
accuracy.
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The NRC CAT inspectors also selected and inspected nine Safety
Category II supports / restraints located in Seismic Category I
buildings. These supports / restraints were not designed or fabri-
cated to ASME Code Section NF and are not installed on safety
related systems, but they do have a safety function due to their
proximity to safety related items. They are designed to seismic
Category I requirements and must not fail during seismic or
accident conditions.

See Table III-2 for the ITT pipe support / restraint inspection
samples.

Acceptance criteria for the field inspections are contained in
the following documents:

Specification NMP-2 P301J, " Field Fabrication and Erection
of Pipe Supports, ASME III, Code Classes 1, 2, 3, and
ANSI B31.1"

ITT FQC Procedure 4.2-14-9, " Inspection of Installed
Pipe Supports"

ITT Catalogue PH 8181, " Pipe Hangers," and supplementary engi-
neering papers.

Nonconformance and Disposition Report (N&D) 2796 for trace-
ability marking of fasteners

(2) Reactor Controls, Inc. (RCI)

Two ASME Class 1 Recirculation System (RCS) supports were inspected
for configuration, identification and member size. Portions of five
ASME Class 2 Control Rod Drive (CRD) system restraints and portions
of the CRD support structure in the primary containment called
Enterprise were inspected for location, configuration, member size,
clearances, fastener marking and joint makeup. See Table III-2 for
the RCI pipe support / restraint inspection sample.

Documentation such as data sheets, checklists, QC surveillance
reports and nonconformance reports applicable to the hardware
inspected was also examined for completeness, accuracy and confor-
mance to requirements.

Acceptance criteria for the field inspection are contained in
the following documents:

Specification NNP-2 301V, " Design, Fabrication and Erection of
the CRD, Hydraulic System, Erection of the Recirculation System
and Installation of the Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals"

RCI Quality Assurance Manual

RCI Quality Assurance Instructions
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Applicable General Electric and RCI design and construction
drawings with outstanding change documents.

b. Inspection Findings

See Table III-3 for a listing of the specific NRC CAT observations from
the inspection of supports / restraints.

(1) ITT

Five of 21 QC accepted Category I and one of nine QC accepted
Category II supports / restraints were identified by toe NRC CAT
inspectors as nonconforming to design requirements. Noted condi-
tions included an undersized attachment clevis and pin, improper
pipe to restraint gaps, wrong pipe clamp installed, a dead weight
support not taking any load (thus passing the load to adjacent
supports), missing strut rod end spacers and welds made on the
wrong side of an attachment bracket. As a result of the problem
with the dead weight support, an Engineering & Design Coordination
. Request (E&DCR) was written to change the specification to require
that box restraints have zero clearance at the pipe bottom. This
will also need to be incorporated into the ITT QC inspection
program including backfit inspection of accepted work.

Inspection of adjacent supports at random during inspections of
piping and pipe supports / restraints revealed numerous hardware
problems such as wrong material, improper alignment and gaps,
missing or wrong fasteners, improper configuration and inter-
ferences with piping, structures or other supports. The majority
of these supports / restraints had not been QC accepted for both
welding and mechanical aspects. In fact, of the more than 2300
Safety Category I supports / restraints installed (construction
inspected) less thar. 300 had been totally QC accepted. The QC
inspection rejection rate for final welding and mechanical aspects
had been averaging approximately 38% for poor workmanship alone
from October 1982-September 1983. This figure is based on a
" Quality Accountability Report" generated by ITT Quality Assurance
in September 1983. A follow-up study done for September / October
1983 indicated rejection rates of 63% and 69%. A review of daily
QC inspection reports by the NRC CAT inspectors for the four weeks
ending December 6,1983 indicates a continuing high rejection rate
of approximately 58% for welding and 59% for mechanical aspects.

The NRC CAT inspectors selected approximately 14 problems with
improper strut installations and clearance violations and requested
to see any engineering or construction documentation that would
indicate the problem had been identified as requiring corrective
action. None had engineering or construction documentation; three
had been rejected previously by QC. The high rejection rates, the
number of problems noted that will require rework and reinspection,
and the lack of engineering analysis on these problems indicates
very poor workmanship and craft supervision as well as inadequate
field engineering.
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It should be noted that site management is aware of a problem with
getting supports / restraints to the QC accepted stage and have
instituted a " Hanger Recovery Program" and have taken other correc-
tive actions.

The NRC CAT inspectors considered the ITT QA trend analysis of
QC rejections to be detailed and thorough. Discussions with the
craft hanger supervisors indicatec' a program was being implemented
to train engineers to do inspections prior to turnover to QC for
final acceptance. However, the NRC CAT inspectors are concerned
that the root causes of poor workmanship and lack of field engi-
neering involvement and the quality assurance aspects of this
problem have not been properly or promptly addressed by management.

A corollary problem exists with the poor field control of standard
component support material; strut and spring can fasteners,
spacers, pipe clamps, rods, and other similar items. Numerous
cases of loose, missing, separated and untagged items were observed
throughout the plant. Numerous "UNSAT" QC inspection reports for
improper or remarked material were noted. Although no problems of
this nature were observed in the NRC CAT sample of QC accepted
supports / restraints, this problem puts an additional, unnecessary
burden on QC. (Similar problems involving material control and
material traceability are discussed in Section VI of this report.)

In general, the documentation packages reviewed were found to
contain the required information with the exception that Hanger
Inspection Checklists do not specify the Advance Change Notice
(ACN), E&DCR or other change document to drawings that are in
effect at the time of inspection.

(2) RCI

Only two dimensional discrepancies were noted in the inspection
of RCS and CRD system supports / restraints. A problem with trace-
ability of ASME Class 1 RCS support material is discussed in
Section VI of this report. However, during the review of appli-
cable acceptance criteria and evaluation of field inspections,
several problems were identified.

It was noted that five RCI Nonconformance Reports [NCRs (72, 77,
79, 80, & 81)] and an Engineering Change Notice (ECN) F01-005 to
drawing NMP-23 have identified instances in the last four months
where RCS and CRD hardware were not installed in accordance with
design drawings. Five of these problems were identified during
random QC surveillance inspections after the condition had been
accepted by RCI QC. These conditions included wrong configuration,
extra material installed, material deleted, and mislocated sup-
ports. A review of these items indicate that the following weak-
nesses contributed to these hardware problems and raise qustions as
to the adequacy of completed and continuing work.
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(a) Procedures, data sheets and inspection checklists do not adequately
define or address the extent and timing of dimensional inspections
of supports / restraints. No signoffs have been made on the Inspec-
tion Checklists detailed in the RCI QA Manual and no dimensional
checks have been signed off on data sheets. Some portions of the
CRD supports have become and will continue to become inaccessible
as construction continues and inspections are not performed. A
dimensional check of the RCS hangers might have prevented the
interference problem identified in NCR-72.

In addition, drawings, procedures and data sheets are not clear or
. specific as to installation and acceptance criteria. For example,
Geuml Electric (GE) Drawings 767E722 and 1801000555 specify
different pin to pin lengths for the same RCS snubbers.

(b) Nonconforming conditions such as undersized welds and unsatisfac-
tory liquid penetrant test results were documented on QC surveil-
lance reports and data sheet remarks columns. A mislocated
support was documented on a field generated ECN. These conditions
should have been reported on a nonconformance report or other
formal document that receives the proper Quality Assurance Program
review and evaluation for corrective action. (For further discus-
sions regarding deficiencies found in the applicant's corrective
action program, refer to Section VIII of this report.)

(c) Four NCRs that were written (78, 79, 80, and 81) did not address
the aspects of the problear identified; specifically the fact that
the condition existed on items that had been accepted by QC for
welding fit-up or that the crafts had performed welding without
first obtaining QC acceptance of the fitup.

(d) Surveillance reports, data sheets and inspection checklists do not
specify the change documents (ECNs or NCRs) that are in effect at
the time of inspection.

(e) Drawing NMP-015, Rev. 2, (CRD Enterprise System) has 24 outstanding
ECNs posted against it and has not been revised since April 15,
1983. Section 2 of the RCI QA Manual requires that "ECN's affect-
ing any one drawing revision shall be limited to six (6) and must
be incorporated into the next revision within six months of issue
of the first ECH." This drawing, which details the CRD Enterprise
System for which the above mentioned NCR's were written, contains
11 sheets and is quite complex, even without 24 change documents.
(Additional discussions relevant to similar problems involving
document control are delineated in Section VIII of this report.)

c. Conclusions

(1) .7

No extensive structural integrity problems were identified on
installed and QC accepted supports / restraints. However, QC
inspection of supports / restraints has not been totally

' effective in assuring that the installed hardware conforms
.to design requirements.
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If not corrected, the problems of poor workmanship, inadequate
field engineering and the significant lag of inspections behind
installation will have an increasingly adverse impact on the QC
inspection program. Obviously nonconforming material submitted
for final inspection and the increasing schedule pressures to
have hardware accepted by QC increases the possibilities of non-
conforming items not being identified by the QC program.

Hanger Inspection Checklists do not reflect the latest design
documents to which the supports / restraints were inspected.

(2) RCI

Although there were no significant hardware problems identified
by the NRC CAT inspectors, with the exception of the undersized
welds discussed in Section IV of this report, program weaknesses
were idenrified that contributed to a number of hardware problems
identified recently by RCI QC inspectors. These weaknesses
included: deficient procedures, with respect to timing of dimen-
sional inspections; improper documentation of nonconforming condi-
tions; deficient documentation with respect to change documents in
effect at the time of inspection; and problems involving drawing
document control.

3. Pipe Whip Restraint Structures

a. Inspection Scope

A sample of three installed and QC accepted pipe whip restraint struc-
tures (2FWS-PRS-007, -025, and -028A) were reviewed by the NRC CAT
inspectors for conformance to the project specifications and design
drawings (see below).

Restraint SWEC
Structure Design Drawing

2 FWS-PRS-007 & EV-11K-2
2 FWS-PRS-025 EV-11V-2

EV-107G-3

2 FWS-PRS-028A EV-11K-2
EV-11E-2
EV-11X-2

The restraint structures were reviewed for configuration, member sizes,
bolt hole size, and restraint structure location. In addition, the

following project specification and QC procedures were reviewed:

NMP-2 P301X, Rev. 2, " Installation of Pipe Rupture Restraints
and Restraint Structures"

FQCR 4.2-34-1, "In-process Inspection of Pipe Whip Restraints",
(ITTprocedure)
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FQCR4.2-33-0, " Final Inspection of Installed Pipe Whip
Restraints,"(ITTprocedure)

The pipe whip restraints are fabricated by an off-site vendor (Lakeside)
and installed in the plant by ITT.

b. Inspection Findings

The three restraint structures were found to be essentially in conform-
ance with the specifications and design drawings. Only one minor dimen-
sional discrepancy was identified by the NRC CAT inspectors. One
overall length dimension on restraint structure 2FWS-PRS-025 was 3/4
inches out of tolerance. This was documented on SWEC N&D IG1327 and was
dispositioned as being acceptable by SWEC Engineering.

The project specification and QC inspection procedures were found to be
generally acceptable; however, one discrepancy was identified. In-
process inspection procedure FQCR 4.2-34-1 specified that ITT Field
Engineering is responsible for performance of hold points; such as,
verification of dimensions which cannot be inspected at completion of
work, verification of honeycomb thickness, and verification of cut
dimension (s)priortoassembly. Since there is no later QC reinspection
of these parameters, these are measurements which QC should be perform-
ing instead of Field Engineering. During the NRC CAT inspection, this
inspection procedure was revised to reflect only QC inspector involve-
ment. From discussions with the ITT Field Engineering Supervisor, a
review of five randomly selected work packages, and the recent approval
date of the original procedure (10/5/83), it was concluded that the
previous in-process inspecticn procedure had not yet been implenented.

c. Conclusions

From a configuration standpoint, pipe whip restraint structures have
been installed in accordance with the construction specifications and
design drawings. The one minor dimension 31 discrepancy is not con-
sidered safety 1significant. The in-process inspection procedure has
been revised to reflect only QC inspection involvement. However, the
previous revision of the inspection procedure (FQCR42-34-1) had been
issued and approved by SWEC Engineering. Thus, the ITT QC inspection
program would have relied to some degree on inspections solely performed
by Field Engineering personnel.

4. Concrete Expansion Anchors for Pipe Supports

a. Inspection Scope

Twenty-three pipe supports / restraints containing 146 concrete anchors
were inspected' for proper torque. - Table III-4 provides a listing of
supports and the torqueing results. The supports were installed in six
different. safety-related systems and contained anchors ranging in size
from 1/2" to 1" diameter. Additional examinations performed by the NRC
CAT inspectors included verification of length marking on the anchor,
adequate embedment, installation of washers and Hilti nuts, and proper
thread engagement of nut.

.
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The Hilti bolt pre-qualification test report dated 1/13/78 and 1/28/78
was reviewed for technical adequacy, conformance to the specification,
and demonstration of satisfactory ar.chor performance. A review of the
following documents provided the basic acceptance criteria for the
inspections.

SWEC Specification NMP-2 S2036, Revision 3, dated 2/27/81,
" Drilled-In Expansion Type Concrete Anchors"-

ITT Procedure, Rev. 8/22/83, " Inspection and Testing of Installed
Anchor Bolts"

b. Inspection Findings

(1) Improperly Set Hilti Bolts

Evidence that some Hilti bolts are having setting difficulties were
found on E&DCR C-02082, which requested a reduction of initial
torque because the 150 ft-lbs. installation torque on the 3/4"
diameter Hilti bolts caused the bolts "to initially slip more
before setting." The NRC CAT concern is whether the anchors are
being adequately set in the concrete. The SWEC Engineering dis-
position of E&DCR C-02082 was to reduce the installation torque to
120 ft-lbs. However, the lowering of the installation torque value
causes an even greater concern regarding the adequacy of setting
the anchors.

Further evidence that the anchors may not be properly set is that
72 out of 146 bolts tested by the NRC CAT inspectors failed to
attain 80% of their installation torque. Similar findings were
made by an audit [1st Quarter Quality Assurance Corporate Audit
(QACA) Audit Report] conducted on behalf of the applicant, which
stated that seven out of 20 bolts, which had been previously
accepted by FQC, failed to attain the required torque. The only
action taken was that engineering was to define a time limit for
the test as soon after installation as possible. The adequacy of
the Hilti bolt installation was not addressed.

(2) Loss of Pre-Load

Almost 50% (72 out of 146) of the anchor bolts inspected failed
to meet Niagara Mohawk's commitment to NRC IE Bulletin 79-02 which
indicated that pre-load on Hilti bolts was necessary. About 20%
(27 out of 146) of the anchor bolts showed a pre-load of less
than 50% of the initial installation torque. The 146 bolts were
acceptable per the Nine Mile Point Anchor Bolt Installation Speci-
fication which allows acceptance regardless of pre-load so long as
installation torque is re-achieved within one full rotation.

(3) Pre-qualification Testing

The_ concrete in which the Hilti bolts were tested is designated
mix "D", which is non-structural fill concrete with a design
compressive strength of 1000 psi at 28 days. The design strength
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,S of concrete used in most Category I structures is 3000 or 4000
A [.? A psi at 28 days. The testing of the Hilti bolts in a concrete mix

of.1000 psi design. strength does not establish the proper torque* ~ '

.value in which ta set the Hilti bolts in the higher strength
^

%s..
,
' ,1 concrete actually used in the plant structures. Under the tests

J , conditions, it is postulated that the Hilti bolts may be fully set
|} iu

"
1

* N at a low torque 3value in low strength concrete and subsequently~

/' pass the qualification test, while higher strength concrete would
j, y _ require more torque to fully set the Hilti bolts.-

e.

U. ' --(4)- Mise,ella'n$ous' Discrepancies
w, _w 3 ,

.

"

n, Five out of twenty-three QC inspected supports contained Hilti
bolts with unacceptable attributes (i.e., embedment, markings,'s

missing washers and'non-Hilti nuts). Onesupport(BZ76K-1) con-
~

. . taineo nuts which were close to bottoming out on the threads. To
' ascertain that this was not a problem, ITT had to remove the nuts'

to verify that the threads extended'below thotop of base plate.
Another QC accepted support (BZ111BM-1) had a 1/16" clearance from
the' Hilti bolt to the sway strut. _ Thermal expansion and/or vibra-'-

- tion of the' pipe may.cause the strut to pivot into the anchor.
,

Table 'III-4 shows a tabulation of these observations.
:..

-c. Conclusions+
,

'

buetothesignificantlossofpre-loadobservedinthefield,the
engineering decision to' reduce -installation torque due to slipping'

c(E&DCR C02082), and the questionable pre-qualification tests, the NRC
. CAT inspectors' have. concern whether the Hilti bolts are properly set in

: the concrete. : The pre-qualification tests are an example of an.inade-
quate t sting;progiorn in:that it failed to ensure that the anchor bolts
would perform satisfactorily in service.

Thus, because loss of pre-load was: observed,. the applicant does not
comply with their current response to _ NRC IE Bulletin 79-02.

Also, the_ anchor bolt installation specification does not provide a
' measurable attribute that QC can use1to verify that nuts are not bottom-
ing out on the bolt threads.

~

5. -Equipment FSAR'Co marisons
~

J

a. Inspection Scope
a.

: A sample of equipment was reviewed to determine that purchase speci-'

f.ication requirements. conform with FSAR commitments and whether
installed hardware conforms with supplier documentation, purchase

'? specification requirements sad FSAR commitments. Eighteen components
'were re' viewed including ufety relfef valves, main steam isolation

valve,'RCIC - pump, and e n heat exchanger. Table III-5 provides a
complete' listing of N >quimt and the operational parameters

~ verified.
>

,
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An additional review included verifying that documentation existed
for various testing requirements imposed by the purchase specifica-
tion. Four pieces of equipment were reviewed for either hydrostatic
tests, impact tests or thrust torque capability of the motor operation.
Table III-6 shows the equipment and tests reviewed.

b. Inspection Findings

(1) Several minor discrepancies with the FSAR were noted. The most
significant involved a RCIC Pump Suction Relief valve which speci-
fied a relief setting of 185 psig on the purchase specification
data sheet while the FSAP specified 75 psig. As a result of the
NRC CAT inspectors questions, SWEC discovered that neither the 185
or 75 psig settings were correct. Furthermore, a field diagram
showing the setting as 100 psig was also in error. An ECN was

= issued by SWEC to correct the FSK to 150 psig which matches the
design pressure of the RCIC Suction Piping. An E&DCR was also
issued to correct the FSAR and the purchase specification data
sheet to 150 psig. A set point verification schedule and calcula-
tional procedure exists which would have apparently identified this

.

problem. The set point verification for this valve is scheduled to
begin December 24, 1983.

(2) A 460 volt motor for the RWCU pump was shipped, whereas the
requirement was for a 575 volt motor. The certificatior, from the
vendor indicated that the correct motor was shipped. The problem
was identified by SWEC in April 1983. The corrective action taken
was to replace the motors without investigating the cause of the
incorrect certification nor taking corrective measures to avoid
future certification problems.

(3) Sufficient documentation existed to verify specific tests
imposed by the purchase orders were performed.

c. Conclusions

With the exception of the RCIC Pump Suction Relief Valve, the equipment
in the field conforms to FSAR requirements. The valve does conform to
design requirements; however, those requirements have yet to be incor-
porated into the FSAR. Because the majority of equipment did conform
with the FSAR and established procedures existed for incorporating
design changes into the FSAR, the NRC CAT inspectors consider discrepan-
cies noted to be minor.

Followup investigations into vendor related problems does not appear to
be adequate. In addition to the example noted with the RWCU motors,
other examples of deficiencies in vendor supplied equipment are noted in
Section VIII of this report.

6. Mechanical Equipment Bolting

a. Inspection Scope

The torque on 125 bolts contained on seven pieces of safety related
equipment was checked. Also the foundation bolting was checked for
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proper configuration, bolt size and bolt material for six pieces of
equipment. Equipment included an Emergency Diesel Generator,.HPCS
and 1.PCS pumps, RWCU pump and motor, and RWCU Heat Exchangers.
Addhional details are contained in Tables III-7 and III-8.

The following documents provided the basic acceptance criteria for
the inspections.

SWEC Specification NMP-2 P275D, Revision 1, dated 11/2/83, "Mechani-
cal Equipment Erection"

.SWEC QA Inspection Plan N20P275DFA001, Revision 0, dated 2/16/83,
" Bolted Connections"

Applicable eon 9 ment foundation detail drawings

.b. Inspection Findings

(1) Torques were substantially in error for three out of seven pieces
checked. The . foundation bolting on the RWCU pump and motor had
torque valves ranging from 10% to 20% lower than the required
installation torque on 5 out of 6 bolts. No explanation was given
as to the possible causes for this much relaxation. The RWCU heat
exchangers had bolts on the sliding connections tightened more than
200% higher (i.e., 50 ft-lbs) than the 15 ft-lbs limit. The higher
torque would-inhibit the intended function of the sliding connec-
tions. An additional problec identified was that the foundation
bolting on the heat exchangers had torques ranging from 70 ft-lbs.
to 600-ft-ibs, while the requirement was that the bolting be snug
tight. The inconsistency in' pre-loading these bolts indicate that
installation procedures may not be specific enough or crafts may
not be properly following procedures- for " snug tight" fastener
-installations. Although the breakaway torques observed by the NRC
CAT did not appear to affect- fastener integrity, the inconsisten-
cies indicate a possibility of overstressing bolts unknowingly.

(2) Washers were not' installed where required by drawings for three out
of six pieces of equipment.

(3) Bolt material,. size and configuration were all verified as being
correct.

c. Conclusion

The erroneous torques observed indicate a problem with QC acceptance,
since QC had signed off.as witnessing that the correct torque had been
applied.- An additional problem with acceptance (i.e., missing washers)
.is probably due to the inspection plan not requiring the inspection of
certain attributes such as washers under nuts.

7.. Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC)
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a. Inspection Scope

HVAC systems are designed by SWEC. The contractor for HVAC system
fabrication and installation is Schneider Power Corporation. QC
inspection of installed hardware is the responsibility of SWEC Field QC.

None of the approximately 11,000 feet of Category I HVAC duct has been
QC accepted, but will be walked down prior to leak testing. Of the
approximately 2400 Category I supports to be installed, approximately
1070 have been QC accepted. Very little mechanical equipment (fans,
coolers, isolation valves, etc.) have been completely installed and QC
accepted.

The NRC CAT inspectors selected samples of 15 supports / restraints,
five pieces of equipment (fire dampers and unit coolers) and approxi-
mately 25 duct joints for field verification of conformance to design
and procedural requirements. Features verified were location, config-
uration, member size, weld size, fastener installation, duct joint
gasketing and bolting. See Table III-9 for a listing of inspected
items.

Inspection document packages for unit coolers 2DRS-UCIC and hanger
inspection reports for the sample inspected were examined for
completeness and accuracy.

The following documents provide the acceptance criterie. for HVAC hard-
ware installations:

Specification NMP-2 P413L, " Ventilation and Air Conditioning
System Duct Work"

Schneider Sheet Metal SM-2, " Sheet Metal Standards"

SWEC Drawing BZ-715C, " Seismic Duct Support Notes and References,
Vent Reactor Building Electric Tunnel"

SWEC Drawing BZ-739C, " Seismic Duct Support Notes and References,
Control Room Building"

SWEC Drawing BZ-715AC, " Seismic Duct Support Notes and References,
Reactor Building"

SWEC Drawing BZ-739D, " Seismic Duct Support Details"

Applicable detail design drawings

Applicable duct support location drawings

b. Inspection Findings

The field inspection of hardware identified only the following two
problems. N80s were written to document these problems.
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One duct support was mislocated. It varied from the support to support
dimension specified on the support location drawing by 8 inches and
exceeded the maximum allowable span between supports by 2 inches.

The fan for unit cooler 2DRS-UCIC was 6 inches shorter than specified
on'the vendor detail drawing. These coolers are welded to the struc-
tural steel deck beams in the primary containment. As all dimensions
for locations of the attachment welds were referenced to the front end
of the fan, the weld locations were not at the dimensions shown on the
drawing. However, welds appear to have been made at the appropriate
intended locations; i.e., the installers had subtracted 6 inches from
the reference dimensions. The Mechanical Equipment Checklist for this
cooler does not show any visual inspections for the foundation welds as
to orientation or weld size; these blocks have been marked not appli-
cable. QC has signed off on QC-1 forms for the visual inspection for
weld quality of each weld.

c. Conclusions

In general, installed HVAC hardware conformed to design documents.
However,' the lack of QC verification of proper configuration, location
and attachment details on the unit cooler Mechanical Equipment Check-
lists indicates that accepted mechanical equipment installations may not
have'been adequately inspected.

8. Design Change Control and Nonconformance Reriorts

a. Inspection Scope

Approximately 30 design change documents (ITT) were reviewed
in the mechanical area for technical adequacy. In addition, numerous
design change documents and nonconformance reports were reviewed during
the hardware inspections.

b. Inspection Findings

The design change and nonconformance documents showed proper disposition
and proper review for changes to the Safety Analysis Report. However,
as discussed earlier in this section and as detailed in Section VIII of
this report, problems were identified by the NRC CAT inspectors regard-
ing document controls.

c. Conclusions

The design change and nonconformance documents reviewed indicated that
they were properly dispositioned and processed for review in accordance
with the applicant's program.
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TABLE III-1

PIPING INSPECTION SAMPLES AND OBSERVATIONS

_

ASME Pipe
System Isometric Class Diameter Observations

SWP 21-161 3 3"

SWP' 21-48 3 18" 11" clearance to BZ1370H
1" clearance to BZ72MQ

' cleurance to BZ570JP

SWP 21-75 3 21"

SWP 21-52 3 12"

SWP 21-58 3 6" 3/4" clearance to cable
tray in 2 places

Unable to locate Code
Data Plate on NM-21-412

SWP 21-142 3 21" Support BZ-570TN stamped
as BZ-570NT

SWP 21-40 3 21" & 1" clearance to BZ-510CD
3" & 4" Numerous support / restraint

deficiencies

SWP 21-74 3 21" & 3" 0" clearance to BZ-19ED

SWP 381CV-23 1" & li"

'SWP 381CF-3 1" & 11"

:SWP 381CV-2 1" & 11"

SWP. 381AL-1 1" & li"

.SWP 342CG-3 1" & 11"
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'TANLEIII-2

PIPE SUPPORT / RESTRAINT INSPECTION SAMPLES

ITT - Safety Category I
.

BZ' Drawing- System TjgyL Class Size

66G015" SWT Box / Lug 3 4"
11BC SWP Strut 3 -30"
71TL RHS Strut 2 18"
76AG_ .ICS Spring 2 6"

:19KN SWP - Strut 3 3"
76BG ICS Box 2 6"
111AV SWP. Box 3 30"
19RC - SWP -Strut 3 21"
111BA SWP Box 3 30"

519GE' SWP' Trunnion 3 12"
19NC' SWP Spring 3 18"
66G037

_

SWQ Box 3 4"
66G041 'SWQ Box. 3 4"
66G043 SWQ Box 3 4"
140BF HCS Spring 2 3"
19UD- ~SWP Spring- 3 ~12"

=71TG RHS Box- 2 16"
:70R. RCS' Snubber Steel 1 16"
19GA- SWP Box 3 24"
76AB .ICS Box- 2 6"
19GK -SWP. Spring 3 18" -

,

IIT - Safety Category II

' BZ Drawing- System Type _ Size

19CR SWP Spring 18"
:72AG- CCP. Box 12"
72VL-- 'CCP Strut 16"
72AV' CCP~ Stru t - 8"
1098H CNS -Box 3"
74PB WCS Box 4"
510AHW DFR Box 10"

~

3510ALD~ PSR Box / Lug 8"
510ALF' DFR Box- 10"

"

-Reactor Controls, Inc (RCI)
.

' Support / Restraint Systems Tjgya Class Size

'HA-81 RCS Spring 1 24"
SA-22 RCS Snubber 1 16"

- CSP-3-(Partial-Quad I
~

&-II & III) CRD _ Strap / Clamp 2 3/4" & 1"
'

SP-4 (Partial-Quad I.
:

_ '_& III) CRD- Strap - 2 3/4" & 1" i--

'

|. ' Enterprise'(Partial-
!: ' Quad II): CRD -Support Steel 2 3/4" & 1";
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TABLE-III-3

PIPE SUPPORT / RESTRAINT INSPECTION OBSERVATIONS

ITT Supports / Satety
Restraints Category Observation (DR or N&D Issued)

Sample:

66G015 I Pipe to structure gap 1/64" vs. 1/16 min.
required (N&D 1138)

71TL I Wrong clamp installed (DR 5109)

66G043 I Dead weight support not carrying load
(E & DCR to change specification pre-
pared)

71JG I Pipe to structure. gap of 3/8" to 1/2"
vs. 1/8 max required (DR 5007)

19GK I Installed clevis and pin smaller than
specified(DR5003)

72AV II Strut rod end spacers not installed.
Rear bracket attachment welded on
opposite sides of bracket than specified.
(N & D 1210)

72VL II Misalignment exceeds 5 degrees maximum
(N & D 5866)

Adjacent:

66G032 I Pipe to structure gap less than minimum
required (DR 5000)

72MQ I 1/2" clearance to pipe (N & D 1246)

19RR,19RX,19QX I Lug to structure gap of 5/32"-3/16"
exceeds 1/8" maximum

,
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TABLE III-3 - (Cont.)

PIPE SUPPORT / RESTRAINT INSPECTION OBSERVATIONS

The following are examples of numerous conditions noted in apparently completed ITT
installations that had not received the final mechanical QC Inspection:

Observation. Supports-Restraints

Interference or clearance violation 137DS, 510CD, 11BL, 570JP, 19ED, 1370H,
involving piping or other supports. 72MV*, 19VP*, 570FG

Strut rod ends lack sufficient thread 76HS, 19SP*, 19SW*
engagement or strut is too short.

Missing rod end or clamp spacer. 11BG, 570FM, 71AHK

-Lug to structure or pipe to structure 570T, 510 ALE
gaps outside of tolerances.

,

OThese problems had been identified by QC during an inspection; not by
engineering or construction.

RCI Supports / Restraints Observation

Enterprise, Quad II, SP-8 Dimension from containment liner to
6 x 6 T.S. was 10' 91" vs. 10' 61"
11" specified.

SP-3, Quad II, Row 8, Top Clamp Friction clamp to restraint exceeds 1/8
max, allowable.

III-18
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TABLE III-4

CONCRETE EXPANSION ANCHOR SAMPLES AND OBSERVATIONS

No. of Bolts
Moving Prior
to-Achieving 80%

BZ Drawing No. of Bolts Installation Additional
Number on Base Plate Torque Observations

.-19RL-1 - 4 2
71AAV-1 4 0
71SM-1 20 19 Minimum embedment not met

(2 plates) for 1 bolt (3/8" off)
.71XE-1 4 2
130AW-1 4 4
130BT-1 4 4 Minimum embedment not met

for 1 bolt (1/8" off),
another bolt contained no
marking

130BR-1 8 7

198R-1 12 10
76K-1 4 4 Possible nut bottoming out

on threads

570JB-1 4 0 One bolt contained no
marking

111BC-1- 8 1

-111BM-1 10 5. Missing washers on 3
bolts, lack of full thread
engagement on one nut,
1/16" clearance from of
anchor to sway strut

,

111R-1 8 1

85Q-1 4 4
74N-2 6 0 Discrepancies were noted

in a previous inspection
by ITT

71WS-1 4 0 Discrepancies were noted in
a previous inspection by
ITT

19RX-3 . 6 3
570JA-1 4 0
581G099 4 4 Jam nuts are not Hilti

supplied.
.

108TP-392-3 8 0
71ADW 8 0 Discrepancies were noted

in a previous inspection
by ITT
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TABLEIII-4-(Cont.)

CONCRETE EXPANSION ANCHOR-SAMPLES AND OBSERVATIONS

No. of Bolts
Moving Prior
to Achieving 80%

- BZ Drawing- No. of Bolts Installation Additional
Number on Base Plate Torque Observations-

581G064-1 4 2
581G250-1 4 0 Discrepancies were noted1

in a previous inspection
by ITT

TOTALS 146 72

.
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~ . TABLE III-5

EQUIPMENT FSAR COMPARIS0NS

Operational Parameters

Equipment Item. Specs./ Test FSAR Serial No.

1. Safety Relief ~ Spring Set- 1148 psig 1148 psig 150959
_ Valve.

Capacity. 892,291 lb/hr 882,000 lb/hr-

' Delay Times:
a. Receipt of-

Signal to
. Start Valve
Motion 0.060 sec. 0.'1 sec. ;

,

i

,
b.-Receipt of

Signal to:

Full Open- 0.130 sec. 0.2 sec.

Design Temp.:-

d. Valve inlet 585*F 58E"FI

b. Valve outlet 500 F 500 F

Design Pressure:
a. Valve inlet 1375 psig 1375 psig
b. Valve outlet 625 psig 625 psig

6 6
2.. Main' Steam. Rated Steam Flow 3.57x10 1b/hr 3.57x10 1b/hr 6467

Isolation
| Valve

Response Time for
Full Closure 3 to 5 sec. 3 to 10 sec.

3. RCIC Pump Flow Rate 625 gpm 625 gpm 230516

Weter Temp. 40 to 140 F 40 to 140 F
j Range.
i

NPSH 21 ft. min. 21 ft. min.
,

1) '}
2980ft.f2) 2980 ft. ((2)Developed lead
610 ft. 610 ft.

' BHP, not to 725 hp 681 hp
'

exceed

.

Design Pressure 1525 psig 15E5 psia
*

|
NOTES:
(1) at 1173 psia reactor pressure

! ~(2) at 165 psia reactor pressure
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TABLE III-5 - (Cont.)

EQUIPMENT FSAR COMPARISONS

Operational Parameters

Equipment Item Specs./ Test FSAR Serial No.

4. RCIC Turbine Steam Inlet 1140 psia 1158 psia T38171A
Pressure 150 psia 150 psia

Turbine 25 psia 25 psia
Exhaust Pressure

Design Inlet
1250 psia (5) 1250 psia (5)~ Pressure

Exhaust Design
165 psig(5) 165 psia (5)Pressure

5. RCIC Pump Min. Differential
Flow By-Pass Pressure 1525 psi 1350 psi Not Shipped
Valve

Max. Opening
and/or Closing 5 sec. 5 sec.

6. RHR Steam Differential
Supply Isola- Pressure- 1140 psi 1158 psi 331328
tion Valve Motor

Operator
SB-2-60

Max. Opening
and/or Closing 15 sec., 15 sec.

.7. RCIC Pump Relief Setting 185 psig 75 psig Not Shipped
Suction Relief
Valve

8. RCIC Wannup Differential
Line Isolation Pressure 1158 psi 1158 psi Not Shipped

-Valve-

Notes:

(3 High Pressure Condition
(4 Low Pressure Condition

( (5 at Saturated Temperature
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TABLE III-5 - (Cont.)

EQUIPMENT FSAR COMPARIS0NS

Operational Parameters

Equipment -Item Specs./ Test FSAR Serial No.

9. RHR Heat Rated Flow Rate: 4154
Exchanger a. shell side 7450 gpm 7450 gpm

b. tube side 7400 gpm 7400 gpm

Rated Inlet Temp.:
a. shell side 125 F 125 F
b. tube side 67 F 67 F

Design Temp.:
a. shell side 40 to 480 F 40 to 480 F
b. tube side 32 to 480 F 32 to 480 F

. Design Pressure:
a. shell side 500 psig 500 psig
b. tube side 500 psig 500 psig

Fouling Factor:
a. shell 0.0005 0.0005
b. tube 0.001 0.001

10. Recirculation Flow 47,200 gpm 47,200 gpm 14217002
Pump

-Total Developed
Head 805 ft. 805 ft.

Suction
Pressure 1050 psia 1025 psia

NPSH 115 ft. 115 ft.

Water Temp. 533 F 533 F

Pump Brake HP 8340 8340

11. RHR Thermal Flow 380 gpm 380 gpm NG0530-00-
Relief Valve 0001

12. RWCU Recirc. Design Temp. 575 F 575 F N770130A201
Pump with Motor

# EP-212-617
(notin
field)

Design Pressure 1420 psig 1410 psig
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TABLE III-5 - (Cont.)

EQUIPMENT FSAR COMPARISONS

Operational Parameters

Equipment' Item . Specs./ Test FSAR Serial No.

Discharge Head 630 ft. 630 ft.

NPSH, min. 13 ft. 13 ft.

13. RWCU-Reg. Design Pressure: 264529
Heat Exchanger a. shell 1420 psia 1410 psia

b. tube 1420 psia 1410 psia

Design Temp.:
a. shell 575 F 575 F
b. tube- 575 F 575 F

,

14. Standby Liquid Flow 43 gpm 43 gpm N742261D508
Control. Pump

NPSH, max. 12.9 psi 12.9 psi

Max. operating
discharge press. 1220 psig 1220 psig-

Design Pressure 1400 psig 1400 psig

Design Temp. 150 F 150 F

15. Standby Gas Moisture Separator All same Table 6.5-1 560-314
Treatment Prefilter

~

as FSAR of FSAR
' Filter Charcoal Absorber
Assembly Final Filter

Heating Coil

16. Standby Gas Capacity 4000 cfm 4000 cfm 2GTS*FN1A
Treatment
Exhaust Fan Static Pressure 24.6 in W.G. 24.6 in W.G.

Motor 40 hp 40 hp

17. Recirculation Voltage Rating 13,200 volts 13,200 volts 8404186
Pump Motor

Speed 1780 rpm 1780 rpm

Motor Rating 8900 hp 8900 hp
,

Phase 3 3

18. Distribution Rating 25KVA 25KVA 2SCV*D200P
Transformer
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TABLE III-6

TESTING DOCUMENTATION REVIEWED

Equipment Purchaser Vendor Tests

MSIV SWEC Gulf & Western Hydrostatic

RHR Heat GE Atlas Ind. Impact
Exchanger

RCIC Steam SWEC Velan Valve Thrust torque capability
Supply Isolation of motor operator
Valve

RHR Thermal SWEC h" Valve Hydrostatic Body Leak
R211ef Valve

,

4

*

h

~

_
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TABLE III-7

TORQUE VALVES FOR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT B0LTIN_G_

' Bolt Specified No. of Torque . Total No.
Equipment- Ty g Torque (ft-lbs) Bolts Checked Found (ft-lbs) of Bolts

RWCU Pump : Foundation 580 6 560 6

and Motor.. Bolting 460
480
520
510
500

RWCU Non- Front Support 40-60 2 60 2
R:g. Heat Bolt, 3" 90
Exchanger Bolts with

Jam nuts

Rear Support 5-15 2 5 2
Bolt, 3" Bolts 50

Anchor Snug 24 70 (6 bolts) 24
Mounting Tight 250(6)
on One 400 (5)
Support 600 (7)

RWCU Reg.- Front' Support- 40-60 2 40 2
.

H:at- ' Bolt, 3" Bolts '175
,

Exchanger- with Jam Nuts

-Rear Support 5-15 2 5 2
Bolt, 3" Bolt 50

.LPCS' Pump. Motor Mounting 595-700 10 600* 24
Bolts, 11" dia.

' Pump Suction 3100-3500 6 3100** 32
-to Barrel,"

21" Dia.

Foundation 2000-2200 8 2055 24
Bolt, 21" Dia. 2202

2055
1981
2128
2018,

2202
1981
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TABLE III-7 - (Cont.)

TORQUE VALVES FOR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT BOLTING

Bolt - Specified No. of Torque
_

Total No.
Equipment Tjgge Torque (ft-lbs). Bolts Checked Found (ft-lbs) of Bolts

HPCS Pump Motor 595-700 24 1350**(22) 24
-Mounting 1250-(2)
Bolts, 11" Dia.

Pump Suction 2200-2500 6 2200** 32
to Barrel, 2"

Dia.

Foundation 2000-2200 6 1871 24
Bolt, 21" Dia. 1945

2055
2019
2092
1945

,

Diesel Foundation 1850 13 1854 (3 bolts) 20
Generator Bolts, 1742 (2)

1 5/8" Dia. 1823 (1)
1761 (3)
1730(2)
1638 (1)
1545 (1)

11" Dia. 835 8 834 8

803 (3 bolts)
772 (3)i

742

RWCU Foundation Snug 8 140-200* 8
; Cleaner Bolt Tight

Resin Tank-

TOTAL BOLTS 125

* Go-no go gage used.
** was not pulled beyond.value noteo

,

f

-
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TABLE III-8

B0LTING MATERIAL FOR MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT

Nut Additional
' Equipment Nut Material Markings Observations

~

Diesel Generator 194GR2H 2H Markings 28 nuts - verified 4
mfg. stamp

Heating & Ventilating Lock nut A325 3 slashes and 8 nuts per unit verified
Unit Cooler mfg. stamp
(2 separate units)

LPCS Pump ' Pump suction to 193B7 marking on No washers on foundation
barrel: ASME bolt and 7B bolting
193B7 (5 veri- marking on nut,
fied) foundation no marking required
bolting: SA307GB on foundation nut
(4 verified)

HPCS Pump Pump suction to 19387 marking on No washers on foundation
barrel: ASME bolt and 78 bol ting
19387 (4 veri- marking on nut,
fied) foundation no marking required
bolting: SA307GB on foundation nut
(4 verified)

RWCU Pump and Motor Lock nut A325 2H and mfg. stamp, No washers on foundation
(6 verified) jam nuts were bolting

installed instead
of lock nut

,

!

L
|

!

|
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TABLE III-9

HVAC INSPECTION SAMPLES AND OBSERVATIONS

Items Inspected Observations

Supports / Restraints:

DSR-1064 Hanger spacing exceeds drawing by 8
inches (N & D 5988)

DSR-137'
DSR-544
DSA-307-
DSR-387
DMS-703
DSR-617 ,

DSA-328
DSA-287
DSA-773.

DSA-775
DSA-802
DSA-317/327/354-
DSA-300

[ DSR-90

Equipment:

Fire Damper 2HVR-DMPF-5'
Fire Damper 2HVR-DMPF-11
Fire Damper 2HVR-DMPF-26

Unit Cooler 2DRS UCIC Fan dimension on vendor drawing does not
match installed unit which affects Fdn.'

attachment weid locations (N & D 5987).

Unit Cooler 2DRS UCID

Duct:

Approx. 25 joints selected One instance each of loose and missing
at random. bolt.
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IV.- WELDING AND NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION (NDE)

'A. J0bjective
-

' The objective of the appraisal of welding and noidestructive examination
(NDE) was to determine if work in progress and Quality Control (QC)
accepted work-related to welding and NDE activities are controlled and
perfonned in accordance with design requirements, SAR commitments, and
applicable codes and specifications..

An additional' objective was to determine if personnel performing welding
and NDE activities are trained and qualified in accordance with established
performance standards and applicable code requirements.

B. Discussion

To accon'lish the above objectives, welds and welding activities for
piping, pipe supports / restraints, structural steel installations, pipe whip
' restraints, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) installations,
electrical supports, and instrumentation and control tubing were inspected.
The inspected welds were selected to provide a representative sample of
the applicant's contractor' welding activities in terms of welding processes
used, materials welded and existing weld joint configurations. Conside ra-
tions such as physical location, difficulties to weld and limited accessi-

'bilities were also' included in the sample selection. NDE examination-
activities were apppraised through review of radiographs of piping welds
and observation of NDE field activities, review of NDE personnel qualifi-
cations, and interviews with NDE personnel. This inspection activity was
performed.in order to ascertain compliance with the governing construction

. codes-and involved the following contractors:

Work performed under the rules of the ASME Code

ITT Grinnell (ITT): piping, pipe supports / restraints, pipe whip restraints
-

Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC): piping, pipe supports /
restraints, equipment installations

Reactor Controls Incorporated (RCI): piping, pipe supports / restraints

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company (CB&I): containment liner, biological shield
w.ll

L General Electric (GE): turbine generator installation
-

Work performed under the rules of the AWS Code
.

Johnson Controls Incorporated (JCI): instrumentation tubing and supports

Schneider Power Corporation: heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
installation;

.Cives' Steel Corporation (CSC): structural steel,

L. K.'Comstock Company (LKC): electrical supports,
-

IV-1,
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~

Walsh Construction Company: structural steel

^ The results of ti:e inspection activities involving each of these contractors
are documented as follows in this section of the report: ,

~

1. ITT ,

'

a. Inspection Scope

The NRC CAT inspectors reviewed activities relating to the ITT contracts
in the areas of piping system welds, support / restraint welds, welding
procedures, welder's qualification, in-process welding, NDE procedures,
personnel qualifications, and the review of radiographic film for shop
and field fabricated welds.

(1) Welding Activities

L -The NRC CAT intpections of piping welds consisted of visual inspec-
F tion during walkdowns of large bore piping systems. Approximately

1200 feet of piping, involving 240 ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 welds,
were inspected. . See Table IV-1 for a listing of welds inspected.
Both field and shop welds were inspected to determina if attributes
such as mismatch, weld surface appearance and weld reinforcement
were in accordance with the-ASME Code requirements. Some of the

' surfaces for the inspected welds had previously been blended for
inservice inspection.

Three specifications and ten procedures applicable to welding
activities were reviewed to determine construction and inspection
criteria.

The NRC CAT inspectors also examined 11 ASME Class 1 and 51 Class 2.

'- and 3 large bore supports / restraints which involved approximately
500 welds. These were selected from a group of approximately 300<

supports / restraints which were inspected and accepted by ITT QC and
turned over to SWEC. The welds were inspected for weld size,
length, contour and appearance in accordance with the requirements.

of the ASME Code. See Table ~ IV-2 for a listing of the supports /
restraints inspected.

The NRC CAT inspectors witnessed the welding of three plates to the
bioshield wall during the installation of pipe whip restraints of'

the Feed Water System in the Reactor Building. Fifteen welders wera
also observed while performing in-process welding of piping and>

. support / restraint welds. The supporting documentation for the
inspected welds such as filler material withdrawal and process
travelers were also reviewed.for adequacy.

''

Welder performance-qualification records for 26 welders and 19-

F welding procedure qualifications were reviewed for compliance with
applicable specifications, procedures and the ASME Code. A listing

-of-the welding qualification records reviewed is shown in Table
IV-3.'

!
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(2) Nondestructive Examination Activities

The NRC CAT inspection of NDE activities for ITT included the review
of radiographic film for shop and field fabricated pipe welds,
witnessing of in-process field NDE inspections and the review of NDE
procedures and personnel qualifications.

The NRC CAT inspector reviewed radiographic film for 34 shop welds
and 80 field welds involving approximately 1300 film. This radio-
graphic film was previously reviewed and accepted by ITT and SWEC.
The film was also subjected to review by Niagara Mohawk Power
Corporation (NMPC).

In addition, the NRC CAT inspectors performed the following reviews:

Reviewed radiographs for 7 welder qualifications involving 16
film.

Reviewed personnel qualification records for 12 NDE technicians
for certifications.

Reviewed 17 NDE procedures (RT, MT, PT, UT and VE) for compliance
with code and contractual requirements.

Reviewed 20 weld planr.er packages for radiographic inspection.

Observed 11 NDE personnel performing tests on production
hardware.

Reviewed seven ITT scheduled internal audit reports of NDE
radiographic film involving 139 welds.

Reviewed results of ITT review of radiographic film involving 168
welds initiated as a result of NRC CAT findings.

Reviewed 15 equipment calibration records.

b. Iaspection Findings

(1) Welding Activities

No problems were identified in the area of weld procedure quali-
fications, in-process welding, or welds on pipe whip restraints.

Problems were noted in the area of weld rod control in that weld
rod stubs and electrodes were found at several locations around the
plant. This is discussed further in Section VI of this report.

The review of welder qualification records revealed no deficiencies
associated with testing, examination and qualification. However,
a review of the ITT Quality Assuranca manual revealed that it failed
to specify what edition of Section IX of the ASME code was to be
used at the time of welder qualifications. Personnel responsible
for testing of welders informed the NRC CAT inspectors that welders
are qualified using the Code edition in effect at the time of
testing.
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In the area of pipe support / restraint welding, the findings are as
follows:
* Five of 500 welds inspected on 62 QC accepted supports / |

restraints exhibited undersize fillet weld conditions. Four of
five welds.(outside-of the above sample and QC accepted only by
~ITT) were identified by the NRC CAT inspectors as being under-
sized and/or having improper contours or unacceptable surface
conditions. To document the deficiencies identified as a result
of this NRC CAT finding,ITT prepared Nonconformance and Disposi-
-tion Reports (N&Ds). See Table IV-2 for a listing of supports /
restraint deficiencies.

LIn the area of pipe welding the findings are as follows:

*- Nine of the 240 piping welds inspected by the NRC CAT inspectors
were rejected-for surface conditions such as improper profile,
insufficient weld, improper contour and undercut.

LInspection of the Reactor Venting System (SVV) revealed that
numerous stainless steel piping welds exhibited marginal surface
appearance. A subsequent review of documentation for the SVV
system indicated that visual inspection and penetrant inspections
were accepted by ITT QC. Five of these welds were selected for
further examination by liquid penetrant examination by ITT QC.
The five reinspected welds were rejected for having unacceptable
indications.- The NRC CAT inspector also interviewed the ITT QC
Supervisor and three ITT QC visual welding inspectors regarding '

the acceptance criteria utilized for visual inspection of welds.
Based upon the observation of welds in the SVV system and the
interview with QC inspectors, it was concluded that visual and
liquid penetrant. inspections for the SVV welds have not been
performed in accordance with the applicable requirements of ASME
Section.V.

(2). Nondestructive'ExaminationActivities

;The review of radiographs for 34 shop welds and 80 field welds<

revealed that three shop and nine field welds were deficient for
one or more of the following reasons:
* Six welds were rejected for unacceptable weld quality.

* Four welds were identified'as having missing film or as having
film which exhibited improper coverage of the repair area.

* Five welds were identified as having missing or incorrect radio-
. graphic- data in the approved documentation packages.

Two wrong welds and one wrong weld area in an additional weld*

.were radiographed by ITT while attempting to reradiograph some
of the above welds.
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The 12 welds and their associated deficiencies are as follows:

SHOP WELD 01-21-MSS-150-1-129 SWB

This weld was rejected for unacceptable weld quality and also
had incorrect radiographic data on the reader sheet. When using
the weld thickness reported on the reader sheet, the weld was
acceptable. When using the actual thickness of the weld, it
satisfied the minimum wall but the weld was rejectable for
porosity. An N&D was prepared documenting this deficiency.

SHOP WELD 57-1-ICS-142-2-2 SWARI

This weld was rejected for unacceptable weld quality. As
a result of the CAT inspection, the weld was reradiographed
for two reasons. There was a suspected minimum wall
thickness violation and a problem in that the weld density
was darker than the penetrameter by more than 30%. The
weld was rejected by ultrasonic testing for being .028"
under minimum wall thickness.

FIELD WELD CSH-25-21-006R1

This beld was rejected for unacceptable porosity.

FIELD WELD CHS-25-21-007-R1

This weld was rejected for an unconsumed insert ring.

* FIELD WELD RHS-66-38-006-R1

This weld was rejected for an unconsumed insert ring after
it was reradiographed to complete the associated docu-
mentation package due to missing film.

FIELD WELD RHS-66-38-004-R1

This weld was rejected for porosity after it was reradio-
graphed to complete the associated documentation package
due to missing film. The documentation package also had
missing radiographic data in that the radiographic report
for Station 027 was missing.

FIELD WELD CHS-25-6-009-R1

The associated documentation package for this weld con-
tained missing film. The weld was reradiographed to
complete the documentation package and the final radiograph
was acceptable.

FIELD WELD RHS-66-39-012-R1

The associated documentation package for this weld con-
tained missing film. A subsequent radiograph taken to
complete the documentation package resulted in reradio-
graphing the wrong area. However, the final radiograph of
the correct area was acceptable.
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* FIELD WELD RHS-66-38-003-R2

The documentation package for this weld did not contain the
weld rod requisition data. This weld was subsequently cut out

- and completely rewelded. N&D 5081 was prepared documenting
this deficiency.

'' FIELD WELD RHS-66-38-005-R1
,

-The. radiographic report for this weld had an incorrect accept /4

reject disposition on one view. In addition, two radiographic
films were found with the report which violates the ITT proce-
dure. .The procedure requires that only one film be contained

.

in the documentation package. The final radiograph for this
weld was acceptable. '

~ * FIELD WELD CHS-25-13-006 ,

This' weld w siradiographed due to a suspected minimum wall vio-
lation. This weld was ultrasonically examined for wall thickness

' and found to be rejectable. N&D 5005 was prepared documenting
this condition. The NRC CAT inspector's review of the ultra-

~

sonic data concerning the wall thickness revealed that an
3

incorrect thickness was used for this examination. When the
correct thickness was used, the weld was found to be acceptable.

-

SHOP WELD 47-10-2-FWS-117-4-75-NM-47-75 SWE

This weld was initially reradiographed for a possible crack or an
unacceptable root condition. The wrong weld was subsequently
reradiographed. Another reradiograph resulted in a second wrong
weld being radiographed. A final radiogt:ph was determined to be
acceptable ~after the weld was also examined by ultrasonic test-
ing.

. As a result of problems identified by the NRC CAT inspectors, ITT
initiated a review of radiographic film packages involving 168 field
welds. This film had been previously accepted by ITT QC. The
review identified missing film for four welds. Also, the completed
repair area on four welds was not reshot and the original interpre-

~

ter had failed to identify low weld areas (weld was thinner than
.

base material) on three joints. As a result of these findings, the
NRC CAT inspectors then reviewed-ITT audits, involving radiographic ,

-film review for 139 field welds. These audits revealed no addi-.

tional problems concerning. film or weld quality. However, the audit
reports did not identify the welds by the isometric spool number;

.therefore it can not be established which welds were audited (see,

.Section VIII for further discussions with regard to the ITT audit
program) .

The NRC CAT inspectors reviewed eleven SWEC inspection reports
covering film reviews of 617 welds performed by SWEC over a period

,

of 15 months. The SWEC inspection reports indicated unacceptable
: conditions similar in number and type to those found by the NRC CAT

inspection (20 for weld quality, 31 for film quality, 2 for documen-
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'
tatior) . None of the inspection reports, however, had been dis-,

'

positioned nor had corrective actions been taken to date (see'

Section VIII,for further discussions of the SWEC audit program,
SWEC overview, and the applicant's corrective action system).4

-
~

The inspection reports involved were as folicws:
'

P300352 P3G00133+
>

,P200157 P3G00105
P3G00411 P3G00196
P3G0012 P3G0096'

s
"

PG0051 P3G00345
P3G00244-

During this review of radiographic data packages, the NRC CAT
inspectors found that ITT does not retain the original radio-
graphic film nor the radiographic Inspection reports for the
rejected areas of weld repairs. This practice was instituted
subsequent to January 1983 when the ITT radiographic inspection
supervisor decided not to retain the original film for weld
repairs. The film and reports pertaining to weld repairs are
discarded prior to submittal of final radiographs to SWEC for
the required final radiographic acceptance. The NRC CAT inspec-
tors believe that these practices have contributed to the
problems identified during this inspection.

Also, during this review, the NRC CAT inspectors found that proce-
' dure RTP-3 does not specify the method to be used to identify the

radiographic film (i.e., some radiographers identify the film by
flashing it, others put the RT marks on the weld to be radiographed
and others vibra tooled the film after final processing.) In addi-
tion, the procedure.does not'specify a method for permanent identi-
fication of welds which is necessary to assure reproduction of
radiographic film results.

c. Conclusions

(1) Welding Activities
'

The NRC CAT inspectors identif_ fed problems involving ITT in the
visual and penetrant inspection of piping welds in stainless
steel systems. Visual inspections of some pipe supports /
restraints was also found to be deficient.

- (2) Nondestructive Examination Activities

From a review of radiographic film for 34 shop welds and 80
.

- field welds, the NRC CAT inspectors identified 12 welds which
i' had one or more problems. The radiographs for these welds had<

been reviewed and' accepted by ITT and SWEC QC, and were sub-
.jected to some review by NMPC. Five of the welds reviewed by
the NRC CAT inspectors had missing or incorrect radiographic

. data in the data' packages.

Subsequent review by ITT of additional welds previously accepted
by ITT QC identified similar deficiencies from a sample of 168
welds reviewed. Thus, ITT radiographic interpreters are not
adeguately '

,
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evaluating radiographs and reader sheets for completeness, accuracy,
film quality .and weld quality-in accordance with ITT procedures and
ASME Sections III and V. In addition, ITT QC management of radio-
graphic. activities is.not adequate to assure proper conduct of
radiographic activities.

Internal: audits by ITT for rad'ographic monitoring has failed to
identify problems associated with documentation and film / weld

-quality. Also, SWEC inspection reports identifying radiographic
problems are not being dispositioned in a timely mnner and correc-
tive actions appear inadequate.

Thus, the program for review and acceptance of ITT radiographs is
not adequate to assure that the opplicable ASME code requirements
are being satisfied. In addition, the problem identified with
repair weld documentation packages raises concerns as to the accept-
ability of the documentation and the quality of field welds requiring
re-radiography.

2.- SWEC

a. Inspection Scope

The_NRC CAT welding inspection activities relating to SWEC contracts
were in the areas of small bore piping system welds, support / restraint
welds,- welding procedures, welder qualifications, and in-process weld-
ing. The review of NDE-procedures and radiographic film, qualification

~ of NDE personnel, and witnessing of magnetic particle and penetrant
inspections were also included in this inspection.

(1) Welding Activity

Approximately_320 feet of field and shop fabricated ASME Class 2
and 3 small bore piping was inspected. Approximately 230 welds were
visually inspected to determine if attributes such as mismatch, weld
surface contour and appearance were in accordance with ASME Section
III requirements. See Table IV-1Jfor a listing of piping inspected.
Seven welders were observed while performing welding of socket welds

- and piping supports.

The NRC CAT inspectors reviewed approximately 100 welds on 20 ASME
- Section 'III,.Section NF Class 3 supports / restraints. These welds
were inspected for size, length, contour and appearance in accord-
ance with the requirements of the ASME Code. See Table IV-2 for a
listing _of the' supports / restraints inspected. In addition, welding
on the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) star ring girder attachment
assembly was also witnessed. Three specifications and seven proce-
dures applicable to welding activi^.ies were reviewed to determine
the construction and inspection criteria. Welding performance
qualification records for seven welders and the qualification test
records for ten procedures were reviewed for compliance with appli-
cable specification, procedures and codes. A listing of the welder#

qualification records reviewed is shown in Tables IV-3 and IV-4.
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i (2). Nondestructive Exacination Activities

.The NRC CAT inspection of NDE activities included the review of
'seven NDE procedures and 17 NDE personnel qualification /certifi-
cation records. In addition, radiographic film for the following
shop walds fabricated for SWEC by Southwest Engineering and Pipe
Company (SWEPCO) and Associated Pipe and Engineering (APE)4

were reviewed:

SWEPC0 - Approximately 101 feet of weld involving 88 film;
Drawing M6 342-1, pieces 33, 34, 36, 13, 14, 17 and 18;
. Drawing N230-1. Weld A; Drawing Ni.-3 views 1 through 18

APE Approximately 58 feet of weld involving 48 film; Drawing-

SNS-8373; Drawing SL 13-A; Drawing 767E286

b. Inspection Findings

(1) Welding Activities

No problems were identified in the area of welder qualifications,.

welds procedure qualification and in-process welding.'

Small.. bore socket welds, small bore pipe supports / restraints,
and welding oit the RPV ring girder attachment meet the fabrica-
tion and inspec. tion requirements of the applicable specifications,
procedures, and the ASME Code.

(2) Nondestructive Examination Activities.

No problems were identified in the review of NDE procedures, NDE
perscnnel qualification / certification records or shop welds fabri-

;o cated by SWEPC0 or APE. Inadequacies in the SWEC oversight of
ITT activities are discussed earlier in this section of this report

' -(NDE inspection findings for ITT).

c. Conclusions

(1) Welding Activities

No problems were identified in the areas inspected for SWEC welding
activities.

(2) Nondestructive Examination Activities

Based upon the information presented earlier in this section of this
report, it was concluded that SWEC has failed to properly control
and monitor the site radiographic activities of ITT. No problems
were identified in the review of shop welds fabricated by SWEPC0 or
APE.

.

5

3
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3. RCI

a. Inspection Scope

The NRC CAT inspection activities relating to RCI contracts were in the
area of Control Rod Drive System (CRD) piping and pipe supports /
restraints Recirculation System pipe welding, welder qualification,
weld procedure qualification, and in-process welding. The review of
NDE procedures, NDE personnel qualifications, in-process NDE inspec-
tions and the review of radiographic film were also included in this
inspection.

(1) Welding Activity

Approximately 70 socket welds for the CRD piping system were inspec-
ted. Thirty structural steel (ASME Section NF) support fillet welds
for the Enterprise system (CRD support structure in the primary
.ontainment) were inspected. Additionally, approximately 100 fillet
welds on this Multi-functional system were also inspected. Five
piping welds in the Recirculation System were inspected. Five
welders were observed performing welding of socket and structural
steel welds.

One specification and eight procedures applicable to welding
activities were reviewed to determine the construction and inspec-
tion criteria. Welder performance qualification records for 11
welders and 5 welding procedure qualification test records were
reviewed. A listing of welder and procedure qualification records.

reviewed is shown in Table IV-3 and IV-4.

(2) Nondestructive Examination Activities

The NRC CAT inspection of NDE activities for the RCI contracts
included the review of six nondestructive testing procedures, three
NDE personnel qualification records, witnessing of three in-process
NDE field examinations, and the review of 14 welds involving 248
radiographic film. In addition, three welder qualification radio-
graphs involving six film and three equipment qualifications were.

also reviewed.

b. Inspection Findings

(1) Welding Activities

No problems were identified in the area of weld procedure

qualifications, Recirculation System Pipe welding,(welding cfCRD) system,small bore socket welds for the control rod drive
and in-process welding activities.

Welder qualification records for five welders failed to meet the
requirements of Section IX of the ASME code. Qualification
records for welders PF123 and PF125 indicated that side bend
tests were employed for welder qualification tests. Section
IX of the ASME code requires the use of face and root bend tests
when testing coupons 3/8 inch or less in thickness. Test speci-
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mens, according to qualification records, for welders PF123 and
PF125 wero less than 3/8" thick. The thickness ranges indicated
on some of the qualification test records for the other three
welders exceeded the ranges permitted by Section IX of the ASME
Code. In addition, specification requirements (GWS-1-01 and RCI
Quality Assurance Instructions) failed to specify that the welding
procedures and welders shall be qualified in accordance with the

,

edition of Section IX of the ASME Code in effect at time of qualifi-
cation.

During the inspection of structural steel welding performed in
accordance with the requirements of Section NF of the ASME Code,
problems were noted concerning size of fillet welds. Twelve of
approximately 30 fillet welds inspected on the Enterprise CRD
structural steel system were undersized. These welds had been
inspected and accepted by RCI. Subsequent reinspection by RCI of
approximately 500 fillet welds resulted in the rejection of approxi-
mately 150 fillet welds for being undersized. The required fillet
weld size was i inch. The average size of the rejected fillet welds
was 3/8 inch. As a result of this finding, N&D HMP-083 was prepared
and RCI Quality Control stopped production work involving structural
welding on the Enterprise system.

Inspection of approximately 100 fillet welds on the Multi-Functional
"

structural system by the NRC CAT inspectors revealed no problems
with undersize welds. Fabrication and inspection of the Multi-
Functional structural system was perfonned primarily off-site. '

On-site field welding of the Multi-Functional structural system by
RCI was limited to joining major subassemblies,

c. Conclusions

(1) Welding Activities

The NRC CAT inspectors identified problems involving RCI in the
visual inspection of fillet welds. Specifically, a relatively high
number of undersized welds were found in the Enterprise CRD
structural steel system.

From the review of the documentation related to welder qualifica-
tion, the NRC CAT inspectors identified five welder's qualificatio9
records which did not meet the requirements of the ASME code.

(2) Nondestructive Examination Activities

No problems were identified in the areas of inspected RCI NDE
activities.

4. Chicago Bridge and Iron Company (CBI)

a. Inspection Scope

A total of twenty welder qualifications and three welding procedures
were reviewed for compliance with the requirements of the ASME Code.
Review of 100 feet of containment liner welds involving 200 radiographic
film was also included in this inspection.
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b. Inspection Findings and Conclusions

No deficiencies were identified in welds inspected or in the NDE
activities inspected.

5. General Electric (GE)

a. Inspection Scope

A total of 40 welds were visually inspected for compliance with the
requirements of the ASME and AWS Codes. Five welding procedures and the
qualification test records for seven welders were reviewed. The review
of radiographic film for four welds involving 72 film were also included
in this inspection. One NDE technician was observed while performing
in-process NDE inspections.

b. Inspection Findings and Conclusions

No concerns were identified in the areas of welding and NDE activities
inspected.

6. Johnson Controls Inc._(JCI)

a. Inspection Scope

A total of 320 welds involving field and shop fahr %ation were inspected
for compliance with the AWS D1.1 Code and the JCI visual inspection
procedures. Five welding procedures and the qualification test records
for fifteen welders were reviewed. In addition, four NDE procedures and
six personnel qualification records were also reviewed. Four NDE
inspectors were observed and evaluated for their abilities to use the
AWS Code and to follow the JCI procedures.

b. Inspection Findings

The inspected welds were found to meet the acceptance crite"ia of the
AWS D1.1 Code. However, ten of these welds were rejected for having
some undercut because JCI procedure does not permit any undercut in the
welds. As a result of this finding, JCI has issued N&Ds (#3127-#3132,
#3153-#3155, and #3158) and the welds will be upgraded to meet the
requirements of the JCI Quality Control Procedures.

c. Conclusions

With the exception of the welds rejectable for undercut, welding and NDE
activities inspected were found to comply with the requirements of the
AWS D1.1 Structural Welding Code.

7. L.K. Comstock (LKC)

a. Inspection Scope

Approximately 230 welds comprising 60 shop and 170 field fabricated
welds were inspected for compliance with the AWS D1.1 Code. Twenty-
four welding procedures and the qualification test records for thirteen
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welders were reviewed. In addition, two NDE personnel qualification
records were also reviewed. Five NDE inspectors were observed and
evaluated fnr their abilities to follow the visual inspection proce-
dures.

b. Inspection Findings

One of 170 field welds was found to be undersized. As a result of this
finding LKC issued N&O #6222 and the weld will be repaired as required
by the AWS D1.1 Code.

During the inspection of 60 shop welds for the cable tray supports, the
NRC CAT inspector observed that approximately 15-20% of the inspected
welds were undersized, exhibited unacceptable contour or had undercut.
The inspected welds were painted and had been fabricated in an off-site
shop (CSC).

As a result of this observation, the NRC CAT requested that the appli-
cant expand the shop weld sample in order to obtain additional deta
needed to assess the quality of these welds.

On December 7,1983 the applicant provided the NRC CAT inspector with a
report entitled " Evaluation of Structural Steel Cable Tray Support Shop
welds at Nine Mile Point 2". According to the report, the applicant
inspected a total of 4334 painted welds and found that 1097 welds were
undersized and 251 welds had undercut. The applicant removed the paint
from 245 welds which were deemed to be the " worst cases" of all inspec-
ted welds. -The inspection of these welds revealed that 68 welds were
undersized and three welds had undercut. The undersized welds were found
to be undersized by less than 1/16 of an inch. The majority of the
undersized welds, a total of 64 were located in the Control Complex
Building at elevation 237; therefore, the report concluded
that the problem is confined only to this plant location.

The NRC CAT has identified the welding inspection performed at the
Cives Steel fabricution shop as an area of concern because a relatively
high number of undersized welds were found during this inspection. In
addition, unsatisfactory welds fabricated by this shop were also found
during subsequent inspection of the structural steel area, which is
discussed in paragraph 8 b of this section.

c. Conclusions

The NRC CAT inspectors identified problems related to undersize welds
which were not identified during the visual inspection of shop welds
conducted by CSC.

8. Cives Steel Corporation (CSC)

a. Inspection Scope

Approximately 300 welds comprizing 130 shop and 170 field fabricated
welds were inspected for compliance with the AWS Dl.1 code. Eleven
welder qualification test records were reviewed. In addition, seven
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NDE personnel qualification records were reviewed. Seven NDE inspec-
tors were observed and evaluated for their abilities to use the ASME
Code and to follow the visual inspection procedures.

b. Inspection Findings

One of 170 field welds was found to be undersized. As a result of this
finding, the project organization issued N&D 5986 and the weld will be
repaired as required by the AWS D1.1 Code.

During' the inspection of the CSC steel shop fabricated welds, the NRC
CAT. inspector selected six shop welds which appeared to be the " worst
cases" out of the inspected 130 welds. . These welds were reinspected by
the SWEC field QC after paint removal and the SWEC QC inspection find-
ings are identified as follows:

1. A 3621 - undersized

2. A3203-6 - unacceptable weld underun

3. E4236-1 - undersized

4. B3203-2 - acceptable

5. B3203-4 - acceptable

6. E3213-1 - acceptable

c. Conclusions

The above listed welds were completed by the same shop which fabricated
the cable tray supports discussed in paragraph 7.b above. The NRC
CAT has identified the welding inspection performed at the CSC fabri-
cation shop as an area of concern, because a relatively high number
of undersized welds were found during this inspection.

9. Walsh Construction
'

a. Inspection Scope

100 QC Category 2 (Cat II) welds were inspected for compliance with the ,

requirements of the AWS D1.1 Code. In addition 16 QC Category 1 (CAT I)
welds and about 30 Nelson's studs were visually inspected. The quali-
fication test record for 10 welders were also included in this inspec-
tion.

b. Inspection Findings

Four out of the sampled 100 CAT II welds were found to be undersized
or had unacceptable contours and did not meet the specified acceptance
criteria. As a result of this finding, Walsh Construction issued N&D
789 and the welds will be repaired as required by the AWS D1.1 Code.
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10. Schneider Power Corporation (SPC)

a. Inspection Scope -

Approximately 200 welds were inspected comprising a sample of vendor
welds, shop welds, and field welds completed by SPC. Two welding pro-
cedures, ten welder qualification records and seven llDE personnel
qualification records were also reviewed. In addition, three NDE
inspectors were observed and evaluated for their ability to follow
the_ visual inspection procedures.

b. Inspection Findings

The quality of inspected field and vendor equipment welds were found to
be in compliance with the governing code and specifications. Several
shop welds involving ouct stiffeners were found to be undersized. As a
result of-this finding, SPC requested and SWEC Engineering approved an
engineering change to decrease the fillet size from 3/16" to 1/8" for
all. duct stiffener angle iron to angle iron welds,

c. Conclusions

With the exception of the finding previously discussed, inspected
welding and NDE activities were found to comply with the requirements
of the AWS Dl.1 Structural Welding Code.

,
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TABLE IV-1

PIPING RUNS INSPECTED

ASME Approx. No. of
System Iso. No. Class Linear (ft.) Welds Comments

ITT

SWP 21-135 3 10 6 Acceptable
SWP 21-135 3 20 10 Acceptable
SWP 21-132 3 26 7 Acceptable
SWP 21-199 3 20 6 FWOO6, rejected,

DR5058
SWP 21-191 3 20 3 Acceptable
SWP 21-125 3 20 6 FW005 & FWOO6,

rejected DR5056
SWP 21-196 3 30 6 Acceptable
SWP 21-194 3 25 8 Acceptable
EGA 38-2 2 10 7 Acceptable
SWP 21-197 3 10 5 Acceptable
SWP 21-198 3 10 8 Acceptable
SWP 21-124 3 20 4 FW004, FW003, & FWOO6

rejected,DR5059
SWP 21-133 3 20 5 Acceptable
SWP 21-135 3 30 6 Acceptable
SWP 21-162 3 60 6 Acceptable
SWP 21-171 3 60 10 Acceptable
RHS 66-25 2 30 4 Acceptable
RHS 66-26 2 40 9 Acceptable
SWP 21-50 3 40 5 FWO17 rejected, DR5057
SWP 21-74 3 5 2 Acceptable
SWP 21-46 3 20 8 Acceptable
CSL 26-6 2 20 7 Acceptable
RHS 66-17 2 60 4 Acceptable
RHS 66-25 - 60 7 Acceptable
CSH 25-3 2 80 13 Acceptable
CSH 25-4 2 4 Acceptable-

- - 10 FW016 rejected, DR 5055CSH 25-13
SWP 21-53 3 20 7 Acceptable
RHS 66-14 2 80 8 Acceptable
RHS 66-10 2 20 4 Acceptable
CCP 18-18 - 10 9 Acceptable
CCP 18-30 3 10 4 Acceptable
SFC 07-16 3 30 5 Acceptable
SFC 07-20 3 40 8 Acceptable
SFC 07-24 3 4 2 Acceptable
RHS 66-28 2 40 6 Acceptable
FWS 47-17 1 50 4 Acceptable
FWS 47-13 1 - 3 Acceptable
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TABLEIV-1-(Cont.) ,

PIPING RUNS INSPECTED,

ASME- . Approx. No. of
System Iso.'No. Class Linear (ft.) Welds- Connents

.

|
ITT I

~

SVV 73-8 3 160 5 5 welds rejected
by penetrant
inspection,
DR's written for
these welds

SWP -21-69-2 3 1 Weld-o-let to pipe
NM21-487 2 insufficient

weld reinforce-
ment. DR prepared.

RCI

2 200 30 Acceptable, |CRD --

socket weld !

Enterprise System

RCI

: .CR0 3 300 40 Acceptable,--

socket weld
.

Multi-Functional System !
R3cir. Loop "A"

_

-G002-A-2 1 Weld 1A. Acceptable-

G012-A-150-2 1 Weld 21A Acceptable-

G006-A-2 1 Weld 6A Acceptable-

Weld 7A AcceptableG006-A-2 1 -

Loop "B"-

G012-B-240-2 1 Weld 13B Acceptable-

SWEC

SWP 381-CV-23 3 200 150 Socket welds.
Welds acceptable.

SWP- 381-CF-2 3
381-CF-3 3
381-CU-2 3
381-CG-3 3
BZ450DC 3 120 80 Socket welds.
-BZ450DB- 3 Welds acceptable.
BZ450AR 3
BZ450AK 3
BZ450MK 3-
BZ450DA 3

BZ4500T'-
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TABLE IV-2

PIPE SUPPORTS / RESTRAINTS INSPECTED,

Hanger ASME

-Number C1 ass Coments<

!
ITT,

1118C-1 3 One weld undersize, DR 4986
'

:111AV-1 3 Acceptable
111BA-1 3 Acceptable
19GA-2 3 Acceptable

,

L19GE-2 3 Acceptable
~

:76AB-2 3 Acceptable
f19NC-; 3 Acceptable
._76BG-2 - 3 Acceptable
66G015-1 3 Acceptable
66G006-4 3 Acceptable.

F '19KN-1 3 Acceptable
19RC-1- -3 Acceptable
76BG-2- 3 Acceptable
76AG-1 3 Acceptable
66G037-3 3 Acceptable
66G041-2 3 Acceptable>

108QJ-1- 2 One weld undersize, DR 5001
66G046-3 3 . Acceptable
66G043-2- 3 Acceptable

~66G044-4 '3 Acceptable :
i581G159-1 3- Acceptable

581G200-2- 3 Acceptable
581G064-4 3 . Acceptable
581G080-2 3 Acceptable

i 581G053-3 3 Acceptable
108TQ578-3 3 Acceptable
108TQ579-2 3 Acceptable

-108TQ559-2 3 Acceptable i.
'

! 108TQ560-2 3 Acceptable
i- '107TQ556-2 3 One weld undersize, DR 5004

- 19EA-2.. '3 Several welds undersize, DR 8099'

76BS-1 2 Acceptable

' . ' 7680-1' 2 Acceptable:

76BF-1 2 - Acceptable
130AV-1- -2 Acceptable

| 19GK-2 2 Incorrect clevis and undersize
welds, DR 5003

| 119GP-2 2 . Acceptable
', -71GL-2- 2 Acceptable

85Q-1- 2 Acceptable
.85R-1 2 Acceptable,

19PB-1 3 Acceptable
190C-2- '3 Acceptable
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TABLEIV-2-(Cont.)

PIPE SUPPORTS / RESTRAINTS INSPECTED

Hanger. ASME
Number Class Comments

ITT

13AR-1 2 Weld previously rejected, hold
tag 58

171Y-1 2 Acceptable
13H-1. 2 Acceptable

:11KD-1 3 Acceptable-

11BL-1 3 Acceptable
71JG-2 2 Acceptable

'190D-1 3 Acceptable '

140-BF-1 2 Acceptable
BZ-70K-1 1 ' Acceptable, Heat Nos. 66826,

89109.

BZ70R-1.
Datail:
068Al' 1 Acceptable, Heat 't M - :;3

609Al- 1
"

G70A1 1
"

067Al 1
"

BZ-70AH-1-
: Detail:
-2RCS-PSSP066Al 1 Acceptable, Heat No. 69B608
-12RCS-PSS0631A1 1 Acceptable, Heat No. 69B608

BZ70H-1
Detail:

2RCS-PSSH007A 1 Acceptable, Heat No. 9253121
2RCS-PSSH008A 1

"

"2RCS-PSSH002Al-- 1

2RCS-PSSH001Al- 1
"

BZ71BA-1 2 --

BZ71NP-1 2 DR 5110
.BZ71EG-2- 2 DR 5087-

BZ583G285-3 Cat. II DR 5176
BZ583G284-2- ' Cat. II DR 5173
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TABLEIV-2-(Cont.)

PIPE SUPPORTS / RESTRAINTS INSPECTED

Hanger- ASME
Number Class Comments

c RCI

Ent:rprise
Quad II 2 fpproximately 30 fillet welds

~CRD. Pipe inspected, 12 of 30 welds under-
_

Support Sys. size. Average undersize condi-
NMP-015 tion 1/8". NCR-NMP-083

Multi-funetional
CRD Pipe 3 Approximately 100 fillet
Support Sys. welds inspected. No problems with

these was welds identified.

S_WEC

BZ450AR 3 In-process, welding QC accepted
BZ450AK 3 Acceptable
BZ450MK 3 Acceptable
BZ450DA- 3 Acceptable
BZ450DT 3 Acceptable
BZ450DC 3 Acceptable

-BZ450DB 3_ Acceptable
BZ413NY 3 Acceptable

.BZ414YY 3 Acceptable
-BZ413ZM 3 Acceptable
BZ416ZA 3 Acceptable
BZ416GU 3 Acceptable
BZ415UP 3 Acceptable
BZ414TY 3 Acceptable
BZ414TV 3 Acceptable
BZ414TW 3 Acceptable
BZ413SX- 3 Acceptable
BZ413SV 3 Acceptable
BZ413YV 3 Acceptable
BZ413SU . 3 Acceptable
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I

TABLE IV-3 |

;-L; WELDER QUALIFICATION
:s .

- Welder I.D. Process Material . Comments

ITT

AU: GTAW - P-1 Qualified
"AU: .GTAW P-8

BU GTAW P-1 "

BU GTAW P-8 "

LP' SMAW P-1 "

"
. PY. SMAW P-1
PY GTAW P-1 "

.PY GTAW P-8 "
.

PY SMAW P-6 "

SZ SMAW P-1 "

TH SMAW P-1 "

"
VA. SMAW P-1
WG SMAW- P-1 "

WG GTAW. P-1 "

'G SMAW P-8 "W
LWG GTAW P-8 "

| YN .. SMAW P-1 "

"YN GTAW P-1
AAG SMAW- P-1 "

"-AAG GTAW P-1
"'AAG. SMAW P-8
"

14AG GTAW P-8
ABT SMAW P-1 "

"ABT GTAW P-1
ABT ~ SMAW P-8 "-

"
ABT GTAW P-8:
AEA~ SMAW P-1 "

;' AEA. GTAW P-1 "

"
AGL SMAW P-1

"
AGL GTAW P-1

"AGL. SMAW P-8
"

,
AGL. GTAW P-8

| AHT SMAW P-1 "

"
( AHT GTAW P-1

"
AHT SMAW .P-8

~AHT- GTAW P-8 "

"AIG SMAW P-1
"'AIG GTAW P-1
"-AIG SMAW P-8
"AIG GTAW P-8
"

AKB SMAW P-8
"-AKF SMAW -P-1

|
~

_ALH. 'SMAW P-1 "

"
ALH GTAW P-1'
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TABLE IV-3 -(Cont.)

WELDER QUALIFICATION

:

Welder I.D. Process Material Comments-

ITT

AMA SMAW P-1 Qualified
AMA GTAW P-1 "

ANB ' SMAW P-1 "

ANB GTAW P-1 "

ANX SMAW P-1 "

AGK SMAW P-1 "

AGK GTAW P-1 "

"
APA SMAW P-1

"
APA GTAW P-1

"
APX SMAW P-1
APX GTAW P-1 "

"'APX SMAW P-8
"

APX GTAW P-8
"

AGG SMAW P-1 4

"
AQR SMAW P-1

SWEC

P047 SMAW P-1 . Qualified
P153 SMAW P-1 - "

"
P159 SMAW P-1

".P171 SMAW P-1
"

P171 SMAW P-1
"

P172 SMAW P-1
"

P172 GTAW P-1
"

-P182 SMAW P-1
"

P182 GTAW P-8
"

P182 SMAW P-8.

"
P187 GTAW P-1
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TABLE IV-3 -(Cont.)

WELDER QUALIFICATION

W;1 der I.D. Process Material Connents

RCI

IW100 SMAW P-1 Qualified
"

IW101 SMAW P-1
IW102 SMAW P-1 "

IW104 SMAW P-1 "

PF125 SMAW P-1 "

PF125 GTAW P-8 Fillet weld, quali-
fied

PF125 SMAW P-1 Qualified
PF125 GTAW P-8 Not properly qualified:

(1,5)
PF120 GTAW/SMAW P-1 Qualified
PF115 GTAW P-1 "

PF108 GTAW P-1 "

PF123 GTWA P-8 Not properly qualified:
Note (1, 5)

PF107 GTAW P-1 Not properly qualified:
(2,5)

PF107 GTAW P-8 Not properly qualified:
(3,5)

PF107 GTAW/SMAW P-8 Qualified
PF107 SMAW P-1 "

P105 GTAW/SMAW P-8 Not properly qualified:
(4,5)

PF105 GTAW P-1 Qualified
PF105 SMAW P-1 "

PF101 GTAW P-1 Qualified, fillet weld
PF101 GTAW P-8 Qualified
PF101 GTAW P-43 Not properly qualified:

(4,5)
PF101 GTAW/SMAW P-43 Qualified
PF101 GTAW/SMAW P-8 "

PF101 SMAW P-1 "

Note (1): Thickness of test weld not known, incorrect thickness range specified, side bend
employed for mat'l less than 3/8".

Nate (2): Thickness of groove specimen and dia. specified not consistent, qual. data
missing.

N;te ): Qualified 1980 ASME IX in lieu of 1982.
Not ): Range specified exceeds range permitted per ASME IX.
Not2 ): Nonconformance report NMP2-084 prepared as a result of CAT review.
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TABLE IV-4

WELDING PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION

Welding Procedure No. Process Material Comments

ITT

43:8-4-1-3 GTAW P-8/P-43 Qualified
45:4-1-1 GTAW P-45 "

45:8-4-1-1 GTAW P-43 "

- 45:1-4-1-1 GTAW P-45 "

'020-4-7-4 GTAW P-43 "

5-4 GTAW P-1 "

1-1-1-7 SMAW P-1 "

1-1-3-10 SMAW P-1 "

.1-4-2-2 GTAW P-1 "

"9-1-7-7 SMAW P-8
8/1-4-7-10 GTAW P-1/P-8 "

8/1-1-1-7-7 SMAW P-1/P-8 "

8-4-7-11 GTAW P-8 "

85-4-10-3 GTAW P-8/P-5 "

.85-1-10-3 SMAW P-8/P-5 "

6-4 GTAW P-1 "

43:8-1-1-1 SMAW P-8/P-43 "

1-3 SMAW P-1 "

2-4 SMAW P-1 "

u

SWEC

005 SMAW P-1 Qualified
007 S!!AW P-8 "

026 SMAW P-1 "

085 SMAW P-1 "
t

086 SMAW P-8 "

"
-178 GTAW P-1
179 GTAW P-8 "

"293 GMAW P-8
333 GMAW P-8 "

"
345 GMAW P-1'

RCI

W-8/8-1 GTAW P-8 Qualified
"

W-8/8-0TS GTAW P-8
"

W-1/1-4 SMAW P-1
"

W-1/1-5 SMAW P-1
"

- W-1/1-6 GTAW/SMAW P-1
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V. CIVIL AND STRUCTURAL CONSTRUCTION

A. Objective

The objective of the appraisal of civil and structural construction was
to detennine by evaluation of work in progress, completed work, and by
review of documentation whether work, inspection, and test activities
relative to the civil and structural engineering areas were accomplished
in accordance with regulatory requirements, SAR commitments, and project
specifications and procedures.

B. Discussion

The specific areas of civil and structural construction evaluated were:
concrete placement activities, concrete records, material certification /
testing and structural steel installation and bolting. A review was made
of a selected number of documents associated with design change control and
nonconformance reporting.

1. Concrete Placement

a. Inspection Scope

The concrete placement activities for five Category I areas were
reviewed by the NRC CAT inspectors. The activities reviewed included
pre-placement cleanliness, rebar and embed plate placement, cadweld
quality, concrete placement, batch plant certification and operation,
material certification and testing, in-process testing, concrete test
laboratory operation and personnel qualification, test equipment
calibration, concrete curing, and post-placement concrete quality.
The building structures reviewed included the Diesel-Generator Building,
the Main Stack, the Control Building, and the Reactor Building Storage
Pool Slab. The concrete placement activities reviewed for each building
structure are detailed in Table V-I. The review of applicable con-
struction specifications included:

| Nine Mile Point, Unit 2 (NMP-2) S203A, " Mixing and Delivering
Concrete", Rev. 3

NMP-2 S203C, " Placing Concrete and Reinforcing Steel", Rev. 9
,

NMP-2 S203H, " Testing Concrete", Rev. 1

b. Inspection Findings

The following observations were made regarding concrete placement
activities:

(1) Reinforcing and embedded plates were of the specified size and
grade, properly located, and secured in accordance with the
design drawings, including applicable Engineering and Design
Coordination Requests (E&DCRs). Lap splices were verified to be
staggered where required and of the specifico lap lengtn.
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:

(2) Concrete cover distances were maintained.

(3) Forms were free of standing water and debris and were adequately
secured.

(4) Construction joint surfaces were prepared, where required.

(5) Wall thicknesses were maintained.

(6) Batch plant operations were observed and batch tickets reviewed
for proper input of aggregate moisture content. Batch plant
operations were continuously under Quality Control (QC)
surveillance. The batch plant was under current certifica-
tion by the National Ready Mix Concrete Association.

(7) The concrete placement crews were observed during placement
operations and the number of crew members was sufficient to
control the placement of concrete. Concrete placement in the
forms minimized segregation of the concrete. There was no
excessive movement of concrete by vibration.

(8) Concrete in-process testing was performed by Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation (SWEC) QC personnel at the concrete
pump discharge. The concrete was tested for slump, air content,
temperature, and unit weight and concrete cylinders taken in
accordance with the frequency specified in the construction
specifications.

(9) The selected sample of approximately five cadwelds were found
to have evidence of proper centering of the cadweld sleeve, no
excessive voiding, no burn through of the sleeve, no slag at
the tap hole and proper identification of the cadwelder and
sleeve.

(10) It was noted that Niagara Mohawk Quality Assurance (QA) Surveil-
lance Report (SR-NMP2-1772-83) dated 11/11/83 had identified that
SWEC QC had not been performing daily random surveillances of the
on-site rebar fabrication facilities as required by Project Speci-
fication 5203C. Some of the rebar used in the Main Stack placement
were fabricated on-site without the required daily QC surveil-
lances. These rebar were reinspected and found to be acceptable by
SWEC.

(11) In-situ concrete quality was generally acceptable with no
significant areas of concrete voiding and showed good bonding
with the reinforcing steel.

Three problems were identified by the NRC CAT inspectors regarding
concrete placement. The Main Stack reinforcing steel placement was

reviewed by the NRC CAT insp)ectors after it had been QC accepted(Inspection Report S3032972 for formwork closure. The NRC CAT review
identified that several reinforcing bars added around both sides of a
doorway penetration of aximuth 135 were placed too close together
(actually in contact) violating the spacing requirements of ACI 318-71
(paragraph 7.4.1) of not less then one bar diameter, nor one inch. The
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congested condition consisted of two bars on one side and three bars on
the other side of the doorway where the bars had been bent parallel to
the horizontal construction joint. Since these bars were at the bottom |

of the formwork, QC inspection should have identified this deficiency
prior to the release for formwork closure. An "UNSAT" Inspection Report
S3033202 was issued for this deficiency and the condition corrected
prior to concrete placement. ,

l
|As corrective action for the unidentified congestion, an informal

training session was conducted on 12/1/83 by SWEC to indoctrinate QC
personnel on the requirements and inspection criteria for concrete
preplacement inspections. However, the NRC CAT review of the training
attendance report indicated that the instructor presenting the training
was the QC inspector who had accepted the congested condition in the
Main Stack. This training session was held without additional super-
visory personnel in attendance. An additional retraining session was
administered to rectify the situation.

The third problem involves inadequate inspection criteria for concrete
surface inspections. Project Specification S203C, " Placing Concrete and
Reinforcing Steel", Rev. 9, specifies (lines 78.55 through 79.7) the
circumstances for which repairs to concrete surfaces are necessary and
defines the magnitude of the surface defect that requires the engineer
to be notified. Quality Assurance Inspection Plan No. N20S203CFA004,
Rev. C, Chg. O, specifies in attribute W17 the QC inspection to be
performed for concrete finish and surface defects. However, this
attribute does not describe the circumstances detailed in Specification
S203C regarding structural-type surface defects (i.e., voids, honey-
combing, rock pockets, or exposed rebar).

c. Conclusions

Generally, concrete placement activities were found to be in accordance
with the specifications and procedures, except in the case of the
reinforcing steel spacing violation, the subsequent retraining session,
and the concrete surface inspection criteria. The reinforcing steel
congestion not identified by QC inspection is an example of an inade-
quate inspection due to a lack of attention to detail. The training
session given by the QC inspector who had accepted the deficient
condition is an example of inadequate corrective actions.

Quality Assurance Inspection Plan N20S203CFA004 does not adequately
incorporate the specification requirements for the inspection of con-
crete surface defects. This is an example of deficient acceptance
criteria in that the details of the inspection plan are not adequate to
perform the inspection for concrete surface defects.

2. Concrete Records and Material Certification / Testing ,

a. Inspection Scope

The records associated with concrete placements were reviewed for
conformance to the construction specifications and commitments. The
documentation review included records of inEpection, in-process
testing, material certification, and surveillance testing. These
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records covered 11 placements from the primar
secondary containment, and bio-shield walls (y containment,see Table V-2). The
records included a sample of 42 material certification records in- i

ciuding: cement, aggregate, admixtures, rainforcing steel, water-
stop and compressive fill material, water quality testing, and mixer
uniformity testing for the central mixer and truck mixers from 1980
through 1993 (see Table V-3),

b. Inspection Findings

The concrete placement records and material certification / testing
reports were found to generall, meet the construction specification
and regulatory requirements, except in three cases as indicated below,
The records generally showed evidence of the proper frequency of
testing, satisfaction of acceptance criteria, use of proper materials,
and proper material certification.

The following are instances in which discrepancies were identified by
the NRC CAT inspectors.

(1) In October 1976, a question was raised on the acceptance criteria
to be used for concrete unit weight tests performed in accordance
with Project Specifications S203A and S203H. E&DCR C-00245, dated
10/29/76, responded that concrete unit weight tests are for in-
formation only and have no acceptance criteria. However, the
Final Safety Analysic Report (FSAR) in Sections 3.8.3.6 and
3.8.4.6.1 and Project Specification S203A, " Mixing and Delivering
Concrete", Rev. 3 (lines 15.2 through 15.30) state that " concrete
used for shielding purposes (i.e., the majority of concrete used in
walls, floors, domes, and roofs) shall not weigh less than 135
pounds per cubic foot (pcf) when air-dried." Therefore, since 1976
concrete unit weight tests have been performed at NMP-2 without
acceptance or rejection criteria.

A review of the pertinent concrete placement records and trial
mix testing results was performed by SWEC engineering. A summary
Wds provided to the NRC CAT in an Interoffice Correspondence
Memorandum dai.ed 12/2/83. However, several additional deficien-
cies regarding this matter were noted by the NRC CAT inspectors as
follows: (a) The SWEC memorandum states that the definition of
shielding areas was from the EM-21 series drawings; however, the
areas actually reviewed were all placements in Category I struc-
tures (Reactor Building, Diesel-Generator Building, Control Build-
ing, Screenwell Building, Auxiliary Bays, Radwaste Building,
Turbine Building, Auxiliary Boiler Building, and Condensate Storage
Tank Building). (b) To determine the correlation of fresh unit
weights to dry unit weights, SWEC Engineering used a sample of
trial mix data to demonstrate that the maximum weight loss was 2.8
pcf. For example, the NRC CAT review of trial mix data for con-
crete mix "B-600" (not part of the SWEC engineering sample) showed
a weight loss of 3.7 pcf. Since this is a value greater than that
used to perform the records review, the adequacy of the records
review is questionable. (c) A review by the NRC CAT inspectors of
the concrete mixes used at NMP-2 showed that three mixes were used
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c

which were not part of the sample of trial mix data reviewed by
SWEC Engineering; namely, concrete mixes "B-600", "C", and "B".
"B-600", as referenced above, showed a weight loss of 3.7 pcf. The
trial mix data for mix "C" was reviewed and found not to exceed a
loss of 2.8 pcf. Mix "B" was widely used throughout the site and a
review of the trial mix data on-site showed that dry unit weight
results were not available. The dry unit weight results for mix
"B" must be obtained and reviewed by SWEC Engineering. (d) Since
the SWEC radiation protection group assessment was based on a

,

review of concrete below 138 pcf (fresh unit weight), any data (in '

addition to mix "B-600") indicating a greater weight loss than 3
pcf necessitates a re-review by the radiation protection group.

(2) During a review of concrete mixer uniformity test records,
it was identified that on 4/6/81, the mixer on Truck #25 failed
uniformity testing. A review of additional records indicated
no evidence of repair or retesting of the mixer. Since ASTM C-94
allows one truck to be representative of the truck fleet, an
additional truck was successfully tested on 4/9/81 and thereby
the unsatisfactory test result corrected. However, the testing
of another truck did not correct the deficiency which led to the
initial test failure for the mixer on Truck #25. The apparent
cause of the retesting deficiency was that the initial test
failure (IRS 1013590) was noted as a rework situation and not
as a nonconformance. The rework performed was to test another
truck mixer.

Additional review by the applicant showed that on 5/30/81, a
visual inspection of the mixing drum and the blades of Truck #25
was performed and found to be satisfactory. On two pours between
4/6/81 and 5/30/81 in which Truck #25 was used, compressive strength
tests using concrete of Truck #25 showed strengths greater than
those required by Project Specifications. On the two days
(12/6/82 and 2/14/83) for which the back-up concrete plant was
in operation (only dry-batching of concrete can be performed),
Truck #25 was not involved (dry-batching of concrete was not done
at the central batch plant after 4/6/81). Also, a mixer uniformity
test was successfully performed on the mixer of Truck #24 on
11/18/83.

Based on these results, it can be concluded that there is reason-
able assurance that the concrete transported and mixed (for water
additions at the point of placement) in Truck #25 was of an
acceptable quality.

(3) The review of concrete placement records shows that concrete
finish and surface defect inspections are not performed until
the later stages of construction. These inspections are
performed under Project Specification S203C and Quality Assurance
Inspection Plan N20503CFA004. These inspections have been done
on concrete surfaces which will be buried underground and are
currently done on a schedule to support the application of pro-
tective coatings. This scheduling has allowed the mounting of
base plates and equipment on concrete surfaces which have not
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been inspected. The inspection of the concrete underneath the
surface mounted items has not been a part of the inspection of
these items, and after installation the concrete becomes inac-
cessible for inspection. The applicant has relied on informal
mechanisms to ensure that: (a) concrete surfaces are free of
significant surface defects; (b) significant defects have been
identified; or, (c) significant defects will be identified prior
to the installation of items which will cover the defect. However,
it cannot be assured that these methods will in fact prevent the
covering of a significant surface defe:t. For example, a small
concrete void area exposing a layer of rebar was identified by
the NRC CAT inspector for which evidence could not be found which
demonstrated that the void had been previously identified for
repair. The void area was located at approximately Elevation
261' of the North Auxiliary Bay, just outside of a cubicle, on
the exterior of a column between aximuth 90 and 135 . Although
this void is located in a position not likely to be covered by a
base plate or equipment, it shows that the informal mechanisms
are not fully effective in identifying concrete defects.

Additionally, during this review of minimum density requirements
for radiation shielding, a sample of placement records were reviewed
for the Bio-Shield Wall, including material certification documents
for the high density aggregate and admixture. The admixture certi-
fication was found to be proper; however, the Certificate of
Analysis for the high density aggregate did not specify the
percentage passing the #200 sieve, as required by Project Speci-
fication S203A. This condition had been identified previously
by i:he applicant in Nonconformance and Disposition Report (N&D)
3971. E&DCR C-00790 and N&D 4135 provided sufficient evidence
that out of tolerance gradation results of the high density
aggregate could be accepted by SWEC engineering. Although E&DCR
C-00790 and N&D 4135 contradict each other, in that the N&D cites
a specification requirement which was removed by the E&DCR, the
technical justification for acceptability is consistent. It was
also noted that some dry unit weight tests for the high density
material did not achieve the minimum specified 218 pcf. This was
identified in Niagara Mohawk Surveillance Report SRNMP2-0026-63,
which at the time of this inspection, remains open.

c. Conclusions

Except as noted above, the review of concrete placement records demon-
strated that construction specifications ard regulatory commitments were
met for testing frequency, acceptance critria, and proper use and
certification of material. The issues of concrete unit weight tests
being performed without acceptance criteria and the installation of
plates and equipment cn concrete surfaces not yet inspected are examples
of inadequate specification acceptance criteria to assure quality
requirements. The issue of the lack of evidence to show that the truck
mixer after failing mixer uniformity testing was repaired and retested
is an example of inadequate corrective actions.
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3. Structural Steel Installation

a. Inspection Scope

The structural steel installation activities of Cives and SWEC were
reviewed by the NRC CAT inspectors. Installed and QC accepted
structural steel was inspected for member size, configuration, and
conformance of bolted and welded connections to the design drawings.
Structural steel bolts were tested using a calibrated torque wrench
to determine whether the bolts were properly tightened. The building
structures inspected were: Primary and Secondary Containment, North
and South Auxiliary Bays, Diesel Generator Building, and Control
Building.

The Category I structural steel installations reviewed included:
47 members for proper size and dimensions, 33 bolted and welded
connections, and 226 bolts tested for minimum installation torque,

b. Inspection Findings

The 47 structural steel members and the 33 bolted and welded connections
were four.d to be in conformance with the design drawings, and the 226
high strength bolts, with the exception of one, met the minimum torque
requirements on the initial try.

The bolts tested included 3/4", 7/8", 1" and 1-1/8" diameter A325 bolts.
The sample included bolts that had been reinspected by QC as part of a
program resulting from a previous NRC finding, and bolts that had been
QC inspected as part of the nomal inspection prograra. Connections were
Category I, friction-type and included long-slotted, short-slotted,
oversized and standard bolt holes. The test torques which had been used
by QC were compared to those values obtained by Skidmore testing, which
was witnessed by the NRC CAT inspectors prior to verifying minimum
torque. All specification and procedure requirements for the Skidmore
testing were met. Values obtained were in general agreement to those
used by QC. Of the 226 bolts tested, one turned prior to reaching
minimum torque; however, it was then tightened to the required level.

c. Conclusions

In general, the structural steel installation activities (member size
and configuration, connections, and bolt torque) by Cives and SWEC
were found to be in conformance with the design drawings. The turning
of one out of 226 bolts prior to reaching minimum torque is considered
an isolated case.

4. Design Change Control and Nonconformance Reports

a. Inspection Scope

Design change control activities and nonconformance reports in the civil
and structural area were reviewed by the NRC CAT inspectors. The review
consisted of a sampling of E&DCRs, Advance Change Notices (ACNs), and
N&Ds. In addition, numerous E&DCRs, ACNs, and N&Ds issued against the
drawings used for the hardware inspections were reviewed. Approximately
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90 E&DCRs,15 ACNs, and 10 N8Ds were reviewed for: proper use of the
design change documents, identification of the issue, proper engineering
disposition, and proper. review for changes to the SAR.

b. Inspection Findings

The design change and nonconformance documents reviewed in the civil and
structural area were found to be performed in accordance with the
program requirements, except in the two cases discussed previously in
this Section (E8DCR C-00245 - concrete unit weight testing; IR S1013590
- truck mixer uniformity testing).

c. Conclusions

From the above findings, it appears that design changes and noncon-
formance reports in the civil and structural area were generally
accomplished in accordance with program and regulatory requirements,
except in two instances. These instances are discussed in detail in
previous paragraphs and in Section VIII.
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TABLE V-1

CONCRETE PLACEMENTS

Construction S&W Pour
Location Status Drawing No. No. Activity Reviewed

Diesel- New wall and EC-58-BC-1 4-730-180P 1. Pre-placement cleanliness
Generator roof slab -BD-4 2. Concrete placement
Exhaust -BE-3 3. Cadweld quality
Hood -BF-5 4. Curing, weather pro-

-BT-1 tection, and curing
records

5. Batch plant operation
6. Material certification

and testing
7. In-process testing
8. Concrete test laboratory

operation and personnel
qualification

Main New wall EC-20C-2 3-364-048P 1. Rebar and embed plate
Stack lift (Bethlehem placement

Steel Dwg.
S-16)

Control Construction EC-58-DA-4 4-710-170P 1. Rebar placement, size,
Building. access -DH-9 4-710-185P and configuration

blockouts(3) -EL-5 2. Concrete quality
-EJ-5
-DN-6

EL-37-BC-1

R; actor Area of EC-36AV-5 1-123-244P 1. Rebar placenent, size,
Building concrete (Bethlehem and configuration
Storage voids Steel Dwgs. 2. Concrete quality
Pool Slab R-262 and 3. Anchor modification and

R-122C) repair per N&D 5550

C:ntrol Construction EC-58-DC-6 4-710-160P 1. Rebar placement, size,
Building joint dowels -DT-6 and configuration

. Shield -EB-6 2. Concrete quality
Wall 3. Cadweld quality

S.
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TABLE V-2

CONCRETE PLACEMENT RECORDS

Location Pour No. Placement Date

Primary Containment Wall 1-122-015P 5/30/78

1-122-052P 2/9/81

1-122-057P 5/14/81

1-122-072P 10/12/81

S;condary Containment Wall 1-123-215P 2/10/82

1-123-310P 7/15/82

1-123-353P 9/24/82

Bio-Shield Wall 1-122-095P 12/14/82

1-122-096P 12/15/82

1-122-098P 12/19/82

1-122-099P 12/20/82

,
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-TABLE V-3

.. , F MATERIAL CERTIFICATION / TESTING RECORDS

s
,

Material Date Connents

Cement - ShippeId 9/17/82-9/24/82 IR S2020090; Lot 54

Shipped 2/8/82,2/9/82 IR S2019528; Lot 58/ Silo 29A
Lot 58/ Silo 28.,

Lot 51/ Silo 29,

Shipped 2/4/82,2/5/82 IR S2019529; Lot 58/ Silo 29A

Shipped 2/1/82 IP S20195'08; Lot 58/ Silo 29A- *

'

Shipped 10/20/81,11/4/81 Lot 54
-

~

Shipped 10/19/81 Lot 54/ Silo 31

Shipped 10/12/81 IR S1012458;. Lot 51, 54

Sh'ipped 10/1/01 Lot 54

- ~ Shipped 5/14/81 Lot 55. s

Shipped 2/9/81 Lot 25
1

Shipped 5/30/78 Lot 11

Shipped 3/6/78 Lot 2
'

Shipped 2/28/78,2/29/78 Lot 2,

Aggregates
'

Sampled 12/8/81 and 6/9/82 Aggregate size: #67, 57, 4,
'

.. 1 and sand

Sampled 9/2/81- Limestone
.

Sampled 12/14/82 IR S2030043; 8io-Shield
high density aggregate

Samp. led 6/15/81 Aggregate size: sand, #67
~ ^

~12/28/77 T ~ Aggregate size: sand, #4, 67,Sampled
57

'

' Sampled 11/9/77 Aggregate size: J4, 57

Shipped 4/26/82 diigh density aggregate;
-FFO-14675'

f '3..
. ,

~ s
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'
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TABLE V-3 - (Cont.)

MATERIAL CERTIFICATION /_ TESTING RECORDS

Material Date Conments

Admixtures (MBVR) Received 7/22/82 Lot 3D-0690-02-1
Received 7/6/82 Lot #D-0606-T2-1
Received 5/10/82 Lot #D-0414-S2-1
Received 2/4/81 Lot #QV-007-N1
Received 5/3/78 Lot #LV-071-R8

(Mighty 150) Received 10/2/82 Lot #1562

Water Sampled 12/16/81 Lake Ontario
Sampled 12/15/81 City Water
Sampled 6/14/8? Lake Ontario
Sampled 6/12/82 City Water
Sampled 12/15/80 Lake Ontario
Sampled 12/11/80 Ice from supplier (Davies)

IR N2S203E0200;Rainforcing Received 5/14/81 m
: Steel Special Grade 50

Received 4/24/81 IR N2S203E0199;
Special Grade 50

. Received 11/17/80 IR N2S203E0197;
Special Grade 50"

Waterstop Received 4/27/83 Lot 0309-T
Material Lot 0328-U

Lot 0119-S

Received 10/6/82 Lot 0415-T
Lot 0309-T
Lot 0908-S

Received 9/13/82 Lot 0145-T
Lot 803
Lot 0309-T
Lot 0119-T
Lot 0721-R
Lot 0225-R

Received 4/14/82 Lot 0119-S

Compressible Received 5/31/83 Lot 0323-U
Fill Material

Received 2/11/83 Lot 0128-U

Received 8/5/82 Lot 01715-T
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VIZMATERIALTRACEABILITY,STORAGEANDMAINTENANCE
A

..ObjectiveL-
. a

/c A.

:ic The objective of this; portion of the inspection was to examine material
-traceability and control, to review storage and maintenance of safety-e

/ related equipment'and matericl, and to determine the adequacy of the-

|@.Q applicant's program relative to these activities.
'

.

B. .Discusston
,L x"

-

.,

The aporoach user tc/ perform this,part Of the inspection was to identify
.,and select sueles of installed safety-related material and Equipment for
Jexamination.' Some samples of delivered material and equipment not yet

f -installed,;but ' observed in warehouses, lay-dowh areas or shops, were
? included.9A total of 133 samples were e.<amined to: varying extents.

t Applicable organizations, facilities and-precedures for these various
' Jactivities were reviewed. Table VI-1, ''Suur.ary .of Samples", indicates the

- Nine Mile Point-2 (NMP-2) contractors contacted and the types of
activitier and samples examined.. . Table YI-2, " Sample Breakdown by
~ Contractors", shows the number and type of samples' applicable to each-

selected contractor. Table VI-3, " Weld Filler Material Compliance,"
contains a list of weld filler material samples.

The following sections describa-the results of the inspection in the areas
of mate' rial traceability,; storage and maintenance.

Material- Traceability [lz *.,
F

.

Inspection Scope t -jf {j a'..-
.

.,p A total of 93 samples were examined for traceability to drawings,.,

' ' ' a specifications and procurementirecords, if applicable. Also, trace-
ability ~2to 'sepplier'certifi" cations, including required Certified Mate-

# rialfTest Reports (CMTR) or: Certificates of Compliance (C of C), heat
numb'ehs or other required _documentatica were reviewed. Table _ VI-2

f- - ' indicates the.. types and quantities of. samples examined.

af 'b[ Insp ction-Findings- _
-,

_Ingeneral,itwasnoteadg-hat the applicant and contractors performing
--

"q .

safety-related work had ' appropriate procedures,in place for control of
, ;; . materiaV and for material traceability. Procedures were in place for
i '- //. ' engineering releases,/ procurement, receipt, storage and issue of safety-

_

2 i.. rep 6rts are used bpthe Architect Eng'ineer, Sl; equipment lists and status
'/ related equfpment. Computerized materic.1 andd-# one andzWebster Engineer-

:ing Corporation (SWEC), .to helpgcontrol'the' identification of material~''

and equipment on a project-wids basis.
'

'
~

The -15 san 1'e's of weld filler material < listed in Taole VI-3 were exam-
V ined for traceabilityiand compliance with codes,,and were found to

. ,

- A be acceptable.
,

< r., - ,
_

'

f-

9< -
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It was noted du' ring this review that some safety-related welds by
Reactor Controls Incorporated (RCI)-were not stamped nearby to show the
symbols of the welders iny'olved. RCI representatives stated that weld
data sheets and weld rod issue tickets showed weld numbers, welder's
symbols, weld rods issued, materials welded, and heat numbers. This was
confirmed by a records review.

It was also noted that heat numbers and other markings were not placed
on some galvanized angles and other structural shapes used in fabricat-
ing supports, and other structures for the HVAC system, and that
welder's symbols were stamped near welds. Representatives of Schneider
Power, the HVAC contractor, stated that the structural steel was ordered
and processed as Safety Category I material, and that documentation
included CMTRs and heat numbers. This was confirmed Ly a records
review. Also, it was stated that site structural steel, including that
for the Turbine Building, was ordered and processed as Cat-1 material
and controlled to avoid the use of improper structural material.

Several deficiencies involving material traceability and material
control were noted by the NRC CAT inspectors as follows:

(1) Material Traceability Markings on ASME III Class 1 Hangers

A lack of required material identification and traceability mark-
ings on parts of ASME Class 1 Linear NF hangers was noted for the
ReactorCoolantRecirculationSystem(RCS). For example, no
markings were found on the welding lug, two pins and a rod for
pipe support BZ-70K-1 and attached variable supports and acces-
sories HA1(B) [ items furnished by the General Electric Company
(GE) ana installed by RCI]. The applicant's representatives
acknowledged that these parts were not marked for many of the
hangers in the RCS, and stated that marking was not required since
the HA1(B) components furnished by 'the Bergen-Paterson Pipesupport
Corporation to the General Electric Company were covered by a
Product Quality Certification from General Electric -(QQ854).

Three additional sample hangers were examined in the plant, and
no traceable markings were found on welding lugs or pins.

The applicable drawings specified the welding lugs to be linear.
By ASME Section III requirements, specific traceability is required
on linear components.

(2) Material Control for Safety-Related Fasteners

Inadequate material control of fasteners was noted for certain
applications. An examination of installed equipment revealed
fastener installation discrepancies relative to drawing require-
ments. It was discovered that some incorrect fasteners had been
installed, required markings to identify fastener material were not
found, and some fastener parts had been omitted. The following
paLgraphs describe the fastener deficiencies:

VI-2
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(a)' Fasteners for Major Mechanical- Equipment Installations

..It was noted that seven of-nine items of mechanical equipment
: examined revealed fastener discrepancies relative to the applicable
drawings. The following is a list of mechanical equipment instal-
:lations found to have fastener discrepancies:
* Service Water Pump, 2SWP*PIC - motor mcunting bolts not marked and

lockwashers missing; flat washers missing from beneath nuts for
1 1/4" anchor bolts.

* . Service Water Pump, 25WP* PIA - motor mounting bolts not marked;
- flat washers missing from beneath anchor bolt nuts.

* Unit Cooler, 2HVR*UC4138 - no markings on 1" anchor bolts;'

flat washers missing; nuts not marked to indicate material as
specified by drawing.

* Residual Heat Removable Pump, 2RHS*PIC - washers not instal-
led under nuts attaching pump. base to mounting adapter plate.
The drawing configuration showed washers under the nuts, but
the material list did not include washers.

~ * High Pressure Core Spray Pumps, 2CSH*P1/P2 - washers not
installed under nuts of main anchor bolts.

- _

*' Low Pressure Core Spray Pumps, 2CSL*P1/P2 - Washers not
installed under nuts of main ' anchor bolts.

* Reactor Water Cleanup Pump,'2WCS*P1/P2 - washers not
installed'under nuts of main anchor bolts.

,

* ~. Hydrogen Recombiners, '2HCS*RBNRIA/B - incorrect anchor bolt
' nuts installed and washers were omitted. The NRC CAT inspector
was advised that the installations were temporary and that
correct hardware would be installed later. Documentation
revealed that correct nuts and washers had been ordered and
were available in storage for later installation.

|(b). Bolts for Class -1E Electrical Equipment

_
-Refer to Section II of this report for a discussion of hardware
. concerns for. Class 1E. electrical equipment. The following is a
-list of 4 specific fastener discrepancies ' observed:

Battery Rack, 28YS* BAT 2A - 270 rack assembly bolts of'*

unspecified material installed.

Battery Rack,.2BYS* BAT 2B - 320 rack assembly bolts of*

unspecified material installed.
<r:

Motor Control Center, 2EHS*MCC102 - cabinet connection bolts of*

unspecified material installed.

VI-3
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* Motor Control Center, 2EHS*MCC302 - cabinet connection bolts of
unspecified material installed.

(c) Bolts for Control Rod Drive (CRD) Housing Restraint
Beam Assembly

This beam assembly, GE Drawing No. 762E827, Rev. 2, was furnished
by GE with bolts installed. The bolts specified by GE reference
drawing N22, dated 4/1/75, required definite head markings on the
bolts. The bolts furnished have no markings. This complete
assembly has been installed by Reactor Controls Inc. and it has
been QC accepted.

(3) Material Control for Unused Weld Rod in the Plant

Several examples of uncontrolled weld rod in the plant were
observed. Unused and partially used weld rod (Type E7018) were:

found at various locations in the plant, particularly in an ITT
area on elevation 306', between azimuth 270 and 360*, and on
elevation 191', at approximately azimuth 250 . Also, unused weld
rod was observed in quad 3 of the bio-shield wall. Action was
taken by ITT memorandum dated 11/28/83 to followup on a prior
corrective action report on this subject, CAR-619. This may be
indicative of a recurring problem where adequate corrective actions
have not yet been taken.

c. Conclusions

The review of the material traceability and material control program
revealed some traceability program deficiencies, and material control
deficiencies involving fasteners and in-process weld rod control in the
plar t.

Linear components (e.g., welding lugs) of ASME Class 1 Linear NF Hangers
for the Reactor Coolant Recirculation System (RCS) were not marked for
material identification and traceability as required by the drawings.

Regarding material control, seven of nine safety-related mechanical
equipment installations examined, four Class 1E electrical equipment
installations, and one structural installation revealed improper control
of the application of fasteners.

Also, regarding material control, several examples of uncontrolled
disposition of unused and partially used weld rods were noted in various
areas of the plant.

2.. Storage
,

a. Inspection Scope

A total of 32 samples were examined for appropriate storage in ware-
houses, in laydown areas and in the plant. Site storage facilities
themselves were also examined.

VI-4
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b. Inspection Findings

Warehouses and outside storage facilities were generally found to meet
requirements. One scrap yard in the South corner of laydown Area A-3
was noted to be unmarked and not segregated. Corrective action was
immediately initiated and the scrap area was roped off and appropriately
marked.

Weld rod storage, issue stations and holding ovens in various locations
on the site were examined and found to be satisfactory, except for one
holding oven in the ITT Reactor Building Rod Issue Station
# 2 .- The temperature of this oven was 140 F while the lower limit was
155'F. The contractor imediately initiated corrective action (Report
CAL 79, Hold Tag #8880) to repair the electrical connection and to review
and disposition the Wald rod involved.

Several examples of improper storage and protection (from damage and
deterioration) of safety-related equipment in the plant and in laydown
areas were noted. Some protective covers were missing or damaged,
particularly protective caps for safety-related pipe in the ITT laydown
area and for installed embedded piping with ends projecting out of
concrete floor slabs in various locations in .the plant. Three damaged
protective caps were noted in the ITT laydown area, and six damaged caps
were noted in the plant, including some at elevation 175'. The NRC CAT
inspector observed some corrective action by contractor personnel
applying tape to seal damaged caps.

c. Conclusions-

In general, storage was considered to be satisfactory.

:3. Maintenance

a.. Inspection Scope

The site organization and procedures for preventive maintenance of
safety-related equipment were reviewed. A total of 11 samples of
safety-related equipment were examined. Preventive maintenance
requirements and history records were reviewed for items stored in the
warehouses and installed in the plant.

b. Inspection Findings

Procedures for preventive maintenance were found to be satisfactory.

The results of an inspection of 11 samples of safety-related equipment
requiring maintenance in the warehouses and in the plant, and the
review of maintenance specifications and history records revealed that
maintenance requirements had been met.

- c. Conclusions

The preventive maintenance program was found to be satisfactory.

VI-5
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TABLE ~VI-1

SUMMARY.OF SAMPLES

' Contractors Activities & Samples No. of Samples *

LSWEC Procurement, Receiving, Storage, 32
Preventive Maint. , Equip.
Installation, Small Bore Piping

- SITT. Field Fab./ Erection of Piping / Supports 31

'RCI NSSS Installation 11

'LKC Electrical Equipment & Cables Inst'n 17

1JCI ~ Instrumentation / Installation 15

-SPC HVAC Installation 12

Cives- Str. Steel Fab./ Erection 2

CBI Primary Containment Liner 2
;

. alsh' Concrete & Rebar- 11W

.

TOTAL 133

:0 NOTE: Some items served as multi-purpose samples (e.g., for
traceability, storage and maintenance.

.

w
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TABLE-VI-2

SAMPLE BREAKDOWN BY CONTRACTORS

S}lEj! ITT- RCI LKC JCI SPC Cives CBI Walsh Total *

~ ~

Equipment' 11- 1 4 2 3- - - - 21

7(L)Pipe- 2 5 - - - - - - -

1 14 (L)Steel- .1 8 - - 1- 3 - -

~

Struc.

1 2(L)Steel- 1** ' - - - - -.- -
.

Plate /
Sheet

' Hangers /- 2; 3 6** 2 - 2 15- - -

. Supports.

Embedments. -- - - -- - 3 3- -

.

W31d 3 17 2' 3 - - - - 15(L)-

Filler
' Material

,

. Weld L2 6 .1. 2 3 3 2 2 21-

/ Joints

2(L)-Elec. 2- - - - - - - -

' Cables-
(Reels)

- - - 23(L)Fasteners 9 1 1** 7 4 1

2(L)Shims' 2 - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - 6 6(L)Cadweld--
-Sleeves

,

2(L)f~ -Tubing- 2- -- - - - - - -

,

' TOTALS ,32 31 11- 17 15 12 2 2 11 133

*L'= Lots-
** Furnished by GE, installed by RCI. ~

!

i.
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TABLE VI-3

WELD FILLER MATERIAL COMPLIANCE.

' C:ntractor/ . Material Heat-No./ Compliance
User

'

Designation ' Material I.D. Comments
,

-ITT- E7018 1/8 9403* Acceptable

Ill? ER308L'1/8 -767929 Acceptable

ITT' Jet LH78/7018 3/32' Lot 124H(Trace)-Acceptable

ITT. Jet- LH78/E7018 1/8 Lot 124J (Trace) Acceptable

ITT Jet LH78/E7018'3/32 Lot 121V_(Trace) Acceptable

:. ITT : 7018 303 5/32 L00610 Acceptable

ITT 7018 1/8 9403* Acceptable

RC,I . 7018 1/8 9403* Acceptable

'RCI: 308L-16 5/32' 466755 Acceptable

'JC- -E7018 1/8C Lot 1212.(Trace) Acceptable
.

JC E70S-2 421N3602 Acceptable

.JC ER 309 3/32 745034' Acceptable.

SWEC E7018 3/32 10040 Acceptable

:SWEC E308-16'3/32 616757 Acceptable

f' SWEC .- E7018 1/8 -10003 Acceptable

i.

* Note': -This heat was transferred by SWEC in portions to three contractors for use. ,

:-

|

.

f

| -.

.
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A LVII.: QUALITY CONTROL' INSPECTOR EFFECTIVENESS

~A.. 0bjective

1The objective of this portion of the inspection was to determine if quality
control. inspectors function freely in performing their tasks, without
intimidation by craft personnel or supervision; and if inspection personnel
are qualified, trained and have the organizational freedom to perform their
assigned tasks.

B. Discussion-

The objective of-this portion of the report was reached by holding discus-
sions with individual inspectors and by reviewing the QA program implement-
ing procedures, inspection personnel qualification requirements, and

: inspection personnel certification sheets.

1. Inspector Intimidation

a. Inspection Scope-

Inspectors were randomly selected for interview from Stone and Webster
Engineering Corporation (SWEC), ITT Grinnell (ITT), Reactor Controls
Incorpcrated (RCI), and Johnson Controls Incorporated (JCI). Thirty
seven_ inspectors were selected for these discussions that concerned
the _ inspector's area of ~ assignment, experience, education, training, and
the inspector's knowledge of any form of intimidation by craft or super-

' visor personnel.,

b. Inspection Findings and Conclusions

There was no' reported intimidation of inspectors by craft, craft super-
vision or by. inspection supervision.

.- 2. Inspector Qualification / Certification

a. Inspection Scope-

Records'of SWEO,.ITT, RCI, and JCI were reviewed to determine whether
the training and certification files for the inspectors interviewed
contained the correct documentation to meet the applicant's Quality

' Assurance program commitments.

b. Inspection Findings

_ It was found that inspectors were certified prior to performing inspec-'

|tions.-' Appropriate documents were on file in accordance with the
: applicant's comitments to ANSI N45.2.6, " Qualification of Nuclear Power
Plant Inspection, Examination, and Testing Personnel Requirements.
These documents-attested to the inspectors experience, education and
training. . Training and indoctrination of inspectors was appropriately
documented. It was noted that some individuals with technical degrees

.were certified and met the minimum requirements for experience.

VII-l
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c. Conclusion

The certifications and training of QC inspectors met standard require-
ments.
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VIII. QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. Objective

The objective of the appraisal of Quality Assurance (QA) was to determine
the adequacy of selected portions of the Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
(NMPC).QA. program. The appraisal was directed at verifying that: con-
struction activities were reviewed and monitored through the applicant's
and contractor's audits; a corrective action system was established and
pro.nerly implemented; purchased material conformed to procurement docu-
ments; and instructions and drawings were controlled.

B. Discussion

To accomplish this objective, portions of the QA programs of NMPC and
selected contractors including Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation
(SWEC), ITT Grinnell (ITT), L. K. Comstock (LKC), Reactor Controls Incor-
porated (RCI), and Johnson Controls Incorporated (JCI) were evaluated. The
major portions of the QA program evaluated were: the organizational
structure; the construction audit program of NMPC and selected contractors;
the corrective action systems of NMPC and selected contractors; the effec-
tiveness of inspections performed at vendor plants; and the effectiveness
of document controls at the site.

1. Organization

a. Inspection Scope .

The QA/QC organizations of NMPC, SWEC, ITT, and RCI were reviewed to
determine if there was sufficient organizational freedom to identify
quality problems.

b. InspectionFinlig

The organization for NMPC and the contractors listed above consisted of
QA and Quality Control (QC) organizations that reported to a management
level that appeared to be free from cost and schedule pressures and had
sufficient authority and organizational freedom to identify quality
problems.

c. Conclusien

The organization for NMPC and contractors reviewed appeared to be in
accordance with applicable requirements.

2. Audits

a. Inspection Scope
,

Audit programs of NMPC, SWEC and ITT were reviewed.

(1) NMPC

Eight audits performed by NMPC were reviewed to determine if they
satisfied selected requirements of ANSI N45.2.12, " Requirements for

VIII-1
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Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs for Nuclear Power Plants."
Some of the requirements verified were: audit scheduling; audit
performance and the-use of checklists; audit reporting and records of
resolution and acceptance of audit findings; audit frequency and
audit depth to effectively monitor cor.struction activities; and the
means used to ensure that audit findings were appropriately addressed
by corrective action systems.

The certification and qualification records of nine lead auditors
were reviewed to determine if personnel were qualified and certified
in accordance with the requirements of ANSI N45.2.23, " Qualification
of Quality Assurance Program Audit Personnel for Nuclear Plants."

(2) SWEC and ITT

Fourteen SWEC audits and six ITT audits were reviewed. The review
included audit frequency, audit depth and reporting, and follow-up
and resolution of audit findings.

b. I_nspection Findings

(1) NMPC

Audits are performed by NMPC in areas of activity which includes
Nine Mile Point Unit 1 operations, Nine Mile Point Unit 2 (NMP-2)
on-site construction activities, General Electric (GE) and SWEC
activities off-site, and participation with SWEC and GE in audits
of material and equipment suppliers. These audits are performed by
the Quality Assurance Nuclear Services unit with audit team members
sometimes assigned from other QA and corporate units. Audits were
scheduled to be performed of NMP-2 site activities four to six
times each year. The schedule was periodically reviewed and
updated to incorporate changes.

The audit format, performance, and reporting of the audits reviewed
were as prescribed by ANSI N45.2.12. The NRC CAT inspectors also
found that lead auditors were correctly certified and were quali-
fied to perform as lead auditors.

During this review, some audit program weaknesses were identified.
The.NRC CAT inspectors reviewed seven audits that were performed
on-site in 1982 which resulted in approximately 90 mandays of
on-site audit time. Of these audits, three appeared to be perfor-

;
' med to define the scope of problems that had previously been

identified by other organizations. These problems involved inspec-
tion personnel qualification, preventive maintenance programs, and
the review of RCI Weld Record Discrepancies.

Based on the number of hardware and program problems identified by
the NRC CAT inspectors; i.e. , ITT radiography program deficiencies,
pipe support workmanship, RCI hanger installation deficiencies,
electrical inspection program deficiencies and others, it appears
that the audit effort was reactive to known prob? ems, but was not

i.
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fully effective in the identification and resolution of problems
involving on-site activities. The audit program does not appear to
be involved in the day-to-day construction activities, and as
construction installations continue, the program has lacked consi-
deration for early identification of problems that may require
significant rework. This is demonstrated by the significant lag
between Quality Control inspections versus construction installa-
tions that was identified in several areas.

The review of audits performed in 1982 revealed that the auditors
concentrated on reviewing programs and documentation. However,
little effort was evident to determine if completed work was in
compliance with construction requirements. For example, of the
seven audits performed, the only hardware reviews documented were
that of inspecting equipment storage in Site Audit 29 and inspect-
ing Hilti bolt installations by LKC in Field Audit 32. The NRC
CAT inspectors have concerns with this minimum hardware review,
especially with regard to the low number of mandays of on-site
audit time in 1982. The NRC CAT inspectors also noted that very
few of the hardware problems they identified had been identified by
the NMPC audit program.

With regard to program reviews, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.144,
" Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs For Nuclear Power Piants",
states that " Applicable elements of an organization's quality
assurance program should be audited at least annually or at least
once within the life of the activity, whichever is shorter."
Although the NMPC audit program appeared to concentrate on program
and documentation reviews, the NRC CAT inspectors found that audits
were not performed of inspection procedures and criteria in several
areas. This is an important element of the QA program and the NRC
CAT inspectors identified several deficiencies in this area (see
Sections II, III, and V of this report).

The NRC CAT inspectors also found that when nonconformances result-
ing from audits were identified, they were followed through,
corrected and accepted in a timely manner by team leaders. Noncon-
formance Reports were usually processed in accordance with program
requi rements.

However, the NRC CAT inspectors found that open auditor comments
and observations had not been resolved promptly and had not been
reviewed for significance. There were more than 150 open auditor
ccmments and observations regarding audits performed of areas of
NMPC activities, some dating back to 1979. NMPC initiated a
program in 1983 to resolve these comments and observations. This
program has resulted in the resolution of many of the items;
however, interviews revealed that several items were improperly
classified as auditor comments or observations and not written as
nonconformance reports which resulted in the comments not receiving
the appropriate review.

:
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(2) SWEC Audits

A review of these audits indicated that the audit format, perfor-
mance and reporting was as prescribed by ANSI N45.2.12. However,
several audit prcgram weaknesses were identified.

In 1982 three audits were performed of site activities, and four
were scheduled to be performed in 1983 (one each quarter). These
audits appeared to be comprehensive and identified a number of
problems in construction activities. However, the audit effort was
ineffective in identifying and resolving major construction pro-
blems. Several examples are as follows:
* Electrical installation deficiencies detailed in Section II of

this report were not identified. The number cf deficiencies -

identified in this area would indicate that the SWEC program has
not effectively monitored electrical construction activities,
particularly with regard to the PGCC installation and modifica-
tions. Also, the number of deficiencies identified relative to
the small number of QC inspected installations is of concern to
the NRC CAT inspecturs.

The lack of QC inspection acceptance criteria idertified in Sec-
tions II, III, and V of this report was not identified during
the SWEC audits. The number of examples identified by the NRC
CAT inspectors indicates these areas have not been effectively
monitored, and reflects that the depth and adequacy of the
audits in these areas is questionable.

SWEC is also responsible for the QA " overview" of the contrac-
tors ITT and RCI. The NRC CAT inspectors identified ITT and RCI
hardware and program deficiencies (see Sections III and IV of
this report) which were not identified or were not promptly
resolved. There appears to be a lack of SWEC involvement
sufficient to ensure that problems when they are identified are
being effectively monitored and corrected. This is particularly
evidenced by SWEC's apparent lack of involvement with regard to
deficiencies identified in the ITT program for radiography.
The NRC CAT inspectors conclude this area needs increased
attention by the SWEC audit program to ensure that problems are
identified and promptly corrected.

In addition, a review of these audits indicated that audit observa-
tions have not been promptly resolved. Several examples are as
follows:
* An audit of RCI identified incomplete weld data sheets in August

of 1982. Several follow-up audits were performed by corporate
auditors, and surveillances were performed by SWEC Field Quality
Control (FQC). However, final corrective action was not com-
pleted until July of 1983.
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Observation 1.5 of SWEC Audit 23, made in May 1981, concerned
approval of the Project Records Classification Code List by the
Records Management Division (the records classificatfor. code
list had not been submitted for approval as required by Records
ManagementGuideline3.2). The status of the observation was
reviewed in subsequent audits through May 1982. Interviews
revealed that the observation may have been confused with a
different observation and clcsed in September of 1982; .however,
it appears that the observation still is unresolved.

(3) ITT

The audit format, performance and reporting for two of the six cor-
porate audits reviewed met the requirements of ANSI N45.2.12. Four ,.

of the six audits did not satisfy the audit performance and report-
ing sections of ANSI N45.2.12 (these audits were described as
" Radiographic Film Review Audits"). Also, interview revealed that
audit findings were not reviewed for reportability as defined by 10
CFR50.55(e).

The NRC CAT inspectors found that the audits have not identified
unacceptable construction activities identified during this inspec-
tion, or when in some instances they were identified, the problems
were not resolved. For example:

Audits did not identify " unacceptable" weld quality, film
quality and/or inadequate documentation in the ITT radiography
areas. This was identified by the NRC CAT inspection (see
Section IV) and appears to indicate that the ITT audit program
has not effectively monitored the program for acceptance of
radiographs. The number of deficiencies found with regard to
the number of " accepted" radiographs is of concern to the NRC
CAT inspectors.

Incomplete QC inspection acceptance criteria for construction
installation deficiencies (see Section III of this report) were
not identified. The lag of inspection activities with regard to
construction installation is again indicative of an audit
program that as construction continues, does not properly ensure
the early identification of problems which may prevent signifi-
cant rework. Also, the types of deficiencies identified by the
NRC CAT inspectors indicates a more effective audit program is
required.

c. Conclusions

The audit program of NMPC contained several significant deficiencies.
The NMPC audit program was not fully effective to evaluate on-site
activities. The audit program did not identify similar problems as
those identified by the NRC CAT inspection, or when they were identi-
fied, were not adequately resolved.

The NMPC audit program does not appear aggressive in the identification
and resolution of problems, and little effort was evident to determine
'if completed work was in accordance with construction requirements. In
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addition, audit findings have not been promptly resolved and in some
cases have not been reviewed reportability in accordance with 10
CFR50.55(e).

A review of the SWEC audit program indicated that these audits were
comprehensive and identified a number of problems in construction
activities. However, the NRC CAT inspectors concluded that the audit
effort was not fully effective in identifying and resolving major
construction problems, and in monitoring construction activities
including the ITT program for radiography.

The NRC CAT inspectors concluded that the basic audit requirements
were not met in that some ITT audits were ineffective. In addition, it

was found that ITT audit findings were not reviewed for reportability in -

accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e). The NRC CAT inspectors also conclude
that ITT has not effectively monitored construction activities, espe-
cially relative to the required review for acceptance of radiographs.

3. Corrective Action Systems

a. Inspection Scope
v

Activities on-site were reviewed to determine if conditions adverse to
quality were properly identified. The review was also made to determine
if deficiencies were promptly identified and corrected. The program
was reviewed to ascertain whether or not nonconforming conditions were
being identified, reviews for reportability were being performed in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e), and other reviews such as trending were
being properly performed to identify potential problems and prevent
recurrence.

b. Inspection Findings

SWEC Quality Standard QS-14.2 " Inspection Report System" describes the
various report formats and controls established to document inspection
results and to obtain engineering disposition of any rework that cannot
be performed within the scope of engineering requirements. A Nonconfor-
mance and Disposition Report (N&D) is issued if engineering resolution
is required. There are three types of Inspection Reports (irs): Type
A, B, and C. Type A irs and N&Ds are trended and reviewed for signifi-
cance; Types B and C are not.

The, contractors RCI and ITT quality program procedures established
requirements for reportir.g and resolving inspection results, including
the preparation of N&Ds, for SWEC resolution.

As a result of the NRC CAT inspectors' review of the corrective action
program, several weaknesses were identified.

(1) The NRC CAT inspectors found that SWEC Type C irs have reported
conditions adverse to quality, but no corrective actions, including
review for reportability or reviews for quality trends, were taken.
A series of SWEC Type C irs starting in August 1982 were written
ioentifying significant problems with ITT radiographs, yet no
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adequate corrective action has yet been taken. The Type C irs that
identified the problems (P2G00135 dated 8/20/82, P2G00157 dated
9/18/82 and P3G00196 dated 5/24/83) were still open at the time of
this inspection. Also, SWEC Type C irs have identified material
control deficiencies within ITT (IR P1G00045 dated 9/19/81) and
welding control problems within RCI (IR M2R00275 dated 1/7/83) that
were still open and adequate corrective actions had not been
completed at the time of this inspection. None of these IPs had
received review for reportability or reviews for quality trends.

(2) Many instances were found where conditions adverse to quality were
not properly identified so that corrective actions, including
reviews for reportability or reviews for quality trends could be
made. Several of these instances involve SWEC Engineering and
Design Change Requests (E&DCRs) that have been used to correct
problems instead of using the N&D program. For example, Diesel
Generator Control Panel deficiencies were corrected by an E&DCR in
lieu of an N&D. The disposition of this E&DCR documented
" accepted-as-is" nonconforming conditions without any technical
justification (see Section II of this report for further detail).

Also, other instances were observed and recorded (see Section III
of this report) where hardware deficiencies were not described
accurately or not documented by an IR so that reviews could be made
to determine if the problem was an N&D conoition. Documents, such
as surveillance reports, data sheets, and Engineering Change
Notices (ECNs) have been used to document nonconforming conditions.
Documentation of nonconforming conditions by these types of systems
bypasses reviews for corrective actions and does not provide for
trending for the early identification of " generic" type problems.
Some examples include undersized welds and unsatisfactory liquid
penetrant results documented on QC surveillance reports and data
sheet " remarks" columns, and a mislocated support documented on a
field-generated ECN.

The NRC CAT inspectors also found that some QC inspection proce-
dures were deficient as they did not require that some critical
system' construction attributes be inspected. Therefore, these
types of deficiencies were not reported or not identified in a
timely manner and bypassed appropriate QA reviews for needed
corrective actions. Examples of this failure includes the inspec-
tion procedures used to inspect electrical work that were deficient
(see Section II of this report) and the inspection requirements for
pipe supports installed by RCI that have been omitted or are not
required to be performed in a timely manner (see Section III of
this report).

(3) The NPC CAT inspectors also found examples where deficient condi-
tions were not promptly corrected. It was found that SWEC JRs
identified problems with ITT and RCI construction activities that
remained unresolved for more than one year. In addition, ITT had
more than 2,500 open unsatisfactory inspection reports dating back
to 1981 that had not yet been resolved at the time of tnis inspec-
tion.
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C. Conclusion

The NRC CAT inspectors found that SWEC Type C irs have reported condi-
tions adverse to quality, but no corrective actions, including review
for reportability under 10 CFR 50.55(e) or reviews for quality trends,
were taken. This was particularly evidenced by SWEC Type C irs identi-
fying significant problems with ITT radiographs, yet no idequate correc-
tive actions have yet been taken.

Instances were found where conditions adverse to quality were not
properly documented in accordance with the corrective action system,
where deficiencies were not reported in a format that requires appro-
priate review (reporting deficiencies on surveillance reports, data
sheets, c id ECNs), or where deficiencies were not reported because of
deficient inspection procedures. The NRC CAT inspectors also found
examples where conditions adverse to quality were not being promptly
corrected.

4. Control of Purchased Material and Equipment

a. Inspection Scope

A review was made of the measures established to ensure that purchased
material conformed to procurement documents. The source evaluation was
reviewed for three suppliers. The use of an inspection plan and the
results of the inspections performed prior to the release of matecial
was reviewed for shipments from these three suppliers. The material
releases concerned structural material and electrical equipment.

b. Inspection Findings

The NRC CAT inspectors review in this area found that the SWEC Product
Quality Assurance (PQA) organization audits vendors supplying material
for SWEC contracts. Audit findings from the audits reviewed were
reported, and unsatisfactory findings were followed up for resolution.
Inspection Plans (IP) were used by PQA inspectors releasing material and
equipment. The plans that were reviewed incorporated procurement
specification requirements.

The following proaram weaknesses were identified:

(1) GE Product Quality Control released a pump and motor from Union
Pump Company (PQC No. AQ586), incorrectly verifying that the equip-
ment conformed to the purchase specification when in fact the motor
was the wrong size.

(2) SWEC PQA released-material from Cives Steel Corporation, Power
Conversion Products, and ITE Gould Corporation that did not meet
specification requirements. These examples are as follows:

SWEC Shop Inspection Report 0056 stated that Beams B-3203-2 and
B-3203-4 were satisfactory based on a random inspection of the
shipment. As c'iscussed in Section IV of this report, 15% of the
welds on the beams inspected, supplied by Cives Steel, were
undersized.
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SWEC Shop Inspection Report N25204A057 of Cives Steel concerned 3
steel beams for the Diesel Generator Building and stated that 4
" welding inspection performed and found to be satisfactory in T
accordance with inspection plan and AWS D.1.1." The inspection rr
plan instructions required "100 percent visual inspection in i
accordance with AWS D.1.1." However, beam E 4236-1 and others '

were found to have insufficient weld material (see Section IV d
for additional details), j

J
SWEC Shop Inspection Report of the Static Battery Chargers 3
supplied by Power Conversion Products stated that routine tests

--

including dielectric, regulation, ripple, and surge tests were i
^

performed. However, when test: were performed on-site, it was 3
found that the battery chargers would not generate a DC output 3
voltage when energized and internal circuit boards and breakers 3
were found to be defective. These problems resulted in the w
identification of these problems as a potential 10 CFR 50.55(e) 2

=- item to NRC Region I; however, no actions were taken regarding -

ineffective source inspection. g
SWEC PQA released equipment and material for battery racks from i
ITE Gould Corporation that included bolting material that was $
commercial grade instead of the SAE J429 grade 2 bolting a

material required by the equipment drawings (see Section II for 5
further details). 5

hc. Conclusions

A small sample of hardware checked relative to procurement requirements
by the NRC CAT inspectors resulted in the identification of several 2

problems with source inspections. Inspections performed prior to the A
.

release of material had not been effective in ensuring that material and )
equipment released for construction conformed to procurement documents. -

|

5. Document Control

a. Inspection Scope '

Document control, including design change activities were reviewed by
',

. the NRC CAT inspectors. The review consisted of a drawing sample from -

field work stations used by SWEC (8 drawings), Walsh (7 drawings), JCI ;

(10 drawings), LKC (7 drawings) and ITT (21 drawings). Drawings wera T

reviewed fer: the accuracy and timeliness of design change incorpora- '

tion; design change posting against an affected drawing; and proper
revision number. These drawings were then compared to the SWEC Document
Control record cards to determine whether design changes affecting the
particular drawings were either posted on the drawing and/or incor- .
porate.d into the drawing. g

4
b. Inspection Findings j

Discrepancies found by the NRC CAT inspectors during the review of
drav:ings from the various contractor work stations included: g

4
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Engineering and Design Coordination Requests (E&DCRs), Advance Change
Notices (ACNs), and Nonconformance and Disposition Reports (N&Ds)
neither posted nor incorporated on affected drawings

More than the procedurally-specified maximum of five E&DCRs posted
on the drawings

E&DCRs, ACNs, N&Ds posted on a drawing, but not applicable to that
drawing

E&DCRs and ACNs cancelled, but still posted on the drawing

The number of drawings having discrepancies versus the total number
reviewed was as follows:

SWEC - 4 of 8

Walsh - 4 of 7

JCI - 1 of 10

LKC - 6 of 7

ITT - 4 of 21

Note that more than one discrepancy was identified on a number of
these drawings.

Because drawings used and maintained by LKC had the highest percentage
of drawings with discrepancies, as well as the highest number of discre-
pancies per drawing, an additional 17 drawings were reviewed. Of the
total 24 examined, the NRC CAT inspectors found the following:

19 of the 24 (80%) drawings had one or more discrepancy

15 of the 24 (60%) drawings had outstanding design changes not
yet posted against them

Two drawing packages, BE-421E and BE-421F, were pulled at each*

of three stations. No two BE-421F packages agreed in design change
postings, and two out of three BE-421E packages did not agree.
(Note: BE-series documents are called drawings by the licensee,
when in reality they are cover sheets to a package of drawings; each
drawing having its own unique identification. Design changes c"e
simply posted on these cover sheets, not on the individually af-
fected drawings within the package.)

Three drawing packages, BE-421E, BE-421F and BE-421T, had seven or
more E&DCRs posted, when the procedures require drawing revision
after five.

* Drawing packages, BE-421E and BE-421F, containing 68 and 64 draw-
ings, respectively, had more than 30 design changes posted.
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In addition to the above, the NRC CAT inspectors learned that because
of the large backlog of ACNs requiring incorporation in drawings, SWEC
temporarily abancaned its time requirement in Project Procedure 77,
(PP 77) " Advance Change Notices", for 60-day incorporation. This change
was made simply through an Interoffice Memorandum, dated 11/11/83,with
no review or concurrence by the applicant.

Drawings reviewed and discrepancies found are delineated in Table
VIII-1.

c. Conclusions

Based on a detailed review of the 24 LKC drawings listed in Table
VIII-1, the NRC CAT inspectors have made the following conclusions:

(1) Drawings are not being reviewed per procedures, in that revisions
are not being made once five "to be incorporated" E&DCRs have
been posted against a drawing. This problem is further complicated
by the fact that, in several areas, 30%-40% of the E&DCRs reviewed
were issued due to error or insufficient information provided on
previously issued E&DCRs.

(2) Design changes are not in all cases being posted against each
affected drawing. For example, over 30 design changes were posted
against each cover sheet to drawing packages BE-421E and BE-421F,
which contained 68 and 64 drawings, respectively. This requires
both craft and inspectors to review each of the 30 design changes
for applicability to any drawing being used from the package. This
burdensome review must be made each time a drawing from the BE-
series is used.

(3) ACNs that are not required to be cancelled by an E&DCR or other
ACN are not being incorporated into the drawings on a timely basis
and therefore, are not receiving full engineering review until the
drawing is revised at a later date. The change to PP 77 further
aggravates this situation, in that not only has tne 60-day incor-
poration requirement been temporarily abandoned, but SWEC has also
not committed to a date when control over the ACNs will be,
achieved, and the appropriate requirements reinstated.

(4) LKC Document Centrol does not have adequate control over its system
for posting design changes against affected drawings, e.g., no two
BE-421F drawing packages, pulled at three different work stations,
agreed with each other.

Based on the above findings, the following concerns have been identi-
fied:

Inspectors and craft are not working to accurate drawings because"

applicable design change documents are not being posted on the draw-
ings in a timely and consistent manner; nor are the changes later
being incorporated into the drawings in a timely manner. In one
instance, the NRC CAT iaspectors found that a QC electrical inspector
had performed an inspection on 12/7/83 (IR E3008630, Drawing
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EE-4200-4) using a drawing that had an outstanding E&DCR, approved
11/23/83, but not yet posted. The electrical inspector was unaware

' that it existed. !

!-The applicant and SWEC do not have adequate control over the ACN*

system. Through an Interoffice Memorandum, dated 11/11/83,SWEC-
revised the procedural requirement of PP 77 from incorporating ACNs
within 60 days of ACN initiation to no tiiae requirement. The NRC CAT
inspectors were informed by the applicant representative that SWEC
made this decision because a large backlog existed as a result of the
ever-increasing generatior, of ACNs. As a result, there now exists
no requirement, based on time or number of ACNs, for incorporating

- ACNs into affected drawings. Therefore, ACNs do not receive full
aan engineering review until the drawing is revised at some later date.

More importantly, rather than possibly finding a solution to the
problem of the high ACN ger.eration rate, SWEC has simply circumvented-
one of the needed-steps in control of the ACN system. Furthermore,
the: applicant has allowed this change in that SWEC-revised PP 77 via
an Interoffice Mamorandum which requires no review and/or concur- i

rence by the applicant.

4
- The number of changes may indicate a lack of " good" engineering or'*

design change review due to the number of changes issued as a result
Lof errors or to provide ~further information not provided by a pre-
viously issued change.

Although the above concerns are based on the discrepancies found in ,

review of LKC drawings, the sample taken from other contractors also
: indicated similar discrepancies (see Sections II and III).

.
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TABLE VIII-1
,

DRAWINGS REVIEWED

Contractor' Drawing Discrepancies

SWEC BZ-2DJ-3 (1)E&DCR, dated 11/22/82, not incorporated in
last revision, 3/1/83

BZ-13CZ-1 -

BZ-13CK-1 -

n .ES-1A-10 4) E&DCRs not posted.

ES- 1L-8 1) E&DCR not posted
ES-1R-2- 4) E&DCRs not posted
ES-70E-4 -

ES-70N-4 -

Walsh' EC-45A-6 (1) E&DCR not posted
EC-45B-5 Incorrect drawing revision being used -

Revision 06 was issued on 10/12/83
EC-37AL-5. (1) E&DCR cancelled, but still posted

-EC-45U-5 (3) E&DCRs not posted
EC-14F-7 -

EC-55K-1 -

EC-37H-4 -

' JCI. BZ-412QU-1 --

BZ-412M2-1 (1)N&Dpostedondrawing;notonDocumentControl
card

DK-410AB-1 -

DK-410BJ-1- -

BZ-414NK-1 -

BZ-415ZJ-2 -

'BZ-414Q%-l' -

BZ-417W-1 -

EK-401AU-1 -

EK-401BN-1 -

LKC BE-421G-4 (1 E&DCR not posted
(6 ACNs not posted

ACN cancelled, but still posted-
ACN posted, but not on Document Control card
E&DCRs dated prior to the last revision and
not yet incorporated; not distinguished as
"not to be incorporated"

EE-420AT-2 1)'E&DCR not posted-
EE-420AU-5 2) E&DCRs not posted
EE-340G-4 1) E&DCR cancelled, but still posted

-EE-340V-3 -

EE-340ED-5 (1) E&DCR cancelled, but still posted
BE-421U-2 a. 1) ACN cancelled, but still posted
(2 work' 1) ACN cancelled, but still posted
stations) 1) ACN posted; not on Document Control card

b. 1) ACN posted; not on Document Control card
BE-421E-4 a. (6) E&DCRs posted, but not on Document
'(3 work Control card
stations) (1) ACN posted, but not on Document

Control card
(2) ACNs cancelled, but still posted
(1) E&DCR not posted
(2) ACNs not posted
VIII-13
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TABLEVIII-1-(Cont.)
DRAWINGS P,EVIEWED

f

- Contractor Drawing Discrepancies
,

LKC-(cont.) Note: A total of 32 design changes were
posted against BE-421E-4 which contained
68 drawings.

b. (6)-E&DCRs posted, but not on Document
Control card >

(1)ACNposted,butnotonDocument
Control card
ACNs not posted ,

ACN cancelled, but still posted
E&DCRs not posted
N&D not posted

Note: A-total of 28 design changes were
posted against BE-421E-4 at this work
station.

c. (6)E&DCRsposted,butnotonDocument
Control card

(1) ACN posted, but not on Document
Control card

(2 ACNs not posted.

. (3 'E&DCRs not posted
(1 N&D not posted
(1 ACN cancelled, but still posted'

Note: A total of 28 design changes were
posted against BE-421E-4 at this work
station.-

BE-421F-4 a. (3) ACNs not posted'

:(3 work (4) ACNs cancelled, but still posted
. stations) Note: A total of 32 design changes were

posted against BE-421F-4 which contained
64 drawings.

b. (4)ACNsnotposted
(4) ACNs cancelled, but still posted''

; (1) ACN posted, but not on Document
Control card

Note: A total of 32 design changes were
posted against BE-421F-4 at this work

- s tation..

c. (4) ACNs not posted
(2) ACNs cancelled, but still posted
Note: A total of 33~ design changes were
posted ag.$1nst BE-421F-4 at this work
station.ce

BE-4218-6 a. -

~

(2' work
stations) b. -

BE-421X-3 a. -

(2 work b. (1)ACNnotposted
stations) (1) E&DCR not posted
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TABLE VIII-1 - (Cont'.)

DRAWINGS REVIEWED
+

Contractor ~ Drawing Discrepancies

LKC~(cont.)- BE-421R-1 a. -

(2' work
stations)- b.- 1) E&DCR not posted.

1) ACN cancelled, but still posted
BE-421T-2 a. 1) E&DCR posted, but not on Document Control
(2 work card
stations) b. (1) ACN cancelled, but still posted
BE-421S-2- a. (1) E&DCR posted, but not on Document Control
(2' work card
stations)'

.(1) ACN posted, but not on Document Control
. card.

2)E&DCRsnotposted
,

1) ACN not posted
b. 1) ACN cancelled, but still posted

EE-420AW-4 a.^
-

.(3 work b. -

stations) c. -

CE-420AV-5 a. ~(4) E&DCRs posted, but not on Document
(3 work Control card
stations) b. (4)E&DCRsposted,butnotonDocument

Control card
(1) E&DCR not posted

c. (4) E&DCRs posted, but not on Document
,

Control card
(1)E&DCRnotposted

EE-420AX-2 a. -

(3 work b. (1)E&DCRnotposted
stations) .c. -(1) E8DCR not posted
EE-460CD-2 (7)E&DCRsposted,butindicatedonDocument

Control card as incorporated
EE-80A-5 -

EE-550H-4 (1)E&DCRnotposted
EE-67L-2 . -

EE-37AU-5 (1) ACH cancelled, but still posted
(2) E&DCRs posted, but indicated on Document

Control card as incorporated
(1)ACNnotposted
(1) E8DCR not posted

EE-420K-5 (2)ACNsnotposted
(1) E&DCR not posted'

- EE-420N-4 (4) ACNs not posted

:

i

4
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TABLE VIII-1 - (Cont.)

DRAWINGS' REVIEWED

Contractor Drawing Discrepancies

ITT EP-71F-7 -

EP-74C-7 (1)E&DCRnotposted,

BZ-19XA-1 s (1) ACN not posted
BZ-66L-1 -

BZ-11MB-1 (1) E&DCR not posted
BZ-11dG-2 -

BZ-77AM-1 -

BZ-71ALG-2 -

BZ-140X-1 -

BZ-74AZ-2 -
.

BZ-19AAZ- -

BZ-74L-2- -

BZ-77CN-1 -

BZ-77P-2 -

BZ-74-AN-1 -

BZ74AN-1 -

BZ-72LL-1 -

BZ-71JB-1. -

BZ-139BN-1 -

'BZ-40AC-3 -

BZ-72QC-2 -

BZ-77AQ-1 (1)E&DCRnotposted
4

i
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. A. PERSONS CONTACTED-

1 The following list identifies the applicant's representatives, including
' coordinators for specific areas, contacted during this inspection:

.1~. _. Exit Meetings '

,
,

4
- - G. Rh 5e -

'

~; S. Manno -
'

, s'
D. Dise'.

x

:J. Ptak' | . <
, .' '

,

4C. , Terry
'

D.(Palmer 1 -

;3 Wr Baker

\ 'C. Millian. -

'T. Loomis, a'

D. Shelton
'

~

's . R. Ksliey -

.

- R. Wagner
' M. Pace i n

,

: T. Arrington-., -

i C. Crocker,

'~"
F. Sheldon,a -

;~-
.

*

-;x - 2. Applicants's Coordinators-
s ,

,

J a. \ Civil / Structural
s;

, h '

'

S..Czuba
'E D. Welch '"

'"
.e - b." Mechanical,

. 8

Ei(e T. Engel- a^

R. Hdanelman,s'' ; '- 1,i

c. Elect'rical and Instrumentation-

4
y' N

..
.,

, .

'

H. Mastin ; ~.
i. .'J. Janas-

4 C. Fischer '

.. e ;

''. d. Welding and NDE
+

. _ .

' ~ O~?J,Swenszkowski..t- '

'

.;

- Ed. Scoates.,

*; R. Deuvall N'
1:

D I-
g

t ,,

N l'
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^

e. Materail Traceability, Storage and Maintenance,

J. Sullivan

f.. Quality' Assurance and QC Effectiveness

D. Palmer
W. Baker
F. Osypiewski

In the course of this inspection, numerous craftsuen, inspectors, engi-
neers, and supervisory personnel who are not specifically listed were
l t td.a so con ac e .
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ATTACHMENT A
.

W5 B. DOCUMENTS REVIEWED
'

r

The docudents listed ~.below were reviewed by the inspection team members
~

to the extent necyssary to satisfy the inspection of objectives stated in
Section I of this report. References to specific procedures are
contained with the~ body.of the report.

m ,
. w p

1. . Finil Safety 'Analysi: Report
,

2. Quality Assurance Handals (NMP-2 and Contractorsf'
.

~

Quality Assurance Procedures3.. , . ,

.
4. Quality Control Procedures s

m' / 5. General Electrical Specifications ;
"

6. General Concrete Specifications
-7. General Mechanical-Installation Specifications

. 8. General Piping Installation Specifications
9. Maintenance Procedures

10. Procurement, Receiving, and Storage Procedures
_ 11. Material Traceability Procedures'

12. -QA Audit Reports
13. Trend Analysis' Reports

'

14 Procedures for Initiating & Processing Field Changes
15. Procedures for Initiating & Processing Nonconformances-
16. Nonce.formance Reports
17. As-P. Ilt Packages

- 18. NDE rocedures
19. Personnel Qualification Records
20. Drawings and Specifications
21. Receiving Reports
22. Documentation Packages
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